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OBTUARY.
Martin C.

Dilwortb, Jr., died

his parents

of

at

tbe home

Main street about mid-

on

night, Friday,after an illness of about a week
of slow fever, which finally developed into
typhoid. He was the youngest sou of Martin
C. and Margaret Dilworth and was born in
Belfast Feb. 2D, 1880. He attended the common schools of this city, and was in various
employments out of school hours. When he
left school he was a sophomore in the High

Societies..Personal.
PAGE 2.

Endeavor Reports .Her Choice..The
Brook'. An Adventure with a Wild Cow.
Dotn Seattle..News Notes. The Old and
Botany.
page 3.
;jg Visit to Old Spain.. Rough Experithe Pacific..Liquor Selling at Fairs.
-11an

school. He was for some time messenger
the Western Union Telegraph Co., and
PAGE 4.
later was in the employ of the Boston Tea
tl>
The News of Belfast. .County Corre- ! Co. He then entered the boot and shoe
e
Islesboro’s Boom.
store of B. C. Dinsmore & Son, where his
page 5.
'vs of Belfast.
natural ability and faithfulness not only won
PAGE G.
for him the highest esteem of his employers
d’ with Mrs ,Jinks..Appeals fot a Kehut attracted the attention of the firm of
Basford Register of Deep-Water
,i-t Aw .i\
‘i, the Pacific. .The
Sardine
Critohett, Sibley & Co., who, after lie had
literary News and Notes. The Dogs
beeu one year with Dinsmore & Son,prevailDoor.
PAGE 7.
ed on that firm to allow them to employ
f Si'b..
M'ni. E. Downes..A Modern
Martin in their counting room.
He acceptme steamer.
A Bird Talk. .Dr.
Phillip-'
A Boston Litterateur.
ed the position ami worked industriously
PAGE S.
during business hours and studied short
'.
Locals...County Correspondence...
hand and book-keeping evenings.
It is
s.
Markets Births..Marriages. Deaths
probable that bis ambition to advance in bis
I new position and to perfect himself in his
I he News ot Brooks.
si miles led him to overwork himself.
He
K K York is
visiting friends in Mas- was a young man of great promise, of a genial
for

■

-etts.
acl

pleasant disposition and a general favorTbe parents, three brothers and two
sisters remain; two sisters and one brother
The remainhaving passed on before him.
ing art- William E. of Belfast, Charles H.
and Oscar II. of N irvvalk, Ct., Mrs. Mae
Parsons f FUreuce, Mass and Miss Helen
L\a of Belfast.
The funeral was held Sunday afternoon. Rev. A. A. Smith paid a
touching tribute to the worthof the deceased, and a Catholic prayer was read and reHolland of
peated twice by Mrs R. A
in*l

Chase

days.

few

r a

la MMaun of

i'

ite

been confined to the

has

Prospect Ferry

has

ting at O. \V. Lane's.
St

imps, m lately

visited his

in Aroostook
I.

Campbell

./a

primary
mar

father. I>.

county.

of

Wiuterport

will

Huxford.

winter with T. I.

ne

closed last week. The
will close this week.

school

school

nee Mae Pilisbnry. The same prayer
repeated by Martin during his delirium
a few days prior to his death.
There was a
very Urge attendance, notwithstanding the
sever* storm.
Percy Poor, A Cutter Sibley

His farm is vacant

e.

Walter Whitehead and Wilson Ellis
the bearers. Tlieiioral offerings were
numerous and beautiful,and included a basket o; tiowers from the office employes of the
shoe factory ; a bouquet from “Two Chums;”
a basket of roses
from Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Sibley and sou Cutter; basket of flowers, T.
H. .Marshall Relief Carps; bouquet, A. E.
Clark Camp, Sous of Veterans ; tioral piece,
,Jr.

present.

wa re

Ellis has again moved to his farm,

■:

'!t*
■

at

time ago on account Of
health is considerably mi-

some

His

1th

a

ni.
Lane

A'

setting

is

>•£ Tlie

;it

..ling

church.

new

:s now

the

furnace in the
The work on

nearly done, except the

ng.
is building a large sheu
hous.- and barn, ami making

Barker
his

ting

xtensive repairs.

■

Pole, bouquet of ehrysanthiiiums, Mr. Howard and Misses Field and
Townsend, teachers of the High school; basket of flowers, Patterson & Welch; basket
of pinks and roses. Mrs. Chas. O. Parsons,
sister of the deceased
bouquet of pinks,
Girls' Wliist Club; white pinks, Mr. and

Few farms in town

hotter

shape than his.
Bessey is on a trip

an>i
as

\

crmout,

to

New

Hainp-

where he has important
He is the owner of the

Morison; pinks. Mr. and
roses.
John MeLellan;
Davis; chrysanthemums.
pinks, C. F. Ginn and
Charles Trundy, pinks,

Bennett is at home for a few
■1
emmands the yacht Gleam, which
t:
employed this summer as tender
1 Lolland submarine boat at Greend

t.

W.

ing.

L. T.

ness

Staples, who

“•

h.s health
•'.!

went

to

Anoka,

;l.e

.li

climate of the

*evere

!•. well has moved into the house
A J. Roberts’ place, new owned
M

Tiie

by

Field;

Miss

Mattie Flem-

hand

♦.

the

office

employes

of

tbe

shoe

on cert

last

Thursday evening
seemed well pleas-

house anil all
the entertainment. The concert was
••'! by a social hop and about
thirty
enjoyed themselves until a late hour.
foil

remains

of

Fletcher

Ulmer Russ,
The Journal

not to have a public funeral at the home.
The body was taken from the receiving
tomb at Belfast Friday afternoon, where it
had been deposited upou its arrival, aud
borne to its final resting place in the Head
of the Tide cemetery
A very impressive
service was he id at the cemetery, Rev. J M.

'h

A male quartette,
Leighton officiating.
consisting f Ralph Mosher, W. 8. Hatch, iv
C. Merriam and \V. (J. Hatch, assisted materially in the services. A large company

Briggs has been visiting relatives
He formerly lived with his uncle, the
eo
15. Briggs
He has been for sevbrakeman on tlie passenger
1 the consolidated road running out
a

neighbors was :n attendance,
sympathy for the afflicted fam-

of friends and
and

■stun.

tears

of

fell from many eyes. The bearers
associates and
schoolmates, as

ily
1

regular

he Churches.

were

bis

follows:

Thomas Gurney, Ross Beckwith, George
be held at the !
Hatch, Henry Ladd, Ralph Mosher and
Sunday. Sermon by j Basil Newell. The floral
offerings were

services

;

•flings will be held at People’s Mission,
1 gh street, every
Tuesday, Thursday,
lay and Sunday evening at 7 o’clock,
study Sunday at 5 o’clock.
All are

subject of

the

Belfast High school.

Methodist church of this city has vot
entertain the East Maine
Conference,
opens April 18. 1900, and continues
week.
Bishop Fowler will preside. He
u
knowledged to be one of the ablest
'Kers in the denomination in America.
s
expected he will deliver his famous
e on Lincoln at one of the sessions
of
uference.
e

Last week we published a brief obituary
of Stanley H. Freeman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis C. Freeman of Lincolnville, who died
at his home in Camden Nov. 2nd.
The
Camden Herald of Nov. 10th says of the dec eased:
Ever cheerful aud

pleasant, glad

to

accom-

He was
modate. he made friends with all
a hard worker aud a man of the strictest inSaid a prominent business man,
tegrity.
“In his death our community suffers a great
loss for he was an honor to his business, an
honor to the town
Besides the young widow, a father, mother,

will be the usual

mid-week prayer
ig i-.t tlie North church this, Thursday,
i.g at. 7.80; topic, “Can inborn mean1 >e eradicated ?
The Sunday services
sister ami brother survive him.
He was a
c as follows:
Morning worship at 10.45, member of King David’s lodge F.
A. M.,
seruiuu by tlie pastor, Rev. G. S.
Mills; the Eastern Star Lodge of Lincolnville and
day school at 12 in. The V, P. S. C. E. the. Camden Lodge, K. of P of Camden.
The Knights of Pythias' funeral service
have a promise meeting at 0 30 p. m; i
was observed at the home at 10.o0 a. m.,
re by the pastor at 7-80
m.
p.
Sunday. The remains were then taken to
Lincolnville, where services were held in the
subject of Rev. A. A. Smith’s sermon I church,
Revs. L. D. Evans and W. E. LomI'mvcrsalist church next Sunday I bard officiating, the Masonic rites being obug at 10:45 will lie
The Spiritual Ait- j served by the members of iiis home lodge.
and Leadership of Jesus Christ.” The unusually large attendance at the funeral and the man> beautiful floral offerings
the second sermon in the series on,
w’ere a touching tribute t<> his popularity.
His iife has ended but his influence never.
Essentials of Religion." Other serHis
earthly span was short but long enough
will be: 12 o'clock, Sunday school;
to show what an upright character,
temperVoting People’s meeting; topic, “The I ate habits, hard work, a cheerful
face and a
• ge Man."
A cordial invitation is exbrave spirit can accomplish against great
re

■

j

led to all.

members were taken into the Bapiturch recently by letter. Mr. Carle
k <»f Newton Theological college will
< u next
Sunday forenoon in the absence
pastor, Rev. R. T. Capen. Mr. Herhas supplied the pulpit hereon previous
■

mills.
We cannot see ac oss the river on to
the other shore, but surely his faithful, steadfast life on earth can only lead to a broader,
nobler life beyond.

1

v-s

ohs

and is

highly appreciated by those

have heard

The Thursday evenprayer meeting will be led by Deacon
kite. Friday, Teachers’ meeting.
Uen.

;
v

him.

Hyde

Dead.

Newport News, Va., Nov. 14.
Gen. T.
Hyde (the owner of the Bath, Me., Iron
>rks), died at Old Point Comfort this
'■ruoon.

He

was one

of the best known

ship

Iders in this country.
He had been in
d!Iing health for some time.
Cruiser Charleston

L

Wrecked.

Manila, Nov. 14. The United States cruisCharleston, which had been patrolling the

rthern coast of Luzon, was wrecked on a
‘;--f off the northwest coast on Tuesday, Nov«mber 7
All on board were saved.

James L. Dow of North Searsport passed
He had been
away Oct. 11th, aged ‘‘9 years.
in poor health for many years, and died of

consumption of the blood. He was a hardworking, industrious man, and his ambition
led him to work beyond his strength, especially in his last days. He leaves a wife, one

daughter,

two sous, one brother and five
sisters, who have the sympathy of many
friends in their afiliction. He was a kind
and loving husband and one of the most indulgent of fathers. Those who knew him
best loved him most. He was always happier by his own fireside than anywhere else.
He lived a Christian life, ever ready to throw
the mantle of charity around the erring one.

Mrs. Eliza Mayo Webster died in Boston,
Mass., Oct. 26, 1896, aged 49 years. She was
born in Frankfort, Me., daughter of the late
Howes and Huldali Mayo, and was one of a

three-master that
When a car load

down that consisted of three

boxes,

Repairs.

residence. The original building was 18x80
and be built ou two additions, 7x18, and
6x20.
The principal rooms are finished in
North Carolina pine, with maple floors. The
chambers are finished ;n soft woods and
painted. It will be heated with a furnace

the river onto Cod Lead marsh,where
little gravelly knoll is that the old pioneer Anthony plowed ami scraped all one
fall for Robert Kidd’s treasures, and waved
his baud around in a circle over his head,
and a puff of steam started behind the shed,
up went the box and was lowered to the
hatch coamings, when the tail board was
knocked out with a sledge hammer and one
part of the chain was unhooked and
went one end of the box and dowu thundered three tons of paving into the hold, with

from

two boxes

houses iu this city are approaching completion and will be occupied
new

the

soon.

F. L. Harmon lias remodelled a building on
l’each street and made it a handsome modern

and

Mitchell’s,

has

and is

piped

for

city

water

The stone work
was by T. J
Hopkins; joiner work by N. JPottle; painting by Welch & Stevens; plastering by T. A. Young.
Llewellyn Wood’s bouse ou Cedar street
is 80x82 with gambrel roof. The walls of the
lower story are clapboarded.the remainder of
the house shingled.
A piazza extends the
whole length of the front.
There are four
rooms besides the hall and pantry on the
first floor, and four rooms and a bath room
It will be finished in modern
up-stairs.
style inside, with liard-wood floors. The
foundation was built by Johu W. Nasli, the
mason w ork was by J. W. Wood ; the underpinning by T. A. Young, ami the carpenter
work by X J. Pottle.
Leforest L. Robbins is building a very
roomy two-story house on Miller street. The
cellar is deep and the cellar walls substantially laid in faced rock. There is a roll-way
which opens through the back piazza, and
sewer

connections.

door,

which

can

be

entered

arranged

with

seem

;er

pipes

and all

plumbing

throughout

house are of brass and copper, no iron
Deing used. The nouse is heated by a furlace and all the registers are nickel
plated.
Most of the floors throughout the house are

to be

anything

to

Some of the

stood.

keep

people

the

lesign,
room.

own.

The pieces

are

of

elegant

keeping with the finish of the
While everything is elegant aud of

ami in

tbe best material, convenience ami comfort
have not been overlooked, and the house is
idmirably arranged in all respects. Capt.
ind Mrs. Patterson hope to spend a considerable portion of their time in Belfast, and
lave modernized their home with that end
n view.

Good

Templars.

District Templar E. L. Bartlett, who is
State Deputy G. C. T., installed the
'ollowing officers of Belfast Lodge Monday
evening: O. T Fred Pendleton; V. T., Eve-

also

yn Pendleton; Sec’y, Gagie Creasy; F.
Sec’y. Lana Pendleton; Treas., Mrs. E. L.
Brackett; Mar., Edwin Per.dns; S. J T.t
Mrs. E. P. Alexander; Guard, Elijah Howard; Sent., Addison Pendleton; Asst. Sec’y,
Miss Seekius; Dep. Marshal, Annie Blod-

gett; P. C. T., T. H. Fernald.

After installation interesting remarks were made by E.
L. Bartlett and a recitation was given by
Vlrs. Alexander

the week ending Nov. 15, 1899:
Le Vaughn L. Thomas, Revere, Mass., to
Henrietta!.. Coombs, Crovidence, R.T ; land
in Lincolnville. Geo. B. Roberts, Boston.to
Lillian M. Small, Brooks; land and buildings
in Brooks. Ada F. Barker, Monroe, to Jane
W. White! Winterport; land in Winterport.
Clara E. Sylvester, Camden, to Ellison F.
Brown.

women

lu>k too fast

Lincolnville;

laud aud

buildings

in

Lincolnville.
Jamas Toney et als., Frankfort, to Leonard Toney, do.; land aud buildings in Frankfort. Levi Whitcomb, Belfast,
to Chas E. Freeman, Islesboro. Joseph W.
Simpson, Lincolnville, to A. B. Allen, Hope;
land and buildings in Lincolnville. Wm. A.
Clark, Belfast, to S. G. Norton, do.; land
and buildings in Swauville. C. O Mont-

un-

they come to money and then they hesiJ was trading with an
tate and go slow'.
Italian woman when an Irish hoy, who

gomery. Camden, to Alton Dean, Lineolnville; land in Lincolnvii i»«
Islesboro Land

looked Irish ail

over, came along. He seemed
be the boss boy in the village and when,
the little pert Italian girl was telling what
she knew so briskly the boy burst out with,
“What do you know, you young dago.”’
The little girl resented it intensely and
looked it, as she said, "1 will tell Mr. Somebody.” 1 did not exactly hear the name,
but it brought the boy to civility and a

to

and Improvement (.’•>. to Sarah G.Silsbee.
Boston: land in Islesboro: 8 deeds. Charles

F

A Foretaste of
It

was

storm

was

suow, but
The latter part of the afternoon the clouds lifted in|tlie west, and it was
thought “the moon might clear ;t off.” But
early in the evening the storm set in in earnest—a wild northeaster,
with snow. All
night the wind blew a gale, ami Sunday
morning the ground was covered with
suow for this first time this season.
The
storm continued unabated all day Sunday,
The

majority predicted

said rain.

but with

a

rise of

temperature

the after-

in

when|largemoist Hakes of suow fell in
place of the dry Hue particles of the night
before.
Sleighs were out during the day,
despite the storm. Early Sunday evening
noon,

cleared the stars came out and
shone. Monday dawned clear,with
the wind northwest an.l a low temperature.
This storm, despite tne premonitory symp-

the skies

the

moon

toms,

was

because of

its

severity

surprise party. We bad had so
unseasonably mild weather

of

ed

almost

but

we were

|The

as

if winter

was

a

veritable

many weeks
that it seem-

to pass

us

by,

forgotten.
was
general throughout the

not

storm

State.

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has adopted the
resolutions:
Whereas, Our brother D. B. Johnson lias
bien called from his earthly labors to that
better land where pan: ami sorrow cannot

j

enter; and

Whereas,

It is but iust that a fitting recoghivirtues should
be
m.tny
had, therefore he it resolved, that while we
bow with humble submission to the will of
the great Master we sincerely mourn for
our brother who has
been taken from us,
Resolved, That in the death of brother
Johnson, this Grange mourns the loss of a
Charter Member, and a brother who was
ever ready to proffer the hand of aid. and
the voice of sympathy to the needy; for
years an active member of this Grange,
whose endeavors were exerted for its welfare and prosperity.
A friend and companion who was dear to us all. A citizen whose
upright and useful life was a standard of
emulation to his followers.
Resolved, That the heart felt sympathy of
this Grange be extended to the bereaved
family in their affliction
Resolved, That these resolutions bespread
upon our records, and a copy sent to the
family of the deceased brother and that a
copy be sent to the County paper fur publication, and our charter he draped for sixty
nition

of

days.

B. F. Foster,
F B. Ni tt,

L. H.

Murch and others estimate |the total
suowfall at from 10 to 12 inches. Some of the
teaming

Monday, but the
mud and the sledding
of short duration.
While the date is
was

snow soon
was

on

unusually early

for

so

Dewey
of

Belfast flail

mixed with

heavy

a

storm, last

year gave us a 4 inch snow fall on Nov. 10th,
and the great gale which proved so disastrous to shipping was the 27th.

Hero

Roy Wood,

runners

Hazen.

) Committee
on

)

Resolutions.

Matter.

All post-masters of the United States were
required by a recent order from the department to

weigh

all mail matter

originating

Originating

Manila

Married,

Thursday,

at

Washington.

Washington,

Nov. !>.

Mrs.

Mildred M.

Hazen and Admiral George Dewey were
at 10 o’clock this morning,
at, the rectory of St. Paul’s Catholic church,
1425 V street, N. W. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. James J Mackin, pastor of the church, assisted by Rev. Joseph
A. Foley, assistant pastor, and Rev. Sidney
S. Hurl but.
The ceremony was strictly
private and of the simplest character. The
bride was accompanied by Mrs. Washington
McLean, her mother, and Mrs. Ludlow, her
sister, while Admiral Dewey was accom-

quietly married,

panied by Lieut. Caldwell, bis*aide. There
were no other guests amFafter the
ceremony
Admiral and Mrs, Dewey entered a carriage
and were driven to tlie McLean residence

in

their offices from October 3d to November
bth, inclusive. Following is a summary of
the report of Postmaster Brown of Belfast.
in Belfast 1*. O.
lbs.
oz.
Frist class matter.. 61*2
3
Second class matter paid. 75S
free... 407
Third and fourth classes.. 467
5
Free government matter..1,565
3
Equipment, pouches, etc.3,405 11

Foreign.

Total.7,306

Sent by
Railroad.
lbs.
oz.
6
7<s4
676
21.S
6S.S
5
12
2,005

1,453

4

!

|
j

6,720

10

Columbia Will (io Abroad.
New York, Nov. 11. It was reported today that Capt. Oliver Iselin, the managing
owner of the yacht Columbia and Commodore J. Pierpont Morgan, at a conference today, decided to send the Columbia abroad

spent,

Wadsworth-Burkett.

representing

Ttiomas Rice left Monday to
daughters in Berlin, Mass.

Miss Flora B. Patterson of
Bangor waited
relatives in this city last week.
Mrs. Nellie Robbins of Boston is
visiting
her mother, Mrs. Sophia Forbes.

Miss Annabel Carter of Bangor v.sited
friends in Belfast the past week.
C. H. Chamberlain was in Clinton
Water ville last week on business.

Mrs. P. J. P lannagau of Bangor visited
relatives in Belfast the past week.
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Star of the Sea at
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serious

Sarah, wife -f Liberty Wetln ;.t-e f
Hermon. former.y of Belfast
Ida-.r
brother James went to North Hern .• Tu--s

sister

the

North

day
M.tjoi ii. M. Lord und family wii leavi
Rockland. N<*v Jist for Lawrence. Mass :.
visit. Major L... i'~ .-dsL r.Mrs. J H.Pursub-v

Corinthian

They will sail
Cuba, Nov

Welch represents
the committee of ar-

Tar ratine Tribe of Redmeii <>f this city

;■

New

the F

Y<rk for Havana
S.

transport Sedg-

The Hon. Charles Davt nport and wife
prominent Methodists of Bath, Me. rei-brated their sixty third wedding anmv.-rsary mi Monda>
having been amrim-d
Nov. (i, 1
Mr. Davenport .sin lo..«« mienirst year.

[Northern

Christ

i.t*

Adv...

air

Harrin.an of Bath and Kr.-d \
Harrmian of Water', u.e were in the city the
tirst of the week. Their mother. Mrs A. J.
1 farriman, who has been serio; *1 v i 1, is ad e
Cbas. A.

port. Rockland and Vinalhaven, will he
lielil in the near fu tire, probably in Cam\V

from

wick.

A convention of Knights of Pythias Lodges,
comprising Brooks. Belfast. Camden, Rock-

on

O.

Dil worth,

(

L

steamer

quet and hall in addition to the ritual services. The visitors will have a special train.

M

>■■*.<

Cant. Koht.

Royal Arch Chapter wiii be heiu next Mouday evening.
Belfast Company, Uniform Rank, Knights
of Pythias, has received an invitation to
take part in mustering a new company at
Pittsfield, Nov. 2ist. There will he a ban-

Roekpurt.

(diaries

account

P

Societies.

The regular convocation

or

<\

:«

an

visited Belfast Lodge, I O.
T
day night. He was the guest
Mrs. (', K. Brackett while m this

prosperous voyage

Silver Cross Lodge
rangemeuts.
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After
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Mass., and child,

of life.
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from

vacation

teacher iu
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of elocution in the a. idrm>
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which The Journal adds its

.Secret

-linden,
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a« von

u

returned

Littlefield is

Miss Lu
weeks’

of many handsome and valuable presents,
and received the congratulations of a host

sea

on

.-rtl

i:

imo

.,1

leu ami

sii'i

M arti ti

popular

a

cit>

Staples

;

w

hand.

j

popular young man. a graduate of
High school. He was for some, time
in the employ of Jackson & McIntosh, and
later, of I. H. Jackson, but recently entered
the
employ of Mr. Burkett, the bride’s
father. The youug people were the reeipients

to

Phillips

this

from

he

\

'r

>’

was

attended the

Know I ton

j employ ed,

and

friends,

>

Bateman

KnowIton

J.

others fro

Belfast

best wishes for

Samuel

F. P
!

Mrs. Thomas U. Shea, and attended Lasse!
Seminary, The bridegroom is an industri-

of

H. !P1 inner of l _OIi
Belfast recent].', return-

II.

Biooksville last week 'ey
seveie illness of her father.

ro.ui.

their

itiner-

Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Staples
home Monday from South Ham-.*. j;
they spent the sumuu r

youug lady, and has a large circle of friends.
She has travelled extensively with hersister.

ous

Bue tsport.
the

they took the elece
by rail f>u

the

at

sister. Mrs. M

-«

Capt. and Mrs. David G
Hodgn.au
Thoiuaston were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
F. Keen last week.

was

trics for Keck land and them
short

C

home Tuesday

ing

parlors. The happy couple
the afternoon by carriage for
whence

and Mrs.

Dr.

visited relatives in

those in the

to

Mrs.

ant's Institute.

lied, and the happy couple stood up a
rug of white fur under ail arch >f the colors
of the other decorations. The ceremony was

immediately after
dining

Wal-

Charles Clinch <>f St. Job-.

visiting

are

«

corn hi

decorations ->f tin*

B.,

Rev. G. E.
Edgett was in
Tuesday attending a meeting f

a

served

Poor returned Saturday to
Mass., aftcl Spending 'l. SU!

Amos
LllKUi,

Wellesley.

marriage of then .laughter, Miss Josephine Simomou Burkett, and
Mr. Eilward Ansel SVadsw
>uiy so? of
Ex-Sheriff and Mrs. Ansel Wadsworth of
this city. The parlors were decorated in
green, white and gold, very artistically uni-

breakfast

O. Patterson and wife of Charles
arrived last Friday for a short

PI.

ton. S.

C. O. Poor went to Boston
Monday on
business and will also visit his daughter at

noon, to witness the

wedding

and

Mrs. John W Doe ami child of Bar Har
last Thursday to visit relat; .-s
;’i Belfast.

interested, assembled at the residence of Mr.
George VV. Burkett. N-. 8 Church
street, Thursday, November '. h, at high

The

i.m

hor arrived

and Mrs.

Mass.

s

W. Rich.

A

was best man.
The Shea family
represented by James .1. Shea of Cam-

his

sit

v

and

Mr. and Mrs.

happy party,
families immediately

the two

Charles O’Connell arrived home
Friday
from a business trip to Boston.

N.

tact with many people and given him a with*
acquaintance and a reputation for medical
skill and business capacity that extends all
over bis native State.

J

to be about the house.

Site

is

with in

n

Fred iu Waterville.
ar>

John 11. Quimhy, who has been n port
medical treatn lo. arrived home by a special cur on tie* regular

planning for an exceptionally g<<>d tunc
next Monday evening, when work will i<

land two weeks for

the Chief’s degree. After the,
and venison, in t he shape
served, and the evening
socially spent with speeches by local members.

evening passenger tram Monday a
uup tilled by Mrs. Quimhy, Dr. B. B. 1- inter of
Portland and a trained nurse
He b.-re the

conferred

4
6

Llewellyn Sleeper

Belfast.

Dr. and Mrs. Brooks are well known residents of Belfast, with a host of friends am!
well wishers. Before giving up practice Dr.
Brooks was know n iu many homes as the
trusted aud beloved family physician, counsellor ami friend.
His professional and
business careers have brought him in con-

bridge,

j following

Dutton went to Boston Saturshort visit.

a

and Mrs. J.

Mr.

with

was

Seaside Grange conferred the second and
third degrees last Saturday evening, and
has other candidates for the near future.

Winter.
a

day for

pale pink

Tliombs

News of the Granges.

A It TRIDG K.

evident Saturday that

brewing.

some

j

I

K REMAN

Mrs. O. E.

1

j

and

Kev. J. M. Leighton of the
Townsend, Belmont, to V.H.Grover, Bos- performed by
Unitarian church,who used the ring s.-r
in
Belmont.
Chas.
buildings
The wedding march by Lohengrin was skill
B. iiazeitine, Belfast, to Chas. O. Dickey.
fully played by Miss Maude Laminatis. The
Northport; land and buildings in Northport. bride was
dressed in white mouse!iu-de-soie
Emily B. Kyersou, Chicago, to Geo. S. Bar- over white
silk and carried a bon..net of
ker, Brookline, .Mass.; land in Islesboro.
bride roses.
Miss Lottie Proctor ol WaterWm. A. Bendleton, Revere, Mass., to Harville. the bridesmaid, was dressed in white
vard W. El well, Northport; land in Northand carried chrysanthemums.
Josepii L
port.

know wku he is.

Poor went to Boston
Saturday

Mrs. W. W. Carter left Saturday to
spend
the winter in Boston.

L.

mood very quickly.
Mr. Somebody
seemed to be a good backer among the Italian children in the valley, but I do not

R.

business.

Fred Jackson went to Boston
Monday for
short visit.

a

ton; land and

friendly

if

ligns of liis

were

following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

James Pattee is spending the week
Portland.

George

cards.

of Deeds for

here.

lie

quartered oak, aud everything is finished
n the best possible
mauner.
The dining
•oom furniture, consisting of a sideboard,
table and chairs, i3 of East India mahogany,
Made to order for Capt. Patterson from de-

The

on

on

ed the

Transfers in Real Estate.

til

REMODELLED.

work

only

carry

Among the Italians many of the children
good talkers, with only a slight lisp,
when their parents could hardly be under-

a

Ernest

they

but

are

O. Patterson is to be congratjlated on the elegance and convenience of
liis home at the corner of Church an i Pearl
streets in this city, especially as the work in
ill its details is of his own designing. The
bouse is seventy-five years old, and was
bought by his father, the late Capt. Robert
Otis Patterson, forty-three years ago. Recently Capt. Ei. O. Patterson undertook to
remodel the house and put it not only in
first class repair but fully up to date in all
Che modern requirements. The oid windows
have all been replaced by new ones of the
latest styles.
The front door is of solid
quartered oak, made from a drawing by
Oapt. Patterson. The doors formerly in use
between the parlors are replaced by an elab»rate grille. The large, old-fashioned chiui[iey between the diniug room and kitchen
las been replaced by one of more modern
»ize, and a handsome mantel and fireplace
:mt in the diniug room.
The bath room is
inished in white ami gold, piped for hot aud
cold water, and the walls are soon to be
lecorated by Mr. P. A. Sanborn. The wa- I

Capt.

day,

is going there is quite a puff of
smoke. Everything looks as if a
large amount of business could be done on
Mt. Waldo and th ere is a prospect this year
for better times coming; but along the bay
and river the exodus continues. All along
the roads they keep going, and there does not

to

AN OLD HOUSE ELEGANTLY

a

They

New Age has flocked ail by itself.

everything

from the hall

comfort aud convenience.
B. L. Davis has the foundation ready for a
bouse on Waldo avenue, on which he will
build next season.
W. H. McIntosh has built a new stable on
bis place on Bridge street.

can

steam and

without going through another room. Levi
L. Robbins, father of the owner, built the
foundation; ,J. W. Wood did the mason
work; and J.G. Aborn was foreman of the

view

day

boxes. Then Mr Waldo abounds in engines. One is located to pump water up the
mountain to use in the boilers ami for drilling holes, and another is used for hoisting
and getting down stone on the monumental
affair I don’t know what it is called. Then
two more are used for drilling, so that when

brick. The halls are roomy, both above and
below. White wood prevails largely in the
finish and the floors are hard wood. The
house is to be heated with a Kelsey furnace
piped for city water. There are five
besides the bath room ou the second

a

two

furnace, coal and ash bin, etc., are very
conveniently arranged. The rooms on the
ground floor are spacious, well lighted and
handsomely ti ashed in various modern
styles. An open lirepiace in the sitting room
is surmounted by an artistic mantle in fancy

rooms

trips

On Mosquito Mountain 27 trips

be made in

can

the

and is

to go, and 18

more

made.

be

G. B. Marsano went to Boston
Monday
business.
Mrs.

centre, and festoons of white covered
ferns depended from the chandelier to
the four corners of the table, ending in clusenfant terrible of that Commonwealth.
ters of ferns and smilax. Mrs. Maria D.
Then the New York Sun, which as to poliMiss Carrie M. Cutter and Mrs. Leola
tics is not readily classified—and it is really Peirce,
A Peirce assisted in serving the refreshnot material wiiether we call it Democratic
ments, which consisted of punch, salads,
or Republican—has this to say :
ices and cakes, including the bride’s cake, i
The State of New York stands by William*
McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt. It votes The. ball was decorated with palms, ferns, |
for a sound system of finance and for the ex- etc. Dr. and Mrs. Brooks were the repansion of manufactures and commerce, iu
of a large number of valuable
which its interest exceeds that; of auy other cipients
State. It shows by the election of a Repub- presents, including gold and sterling silver
lican Assembly its approval of the Adminis- ware, Dresden ami Sevres china, cut
glass,
tration, its unabated loyalty, its patriotic de- oil paintings,etc. The directors of the Belfast
termination that the insurrection iu Luzon
shall be put down and the full fruits of National Bank, of which Dr. Brooks is
Dewey’s victory he gathered. There will be President, presented them with a handsome
no weakening among the New' York
Repub- set of sterling silver kuives. Each guest iu
licans in 1900. The city of New York may
was presented
with a piece of
still he in the bonds of iniquity. The State departing
is all right
wedding cake tied with dainty white ribbon.
These are merely a few specimen utter- Dr. and Mrs. Brooks will be at home Wednesdays iu December and January. No
ances which serve to show that the Augusta

across

Several

people.

imperialists,” has gone Republican of course,
but by a vote that is so large that it should
effectually silence the "anti-expansionist’’

or

should call them, cart bodies, placed
crossway of the car with ringbolts in the bed
pieces, two on each side of the box, a
chain was booked on the two sides, aud a
fellow with a red shirt on jumped upou a
pile of hammered stone and looked over

Brookliu Nov. 3d.

Hunuing

stone.

of the American

condemn him, they sustain the President.
Here is aD Independent opinion from the
New' York Herald:
Massachusetts, the hotbed of tlie "anti-

I

as

Lucy Ann, widow of Joseph Redman, and
only daughter of Andrew and Nancy Blake
of Cape Cozier, died at Mrs. Abram Carter’s

next

e,“ Rom. 14:1-23.

loading paving

came

outside aud the interior is

and mother; bouquet of white and
yellow’ roses, Carrie and Sara; pillow of
roses aud chrysanthemums, with
foliage,
upon which was the word “Rest,” M. R.
Know It on aud Ed. Knowlton ; bunch of

double-deck beamed

was

beliefs

on

silk aud ornamented
Sunday in Rockland.
brillaut trimming and duchpearl
Miss Ethel Clark went to Boston
Monday
esse lace, the collar formed of
strings of to spend the winter.
pearls. She wore shoes to match and carried
Miss Ella Smith of Brewer visited friends
bride roses tied with white satin ribbon. Her
in Belfast the past week.
hair was dressed high aud ornamented with
Rev. Randall T. Capen leaves
strings of pearls. Miss Ellen D. Townsend
to-day f<»r a
visit in Watertown, Mass.
was bridesmaid and Mr. Herbert T. Field
was best man.
Miss Townsend was gowned
Mrs. Anna Adams of Boston is
visiting her
in white muslin with pink trimmings and
mother, Mrs. C. F. Morison.
carried pink roses.
The beautiful and
Hon. C. E. Littlefield of Rockland was in
spacious dining room was decorated iu
Belfast Tuesday on business.
green ami white. The mantel was draped j
Mrs. Mary A. Roberts went o Boston Satin white dotted and banked with ferns. The i
table service was most exquisite and the ! urday for medical treatment.
fbtral decorations new in design. A bunch
Leon O. Bucklin went to Boston
Saturday
of beautiful white chrysanthemums adornfor a visit of ten days or more.
with

The Democratic New York Times is no
less decided. It says:
The truth is now made plainly evident
that upon the great question of the day, the
policy of the Administration in our new
possessions, Bryan has set himself against
the

Amos Clement went to Boston
Monday
business.

in

chrysanthemums. The reception room was
beautifully decorated with evergreens and
white chrysanthemums. The inarriagejwas
performed by Rev. J. M. Leighton, who used
the ring service. The bridal party stood on
a white rug in front of the south window
in the parlor. The bride was becomingly
attired in silver grey Peau de soie, en train,
lined with

platform.

on a pivot with the oppothe derrick ballast.
Then
there N another engine to hoist stone and
load Yt ssels. By the way we went on board
a

victory for imperialthe States voting.

again to the front at the beginning of
campaign the futile and fatal fallacy of
free silver and the thrice-coudenmed Chicago

from

enu

mean a

New York

ing
the

in

a

site

Democratic

1

nor profit in denying this. They mean aiso a triumph for Mr.
McKinley—but a triumph that was made
easy by Mr. Bryan and his friends in thrust-

machinery swings

long time and his death was not unThe funeral services were conRev. H. O. Worthley of the Congregational church, and were held at the
Tapley residence Nov. 2nd. The interment
was at Mt. Rest cemetery.
He leaves a large
circle of friends who sympathize most deepwith
the
bereaved household.
ly

the

World says:
The elections

Then there is the new derrics and the $10,000 engiue that sits on a car aud all the

a

ana

engine overhead geared

a:i

example,

PERSONAL.

Brooks-Chase.
Dr. John G. Brooks and
Mrs. Mary E Chase were married at the
Brooks House on Church street in this city
Tuesday evening, November 14tli, in the
presence of a number of friends and relatives. Mrs. Ellen M. Starrett received the
The large and elegant parlor was
guests.
handsomely decorated in green and white,
the floral adornment being smilax, ferns and

ism in a majority of
There is neither honesty

way, with tracks on the sides, that a
stone can be taken to any part of the building 100 feet away over all the other stone
and landed to an inch where it is wanted

expected.
ducted by

as

and very beautiful. The donors are
follows: Bouquet of chrysanthemums,

International Sunday J twenty pinks, Ralph Russ; basket of chrysSunday will be "Public anthemums and roses, Edith Ladd, Arline
ling of the Scriptures,'’Neh. 8:1-12. The Walton, George Hatch, Harold Bailey;
S. C
E, topic will be “Liberty and bouquet, of twenty white pinks, class of '98,
wesson

erected with

such

highly respected
Brooksville, quietly passed away
Monday morning, Oct. 50th. He had been

profuse
father

me.

"1

big

nearly

a two-horse load.
There art*
Mt. Waldo 08 Italians and about ten
families are domiciled there.
The works
have been greatly increased this year. An
immense stone cutting building has been

citizen of

in

For

at

now

a

carpentry.
Hiram Michaels recently moved into a
neat and conveniently arranged house on
Waldo avenue. It is of tasteful appearance

will

church next
astur. Rev. J. M. Leighton, at
10:45;
ty school at 12.

arian

■

roses

town, Ct., Nov. 9th. Owing to the nature of
the disease of the deceased the family decided

h.ngton R Beudy will ootenement vacated by him over K.

•ears

B. D.

whose obituary appeared in
last week, were brought, home from Middle-

on

's store.

a

roses, Mrs. Annie
Miss Flora B. Gray

factory.

west.

->

Evelyn
Foss;

Mrs. James

The family highly appreciate the kindshown them by Martin’s many friends,

■specially

few weeks ago, lias

roses, Miss

Massachusetts, fetliug better

*<•

than

a

W.

Llewellyn Jipson;

Mrs.

interests.
iranite Co. of Barre. Vt.

••

F

Mrs.

her

of two good boys as helpers.
Along on
this same route are Mr. Trask of
Newburg
with cabbages aud Mr. Scribuer of Searsport and Mr. Littlefield with onions, besides
other small dealers, so that
people are well
supplied. The increased sale of cabbage has
been immense within a few years. The Italians are lovers of cabbage. Our sale at the
Italian boarding house was 100 head of

latter place in 1897 on account of ill health.
He had served as a trustee of Colby since
1885.
He married Sarah A. Libby in 18(58.
He leaves a widow, a daughter and a son.

sick

Augusta New Age came out last week
with a great spread of eagles, flags and
flaming headlines, proclaiming Democratic
victories, and said editorially, among other
things:
The result of Tuesday’s elections foretells
the defeat of McKinley next year and an
end to his un-American policy of Imperialism. It means the nomination and election
of William J. Bryan and the triumph of the
plain people over the money power.
But newspapers differ as well as doctors,
and we find the leading Democratic dailies
taking a view of the November elections
that does not harmonize in the least with
the utterances of our Augusta contemporary.

crew

ones,

Wedding Bells.

The

now, in part, is selling garden truck
and a little of all the crops raised on a
farm,
and our different routes are between Mt.
Waldo granite quarries and Stockton
Springs. Iu the first place we have our own

The Rev. Dr. C. V. Hauson, who died in
Atlantic, Mass., Nov. 11th, was born iu
Maine in August, 1844.
His father was a
dealer iu shoes and leather in Portland.
He graduated from Dolby college in 1805 and
from New ton Theological Seminary iu 1808.
During the Civil war he served as an agent
of The Christian commission in the Shenandoah valley.
His first pastorate was iu
Peabody, Mass., and lie represented that
town in the legislature two years.
He was
also located iu Damariscotta, in Providence
and in Skowdiegau as a pastor, leaving the

NUMBER 46.

Echoes of The Election.

ness

was

Sinclair has moved his family to
where lie keeps a feed and boardi"

She possessed a sunny disposition
which won for her a large circle of friends,
who gave silent sympathy in the profuse
and beautiful floral offerings at the funeral.
Services were held at the residence of her
sister, Mrs. Mrs. F. A. Parker, in Monroe,
Oct. 29th, and the interment was in the
family lot at Frankfort. She leaves a husband and brother and sister, who can truly
mourn (the loss of one so near and dear.

('apt. William Tapley,

A Visit to Mount Waldo.

v

I will tell of some of the
happenings and
changes that are working along in the new
order of things in our section. Our busi-

helper.

Calais,

Felker, principal of the Lancey gramPittsfield, called on friends iu
this week.
huoi of

'■

children. Mrs. Webster was
devoted wife, an affectionate sister, a kind
friend and a generous sympathizer and

family

of ten

a

1.
\'-'Vs oi Brooks. .The Churches Gen. Hyde
» ruiser Charleston Wrecked
Belfast Mail
Obituary..Building and Repairs. Good
A Visit to Mount Waldo .A Foretaste
;«r
Dewey-Hazen.. Echoes of the Election.
-fiMsin Real Estate..Republican National
:ce Call. .Columbia will go Abroad. The
Schools. Wedding Hells. News of the
PAGE

.Secret
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in

d *gree work corn
of a picnic, will be

Republican National Committee Call.

journey

very well.

C. IT. Clement, of S*\ti Harbor ami Ins son
rving ().Clement of the same place, returned
Bangor Saturday night from a hunting
trip to Sehois stream and around the base of
Sugarloaf mountain. They arrived at Lewis
Cooper’s ramp Sundav noon, and Monday
killed two does.
Wednesday Mr. Clement
senior killed another doe, ami Friday Irving
shot a 150 pound buck.
Bangor Daily News.
I

to

It

has been decided to call the National

Republican committee together, Friday, Dec.
15, at Washington, to name the time and
place for holding the next National Repub-

where a wedding breakfast was served.
At next spring to compete for English ,Irish and
lican convention.
The session of the com12:45, they left for New York.
Scotch cups.
The arrangements for the wedding were
mittee will continue for two days.
The folmade with all the secrecy which has attended
cities are mentioned as probable
lowing
Mrs. Wealthy Walker of Monroe Centre
The Belfast Schools
the whole affair. After procuring the license
for
the
applicants
Natioual convention, next
who recently visited her nephew, Mr. Aufor the wedding, yesterday, Lieut. Caldwell
year: Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco,
called upon Father Mackin of St. Paul’s, of
New metal gutters are being placed on the Cleveland, Minneapolis, Denver, Kansas
gustus L. Walker in Swanville, is in her
which church Mrs. Hazen is a communicant,
City, Milwaukee ami Buffalo.
ninetieth year, and is noted for her smartHigh school building.
ami arranged for the wedding, this
morning.
ness.
All who are acquainted with her,
As Admiral Dewey is not a Catholic a
The regular monthly teachers’ meeting
specAfter Baby’s Bath
ial dispensation was required for the
wonder at the great (ability she displays.
will oe held at the High school room this,
perThe skin should be rapidly, yet gently dried
formance of the ceremony, and this was se; Within the past year she lias woven several
The rural division then dust with Comfort
cured by Father Mackiu fj*om Bishop Curtis Thursday, afternoon.
Powder; this prein the absence of Cardinal Gibbons, who is
will meet at 1 o’clock and the city teachers vents chafing and makes the skin firm and webs of cloth and carpeting, and lias been
in New Orleans.
M. J. liutan, Matron Crittenton busily engaged in spinning anti weaving behealthy.
at 3.
Home, Wilmington, Del.
sides attending to her household duties.

The New York Fire Department has
Seattle, Wash., Nov. 13, 1899. For
months past rumors have been rife that added search-lights to its appliances.
There are seven young women conductPresident Hill, of the Great Northern.:
ors on the electric lines at Chillicothe, O. !
for several

Following are the reports presented at the
annual meeting of the North Church Young j
Peoples’s Soeietj of Christian Endeavor,
Nov. 5,1899:
committee.

social

best

Committee

serve

is not

Lt
ety is really a puzzling one
difficult to furnish entertainment that shall
interest; but to do some real good, to draw
into the society some we hope to reach, to

make

others

for

home

at

more

furnish work

to

us.

feel

I

fZ 7v^nRI

who need it

some

and would be glad to do it, and also to raise
the money for paving the soprano singers,
these aye the questions that, come before the
Social Committee.
If the words of commendation that have j
come to us were sincere we have no reason
doubt that the entertainment provided
acceptable, and we hope that the committee lias been useful in some of the other
ways mentioned.
A peanut social held at the parsonage, a
picnic supper aud social in connection with
the Missionary Committee at Mrs. Edward
Sibley 's, a famous men and women social at
the vestry, a presidential social at Mrs. H.
M Prentiss’, and a half dollar social at Mrs.
K F. Dunton’s show the work of the year.
]» ring the last month the committee has
members, the sickness of one aud the busiuc.ss of another, so that the credit of the
last

;al

■

due tc

is

president,
help where

our

ready

a.ways been

to

who has
she

was

needed.
half-dollar social

This

suggested

! Ian

a

ua-mbt

of tlie

rs

to

theiuse.ves
in-

t

was

iu the

early

Society

were

earn

the outcome

of

Tlie

summer.

pledge

asked to

}g7J

j

|
j

1

[k

;

definite amount

some

j

interest in the

a

gift

generous

Tlie attendance

and;

n.a-lr

of

tlie socials

at.

o

...

t■

''ee'
that

•.ntere-'T

pertains
with

ai

yi

oj

Pa

he

our new

has beeu

even

]!:»-•:

ut

r

have, with
carried

ol tlie eouimitt.ee who

rs

-i

faitlif .1

muL

suggested

j

and

ness

we

interest

j

Most of tlie work of
arranging ii

ceii

:i

We havi

g>.
’■

v

ti

i

w.

ingiy

our

committee has

music at the meet

special

j

«

And so, with their

request.

a’ our

able to arrange exeach mouth, and oftener

have been

■.-«i

-i,c.a

we

:

u.ii.iii

once

We wished for new
through the uim'ipr.
k-.; u: agreed with our President
sing’iig
in thinking it uoi advisable for this year,but
we had so few books for use
m our
as

meetings arrangements were made for buying some of tlie Baj tist Society like those we
already had. and tlie committee repaired
q ute

number of them.

a

At the

beginning

the year the music committee called the
attention <.f all to the importance of singing
and asked each one to aid in tlie praise service oi tlie meetings.
It has seemed to me
that more attention has been given to the
hymns, «oth :n the selection and the singing.
oi

1 wonder if

we

have not all been

bestowed by

thong:.*

evumut

helped by
pastor

our

upon the litmus used in the various

church

they often do, our individual prait-c am! praise, and so becoming
a Hue sense a parr of worship for us.
expressing

servmes,

as

Sakah C. Jon

MISSIi iN AKY COMMITTEE.

■a

The Miss urn.-try (Vimnittee undertook its
•.use of tiic constitution in
with tha'
which -ays that

;«,d

mbtee

is

gc.-iety

:n

have

t

not

ail ways
theel*

iu
?o

the Missionary Comthe nn-mbers of the

missionary topics. We
do all that we wished,

'-ceded quite as we hoped.
have we
We have hail during the year 10 meetings
uf various kinds. 4 of which wrere the regular C. E. missionary meetings called for by
For one of them we planthe topic- bock.
ned a program, but asked each member individually to hud some item of interest, and
provided papers or magazines for those who

nor

There have been two union missn nary meetings, fur one of which we planned a program on mission work for children.
wished.

the

At

other Miss Millett spoke to

earnestly
in

ences

us

most

interestingly of her experiIndia, showing also some of her
ami

Twice informal missionary meethave been held at some private home.
These have been very pleasant affairs, the
memheis bringing their sewing, and some
providing candy. The brief program has
curios.

ings

proved

each time very

interesting.

We be-

such meetings held regularly would
prove successful and well worth having. A

lieve

box of

of

our

clothing

was sent

last winter to

missionaries

Maine

to

lor

at

one

Acton.

this, and 2c of

We
our

evenings
The
li-emlors helped in its preparation.
Ladies Sewing Circle also shared in the
work and he b< x when finished was valued
met

sew

of

our

is

Like

many other

day

in

is observed

observing

the

C. E.

The rainbow

journey, but

writes that his

In

shorter

trails-oceanic routes.
An eastern visitor to the Pacific coast,,
becoming enraptured with the beautiful
scenery of Puget Sound—as is usually the
case—writes thus glowingly of impressions received

cough

trip

on a

was

of

sea

artist.

au

The

those expanvision worthy
was dotted with

over

sive waters: “Here

a

fishing boats, dancing

still troubles him.

hundreds of

Almon S. Forbes, who went to Santa Barbara with his son, the Rev. Frank S. Forbes,
to spend the winter, stood the journey remarkably well for a man of his age and en-

tlie waves, at anchor by nets, or moving
gracefully and silently across the picture.

Many of the sails of the boats
ed red

joyed it very much. He has already planted
to have some green
a garden and expects
stuff of his own raising during the holidays.

At one of our |
ance meeting one evening.
It is a current belief that a partridge cannot
consecration meetings the members respondcan approach it,
ed to the roll-call by giving a verse or two he tamed so that a person
Last
done in this town.
of a favorite hymu and the reason for it. ! hut it has been
who lives near a
The reading of Mr. Sheldon’s story. “For spring Enoch Leathers,
with his
Christ and the Church,” untile one service j woods, noticed a small partridge
It. was then not much larger
interesting and profitable. Another meet- young poultry.
It stayed with his chickens
than a robin.
iug was devoted to Mr. F. B. Meyer’s comall summer and would come up and be fed
ments on the twenty-third Psalm.
And re- j
with them. This fall some one passing by
cently we had a Moody meeting, when our
saw the bird near the road and threw a
thoughts were turned to the life and works
stone which killed it, very much to the reof L>. L. Moody. It is cheering to notice the
gret of Mr. Leathers.
willingness with which the members respond when asked to take their turn in leadAn Adventure with a Wild Cow.
ing the meetings. We feel that there has
Mr Eli West and son Eben of Frankfort
been some slight gain in the participation in
recently had an exciting advanture with a
our meetings; but let us pray that .u the
cow which had been strayed from her owner,
new year we may see a still more prayerful
spirit in our meetings, and a greater consci- Mr. James E. Marden of Searsport, for some
The cow was found to have
entiousness in keeping the prayer- meeting three months.
taken up her abode in Mr. West’s woods,ami
pledge.
Submitted by the
he let out some of his cattle in order to entice the stray cow. The rus e succeeded and
Prayer Meeting Committee.
she, was induced to enter the held with them.
her Choice.
Every imaginable stratagem was then employed to get the cow into the barn ; hay ami
A little maid went to a book-store one
grain were placed outside, which induced her
d ay
to come nearer the buildings, and finally afTo buy something jolly to read ;
And the queerest old clerk, in the busiest ter a number of days she entered the barn.
w ay,
Mr. Eben West followed her in and shut the
Came forward and sang her the funniest
He then went around
door very quickly.
lay.
At the very top of his spegd :
and entered the door leading into the barn
and
Milton
“There’s Chaucer and Spenser
floor, when the cow made a dash at him and
and Pope,
With Dante ami Homer and William chased him to the door, which he hail barely
Shakspere;
close upon the intime to pass through an
Kipling and Barrie ami Anthony Hope; furiated animal. He ventured to take a
peep
Tennyson, Browning, and Sidney Lanier.
There’s Longfellow, Hawthorne, Lowed, occasionally at her, while considering what
and Poe,
to do to further secure her, but when be so
With Petrarch and Plato and Bacon
ventured she had such a very angry appearand Gray ;
There’s Richardson, Fielding, and Daniel ance about her eyes, and stamped her feet,,
Defoe,
and shook her head in such a menacing manCowley and Chatterton, Collins ami Gay. ner that he
thought he would not dispute
We’ve Goethe and Schiller: we’ve Heine,
her light to stand in the barn floor. He then
and Carlisle,
Kingsley and Bancroft and Howells and went through the shed, reached the scafGrant;
Beaumont and Fletcher and Madame de folding above the cow, and knotted a lasso,
of.a rope previously secured, and threw it,
Stael,
Ian Maclaren and Walter Besaut.
hoping to secure her, hut missed his aim.
There ’s—”
Nothing daunted, however, at the next trial
"Oh, Mr. Clerk.” the little maid said,
he lassoed the cow by the horns. The senior
“You have really been very kind;
But I can’t get all of those names in my Mr. West was in the tie-up
holding on to the
head :
son then descendBut I think I will take from that shelf, other end of the rope. His
ed and endeavored to pass a rope around her
instead—
St. Nicholas, if you don’t mind.”
neck and hitch her to a post in the barn
j Montrose
in
November
J. Moses,
St.
1
floor, but she gave a desperate jump and
Nicholas.
I
broke away. She made a terrific dash at him,
Does it Pay to Buy Cheap?
hut he rushed around and finally escaped
A cheap remedy for coughs ami colds is al the maddened animal. The senior Mr. West
| right, but you want something that will re- had previouly reached the scene of action,
! lieve ami cure the more severe and dauger- and was almost knocked dowu
by the creatmis results of
throat and lung troubles.
What shall you do? Go to a warmer and ure and his watch was dented by her pointed
more regular climate?
Yes, if possible; if liorns. This wayward creature lias since been
not possible for you, then in either case take
returned to her owner, ami we trust that her
the only remedy that has been introduced
will cease to extend over so
in all civilized countries with success in se- peregrinations
vere throat ami lung troubles, “Boschee’s
large a territory. \ W.

men

yellow—for

or

some

were

upon

color-

of the fisher-

Japanese, and the Japanese

were

love color—so that the animate

scene was

of variegated richness, as well as
splendor, in harmony with the beauty of
one

her snowy mountains apd her
illumined by the ruddy sunset.

Nature,

placid
And

sea

the sunset progressed, the surface
on a luminous, silver

as

of the water took

glow,

and

patches

with

quivering

streaks

of slate and pea green; and a warmer light
played from sail to sail, in soft blending
of

and orange,

cream

wTiile the snowy

mountains, far away, shaded the dazzling

through rose
deep violet at the
sky became crimson

whiteness of their summits

royal purple

and

to

The cloudless

base.

—almost russet-—in the west, and like a
ball of fire, blood-red, the sun approached the burning sea. We could see its very
motion toward the blazing water; it seemed so near that one forgot it was the sun.
tind

expected

to

of the ultimate

hear the hiss and sputter
plunge, but just before

the collision came,
before it to hide the

promised bundles. It will soon
the way to the colored church in McIntosh Ga. The contents of the barrel, including
school, 2

30
or

No Right to Ugliness.

We have collected this year, by the usual
With the money
Fulton plan, over $30.
from the picture, sale, our collection at a
To Cure

a

To Cure

a

Cough in One Day
Cold in One Day

To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
To Cure Hoarseness in One Day

Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25 cents.
Trial size free. If it fails to cure, your
money will be refunded.
& Co.

A. A. Howes

yours, etc., etc.

Near Logansport, Ind., there are five
couples residing who have been married
over fifty years—Mr.
and Mrs. Gottlieb
Shaefer, Mr and Mrs. Andrew Dorscb,
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Martin, Mr. aud
Mrs. Samuel Tritt and Mr. and Mrs.

Joseph Hunsinger.
A terrible epidemic

of
dysentery is
over Japan with fatal results.
Official statistics show that out of AO,<>00
persons attacked up to September 14,
nearly 12,000 have died. The authoritieestimate that 100,000 cases would be recorded by the end of October.

sweeping

Numerous line specimens of the kind of
fine clay known as kaolin having been
missed from the exhibits of the State Geological Department of Georgia, detectives
were put to work to investigate, with the
resulting discovery that Annie \\ illiatus, a
negro scrub woman employed then1, had
eaten them.
The woman turned out to be
a

regular Georgia clay

I

Only

eater.

The Old and New

Botany.

In the older botany the plant alone in
itself was the subject of study The newtr
botany takes the plant in its surroundings
and all that its relationships to other
; plants may
suggest as the subject for
analysis. In the one case the plant was
! all and its place of growth accidental, a
i dried specimen from any unknown habitat
was enough; but now the environment
and the numerous Hues of relationship
that reach out from the living plant in
situ arc the major subjects for study. The
former was field botany because the field
contained the plant, the latter is field
botany in that the plant embraces in its
study all else in the field in which it lives.
The one had as its lead'ng question,
What is your name and where do you belong in my herbarium? while the other
raises an endless list of queries, of which
llow came you here and when?
Why
these curious glands and this strange
movement or mimicry? are but average
samples. Every spot of color, bend of
leaf, and shape of fruit raises a question.
The collector of fifty years ago pulled
up or cut off a portion o:‘ his plant for a
specimen, and rarely measured, weighed,
The
and counted anything about it.
phytoecologist to-day watches his subject as it grows, and if removed it is for
the purpose of testing its vital functions
under varying circumstances of moisture,
heat, or sunlight, and exact recording instruments are a part of the equipment for
the investigation.
The underlying thought in the seashore
school and the tropical laboratory in botany is this of getting nearer to the haunts
of the living plant.
Forestry schools that
have for their class room the wooded
mountains and the botanical gardens with
their living herbaria are welcome steps
toward the same end of phytoecology.
[From The New Field Botany, by Prof.
Byron 1). Halsted, in Appleton's Popular
Science Monthly for November.

Catarrh,
Running Ear.

a

EMPEROR WILLIAM OF GERMANY.
The Emperor of Germany has a running ear. Just think of it; a man at
whose beck one of the strongest armies
and navies of the whole earth could be
6et in motion, a man whoso rule is absolute over the country of medical universities,a man whose slightest caprice could
press into service the most noted savants
and philosophers on earth, has a running
ear and is unable to find a cure!
Now contrast the experience of the
following citizens of the United States
with tho Emperor of Germany. Like the
Emperor, they failed to find a cure. But,
unlike the Emperor, they happened to
be plain citizens of the United Stums,
rather than the center of the inner court
of tho most exclusive and carefully
guarded aristocracy of the world. In
his position nothine
but the remedies
that have met the
approval of the most
fastidious medical
ortho d oxy could
ever reach him.
In
the position of these

|

not

was

contingent

as

equally

from

was

divided.

the

Every cough

or

Put the parts

give them

been

brought

back in

one

while the other brother is
of

typhoid fever,

at

an

alarming

and has

of the caskets,
dying at Nome

said to be raging there

November and December numbers
containing these features are given to every
for the 1900 volume free
subscriber
new
from the time the subscription is received ,iu
addition to the Companion’s exquisite Calender for 1900—the last Calender of the century and the most beautiful one ever given
to Companion subscribers.
Illustrated Announcement Number containing a full prospectus of the volume for
1900, will be sent free to any address.
The Youth’s Companion,
Boston, Mass.
203 Columbus Avenue,

quiet and rest begin: the
tickling in the throat

four years past the above
amount
exceeds the expenditures for
building purposes by $30,000 for the four

sumption but

and reliable.
Sold by all

cut

Dr.

over the
son

in your case.

Address, DR. J. C. AYER,
Lowell, Mass.

(laundry

OPERA
OFFICE

HOUSE

HOURS:

BLOCK.

II to 12 A. n.
2 to 4, 7 to 8 P. M.

Special attention given to EYE, EAR, NOSE
THROAT,
ly34

and

TEMS

Swan <£ Sibley Ci

ris*

jolunciis in*

CRAIN,
FEED,
SEEDS and
y.,.. I.
All Hand Work,

COPtP'1-v

no

bleach,

acid,

GROCERIES

chemicals

a

J. M. STEVENS

58 Church
E. F.

or

n.v

LAUNDRY.

G. A. STEVENS.

Dr. John Stevens,

P. Palme

...tii i:...

THE HAND

T

,l'S,.

MASOMC

lungs of every pera cough.

dead.

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
This never
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
Iyl7
Belfast, Me.

Odd Fellows’ Block,
B ?.lfast.

be

Tell us what your experience has
been with our Cherry Pectoral. You
will receive a prompt reply, without
cost

Men's Wool Fleece jc
l
Underwear,

CO., Dwight

opportunities and long experience eminently qualify us for
medical advice.
Write

I

city for %*?><•.

Don’t fortet where you can bin
Better go-liwear at this price.
A tine
ter juices it you wish.

troubled with

giving you
freely all the particulars

r-‘
I

Fleece Lined Under a

for BOVS in the

Unusual

mysteriously
Bayard,
disappeared from Sedgwick oyer seven
from
heard
was
Friday, Oct.
years ago,
27th, his wife receiving word that he was
sick in Seattle. The next day she was

Bought

«”«

RUBBER GOODS,

short

should

for which we are agents, is a
liat in even way—none better.

OH

Write to the Doctor.

who

11,0 Kind Vou Have Always

LINE

COMPLETE

delay.
Ayer’s Cherry Pec-

toral Plaster

O. M. Moore.

OASTO n X A..

A

your cold without

will continue without

article.

Baui the

LAMSON & HUBBARD H-

ceases; the spasm weakens; the cough disapDo net wait for
pears.
pneumonia and con-

building permits,at a value
Au compared with the same

of October 201

was

•>

*

NECKWEAR

value of improvements for ten months to
have been $1,195,107, and for the month

notified that he

ass-

...THE

Nipples.

A. A. HOWES &

From the first dose the

James P.

splen-ii<i

-nn
The line of furnishings is
-tool
every particular. Fine

BEST QUALITY,
LOWEST I‘BICES.

rate.

mouths.

;i

I

ALL NEW.

Although the winter months are approaching, Seattle is still building at a
rapid rate. The city records show the

of $173,047.
month for

:

riEN’S

a

Agere
Cherrg

Ou a trip out to
business at Nome city.
before locating at Nome, they
took in with them two metallic caskets.
suicide

»>ars.

Tubes,

Rubber

at rest and

chance to
heal. You will need some
help to do this, and you
will find it in

Seattle,

committed

to

Syringes,

Ceasetearing yourthroat
and lungs in this way.

ed from the Atlin district Nov. 3d.
A. E. Clafiin and brother, Clarence A.,
were well-to-do Alaska argonauts, doing

latter

my fortune. 1 recomi;
all as the best medicine
The third case is that of K
Renfro, Norbarnc, Mo., who had ru

buy

ru-na

is offering

Syringes,

Bulb

cough congests the lining
membrane of your lungs.

Skagway will consmaller way throughout the
consignment of $73,000 arriv-

The

ren

makes

your throat more raw
and irritable.
Every

via White Pass and
a

that the

me

i

clude the bulk of the returning Alaskan
travel for the season, though the travel

A

wrote

DJAPALriEn

Fountain

It is probAtlin region.
able that these late shipments will con-

winter.

to

1

..Bottles...
’

Klondike and

tinue in

not

1

This

interior,

late,

simple and that 1 ''•ould euro
After using $17 worth of his r«-m
was entirely cured.
The w

Scur«f„Vur,’nning’

Water

mark.
One steamer brought 110 passengers and as many thousands in gold dust
—but it

and lecturer on all catarrhal 1
=»*,
The second case, Mr. U. WaiteCascade. Ark., is a case of su:*!-\
of the middle
f
14 years’ at a’
He says: J ha
ning ears, and
years I w
1
an invalid.
so offensive
excluded
from all so<
received a pai:
from
Dr. I!
Mr.H.Walr< r Brady.
entitled ‘Th" I
f

He says:
My
head gathered and
broke and my ears
I tried
ran terribly.
A merman citizens, several remedies
however, they had with no relief. At
Soott
Bostick, of access to remedies last I got a bottle of
old and n"w’ tried Pe-ru-na atid it did
Ears by Dr.
and untried, ap- me so much good
Hartman.
provod and disap- that I kept on using Rev. S. il. i.
proved. They were at perfect liberty to it; am on the f>>urth
try anything they chose to. They chose bottle, and must say it has rem
to try the remedy that had cured others my bad symptoms. My head
like themselves,-and thus they found a pain any more, my ears have
cure.
running and I feel a gr> at 1
The next is the case of M
Running of the ears, deafness or all
other affections of the middle ear, are
of Iatan, M
due primarily to chronic catarrh. Runcounty, T'-x.i-,
had been
ning of the ear is properly called chronic
with runni:
suppurative catarrh. Pe-ru-na will cure
catarrh of the middle ear, as well a.->
hever sin<w
catarrh located elsewhere.
This has
nine inor.:
been proven over and over again in
After a t h
innumerable cases besides the ones just
•.
course of tr
mentioned. Deafness and running of
with Pe-ru-i
the ears are but symptoms of chronic
entirely cure-;.
catarrh of the middle ear.
is now rejoiciui..
Pe-ru-na
Master Murphy.
cures the catarrh, when the
the fact that h
symptoms
disappear, whether it be running ears or entirely tree from this IwrriMdeafness or any other affection of the
itarrh i'
A free book treating
middle ear The remedy is compounded its different phases and stain ?. *
according to the formula originally de- by Dr. llartman, will be sent
vised by Dr. Hartman of the Surgical addressing The Pe-ru-na Drug
Hotel, Columbus, O., the noted writer facturing Co., Columbus, Ohio.

tiny island swung

a

and San Francisco during the last week of
November will crowd the three million

The

The woman who is lovely in face, form and
but one
temper will always have friends,
who would be attractive must keep her
all run
and
If she is weak, sickly
health.
If
down, she will be nervous and irritable.
she has constipation or kidney trouble, her
impure blood will cause pimples, blotches,
skin eruptions and a wretched complexion.
Electric Bitters is the best medicine in the
world to regulate stomach, liver and kidneys
and to purify the blood. It gives strong
Big Master Soap, old
nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety skin,
rich complexion. It will make a good-look- Always the same quality.
of
a run-down invalid.
woman
ing, charming
grocers at 5c. per bar.
50 cents at R. H. Moody’s Drug Store.

Chronic

many of them to return in the spring.
The amount of gold brought to Seattle

and

I remain

Producing

glorious sight.”

are

song books from the Sunday
3 Bibles, etc., is valued at $20.

Victim of

Daniel Smith of Garfield, Ky., claims
own the loom on which Nancy Hanks,
the mot er of Abraham Lincoln, used to
do weaving for neighboring families in
her youth.

between 1,000 and 2,000 returning argeuauts who have come out for the winter,

the eagerness with which its columns
School;” aDd Henry M. Stanley, who under
perused, and sometimes reperused. the title, "For Life aud Liberty,” relates a
W ishing you continued success and prosperthrilling adventure of his travels in Darkity,
est Africa,

more

a

to

Six Alaskan steamers arrived at Seattle
the first two days of November, with

1

on

Is

boats have been sent to
to piwent Chinese
from searching the steamer Empress of
India for Kang-Yu-Wei, the Chinese reformer.

Building
much delay through the winter months,
sionary
i R. Stockton, who presents a droll story, occasional rains
only opposing. Consethat evening by speaking on missions as a
A Massachusetts subscriber in sending a "The Wolf and the Wheelbarrow;’’ James
and builders are genercarpenters
Our last undertakquently
American
Commonmeans of self culture.
“The
words
of
author
the
adds
of
address
following
Bryce,
change
wealth,” who offers “Hints on Reading;” ally in good demand, the former getting
ing was a missionary social. The price of of appreciation:
W. D. Howells and Jane Barlow, each of
2.50 and $3.00 per day. Saw-mills are run
admission was a cast off garment, and the
We do not want to miss a single number who contibutes a serial story; Bret Harte,
of
bit
little
This
of
valuable
paper.
your
GO or more garments brought very nearly
who recalls an early California experience to their utmost capacity and experienced
with which I am trying to write fails in “How I Went to the Mines;” Mary E.
filled the barrel, which is now awaiting a pencil
mill men have been reported a scarce
to express our appreciation of The Journal, Wilkins, who tells of “Sereuy Maria at
few

OF GERMANY

THE EMPEROR

China,

ou

.,

be

||

torpedo

British

Woo-Sung,

commercial relations

of

upbuilding

and gigantic enterprise about the American
terminal of the trans continental

Clarence Staples, who recently went
health, arrived in Anoka, MinHe was nicely rested
nesota, all right.
after the

route

a

and safer than the route from the Golden
to foresee
no prophet

Mr.

in

13,551

There is a movement in Boston to give
the policemen half a day oil on Sunday
to euable them to go to church or indulge
in such rest or recreation as may please
them.

Gate, it requires

September the sale <>f Japanese
It not only heals and
German Syrup.”
col ip
phot* graphs was held iu the church stimulates the tissues to destroy the germ
The Companion for the Rest of 1899.
is, tea being served by girls in Japandisease, hut allays inflammation, causes easy
p:
< ^ costumes.
Our net share of the proceeds expectoration, gives a good night's rest, and
During the remaining weeks of 1809 The
cures the patient.
Try one bottle. RecomYouth’s Companion will maintain its fresh
of tin s] pictures sold was $7.0(5. In Maya meded
many years by all druggists in the
anil varied interest for the young and old by
world.
] m a-ant reception was given at the home of
Sample bottles at Poor & Son’s,
presenting articles from the pens of emiMiss Johnson in honor of Miss Frances J. Belfast and A. B. Sparrow’s, Freedom.
nent men and women and stories by the
us
a
misto
w
ho
had
give
most gifted writers of fiction.
promised
Dyer,
The Journal.
Appreciates
Among these contributors will be Frank
talk and who fulfilled her promise
Vi

at

accommodating

of

capable

harbors

trans-Pacific line of mammoth steamers

west for Ins

<

us

with Puget Sound ports, and
proclaims the Sound and its num-

once

engaged in Oriental trade; with
manifestly several hundred miles

car-

per.

the

seen

erous

making needed improve-

his barn.

the

how

great

a

world.” This announcement but emphasizes the growing importance of Oriental
at

!

ks.

For the Music Committee.

ii

on

hope

know this has done

exercises, published by
the United Society of Christian Endeavor,
were used, and brief talks given by the pastors.
We arranged a program for a temper-

having

fortunate in

been

dilleieut times through the year
who < u!d sing for us, and did so

us at

number

a

r

O. St.antial

put in a stock of the Gordon
skirts, which are the equal of any in
the market. He also makes a specialty of a
serviceable low priced custom-made wrap-

ciety to unite with

day.

MI SIC COMMITTEE.

1

of

in

the nucleus of

commerce

Leonard fell and hurt himself quite

dress

Ucges. and of what different
preachers think of the religious atmosphere
of the colleges.
We invited the Baptist So-

Kate V. Mills.

the Social Committee,

heard

some

laus.

For

With the

interest

auo

>

s

|

Mr. I)ow has

few minutes of prayer
we

than the giant Oceanic.
steamers, Mr. Hill says:

in Pacific waters. The construction of these two vessels is in charge
of one of the best marine engineers in the
been

penters lie has been doing other peoples’
work and has neglected his own.

of securing freshness
meetings a variety of
program lias been furnished. One evening
in January w hen our topi*- hook suggested
the subj'-e! ,“The day of prayer for colleges.”

good.

greater degree, and Ictus
life of our society and of
tlo- .m
As chair! arch \n at it ought to he.
1 u ay he permitted to thank again the
in

E.

previous to the meeting

kept up and

afloat,to

trans-Pacific

Pacific lieet for the Oriental trade. Nothing to compare with these ships has ever

some

ments

It has been the aim

a

now

|

to

our

years ago of having
with the leader just

responsiliilit;. ’.nail
Society. Let us this
ommittee give this same

and

1

to

Brooks.

prayer-meeting committee during the
year to make the meetings a real spiritual
We noticed Janies M. Clary at the village
blessing. There have beeu frequent comHe is
nearly 85 years
mittee meetings at which the work has been not long since.
and still drives his team alone whenprayerfully planned The custom establish- i of age,
lie has occasion to go away on business.
ed by a prayer meeting committee several ever
of

growing

Unlike most harany ship which 11 oats.
Ira J. Myers has bought a tine young cari hors and coast
the entrance to
ports,
riage horse of M. J. Dow, ami is delighted
Sound is unobstructed by any bar,
with him.
It is the first one he ever owned. Puget
the entrance from the Pacific being at
Jesse C. Forbes, who has been at work as
With Hill's
least eight miles in width.
section hand in the railroad near Skowhegan,
He says lie is unable to Great Northern Railway, terminating at
has returned home.
Seattle, on Puget Sound, joined with n
do the work.

S. Craig.

MEETING C OMMITTEE

reason

ment for their work.

vi-ry g< >d indeed, due partly to
!.<
]o, :s11rc in bring invited to the bouses
;.f ;;
no in1 e:s. and due also, we hope, to a

I

HAVER

be even larger
Regarding these
“They will be

time ago and lias been unable to
do any work since, lie is now much better.

badly

than any

steamers

thans of the deep are to be 700 feet in
length and will have a capacity of 20,000
tons and a speed of 14 knots. They will

Almon S. Young is clapboarding and
otherwise repairing his bouse. Rufus B.
Lancaster is doing the work.
Milton

larger

orders for

commerce, with Seattle and Puget Sound
for its American port. These two levia-

buildings.

set of

believe that many
members of our Christian Endeavor Society
have come to love our prayer meetings, because in them they have received stimulus
for their lives and strength and encourage-

Circle to be used for
The remainder of the amount
| i.rpi.se
se.l by asking a little admission to
r
si i-.ais
t:f :1
and liy a sale of borne*

is

v

pleased by

1

two

terior

For the missionary committee.

We have

of

to

<BL

recent

more

passed

has

accommodate the

Geo. H. Miller has been repairing the inof his house. He has a very handy

than this to

cause.

Annie A.

far be-

was

more

j spend, because there was quite a sum iu the
j treasury at the beginning of the year. Near! ly §20 has beeu expended in our own State,
We have
and §24 given to foreign missions.
the work of the missionary committee
; found
interesting and instructive, and we feel that
j at least the members of the committee have
gained m knowledge of missions and in their

the l.udies’

in

We have had

purposes.

reports that he

A-

The News

Hill confirms the

that Mr.

Homes

healthy and

Whv do you not write Df Greene,
84 Temple PI., Boston,Mass..about
your child? Consultation free.

union

s.

oi

sp.
r 1'.

"1_

wonderful remedy,
vigorous.”

m

giving employment

now

AFFUCTED MONARCH.

inadequate, even for the freight supplied
Fifty cats took possession of a Liverby the Great Northern line alone. The pool man’s house while his family was
the human beings’ attempts to
welcome tidings now come over the wires away aud
evict them were repulsed.

Healthy
Happy

was nervous t»r four years so
I could do nothing. I could not
eat or sleep or do my household
work. I read so much in the papers about Dr.Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy that I
After
thought I would try it.
the first bottle I felt relieved, so
7
that I used a couple of bottles
all
now
I
am
and
right
again.
more,
I thank Dr. Greene’s Nervura for
I also have two
the good it did me.
little girls who were Bick, weak and
run down, whom I gave Dr.Oreeue’i
Nervura. It did them so much good
that I cannot be thankful enough.
It n ade them well and strong again,
and they are now, thanks to this

“I

for after the social it was found
that the sum of Si* oO had been raiseii in
This more than cancelled our
v
t
y.
eh!- ;a ss.
It had seemed more difficult
t- in us ’.o'.
raise this money and we were
:)j

ud

v.

to
gives’health
is

York City.says:

nui-

about sl'J. hut the realization

tt

It

that

fund, and to pay the same
The pledges amounted
before November.

!>>wartls

It

young.

meeting and money earned by sale of
|
the absence of two holders, we have raised §42 03 for mission

In

disorganized

been

known.

)

to

was

Makes

surest restorer of nealth
the old and
perfectly safe to give to
r infants or children of any age, being
made from pure, harmless, vegetable
remedies, wonderful in their health
restoring and curative powers.

greatest ami

among

are

the Orient. For two years past a
men.
Japanese company has been operating a
The torpedo boat Dahlgren showed a
line of Reamers, connected with the
speed of thirty knots, one-half a knot
Great Northern Railway at Seattle, with a less than contracted for.
a
monthly service. While the Japanese
The Yukon lliver is practically closed
steamers are among the largest plying the to
navigation, floating ice making it pracPacific, the monthly service has been tically unsafe for steamers.

No home is happy where parents
__

The copper mines of Upper Michigan

Sound

and

so

or children are sick or out of health*
If you would enjoy happiness, seek health
Dr. Greene's
for yourselves and children.

large

Railway, was negotiating
steamships to ply between Puget

:■

Social
the needs of the soci-

how to make the

of

question

The

NEWS NOTES.

Letter from Seattle.

Reports.

Christian Endeavor

St., Belfast, IMe.

WHITCOMB.Searsport Agent.

For Sale
Brick house on
Thurlow house.

or

Rent.

the
WM. C. MARSHALL.

Congress street, known

Belfast, July 6,1899.-27tf

Importers
dealers in the finest

of

Suit

quality of

Anthracite and

Blacksmith

p

■

1^0*11$»

ORDERS 1’ROMl'Tl

\

EIL1.ED

>t«
33, 35, 37 Front St.. Belfast,

as

TELEPHO NE4-2.

Hying

A

Visit to Old

Spain.

Routes from the I'nited States. Our
(,.i-respondent Goes First to Oporto, Pori^al.the Manchester of the Iberian Peninwhere the Famous “Port” Wine is
i.

he yet picturesque life of the present.
Queer vessels of all descriptions crowd
Oporto bay,mo8tly Portuguese craft, laden
with oil, wine, garlic and onions, going to
carry those prime necessaries of life to
their countrymen in Brazil, Africa, Cuba
and other distant regions. The Portuguese

yy. i.ms

Pale

'lath*.

Special Correspondence

of The

Journal.J

Iu the
rto, Portugal, Oct. 27.
is of some forgotten poet—“The dust
«1

navigators, and hundreds of vessels, built in Douro ship-yards, are sent by
Oporto owners to all parts of the world.
A good many English ships are here, after
cargoes of wine and cattle. As everybody

al upon my saudal-slioon and still lam
lignin.’’ But let us substitute the
Vi fur the personal pronoun, hoping
the readers who have followed

length

the

me

Spanishon allying

Spain there

latitude for selection than to any
seaboard country of Europe. Amer-

>

ierman, French and Portuguese lines,
heir various European connections,

line in the well known St. Louis
Paul; passage sixty dollars to Soufli-

star

At

the English port you take

a

|

more, plus three dollars war tax.
twenty dollars or so for steward’s
.1 the usual incidentals of a long
you

on

is vastly greater than in our own
The Mediterranean service of
—

0-*ggi?ts.

left to get into Spain
st way you can.
The Hamburg.111 line is dearest of ail—£350
per

•

■

——

and just before turning in f
mug of cocoa, chocolate <n
in.
Strange to say, tin le

are

;.lu

self under

Mines

the
t*. a
u

supper;

night,

sea-sickness under this

which seems to simw that mal de

Navigation Company you
from New York to Lisbon for
live dollars, war-revenue tax

Of the rival merits
various lines

“advertising

no
:

my

own

will not

speak,

this

medium.” For

rea-

we

I chose the

pation

>

plague,

leaves

state-rooms for the few passennecessity of “doubling

hysteria

in

ner-

to

d the dreaded bacillus

at

the curlier in

once

of weather,—Madrid, its exact cenmg n the same latitude as Boston,

j

those time-honored words.

came

“starboard is the

light

hand side of the

with

parchment from the

square

friends may require it in
your corpus.
Notwithstanding
decree of tjg, releasing foreign-

your
ag

■yal

:dering .''pain from showing a passlie stranger is generally
expected to
’ii'-: anti in remote
provinces of the
'■alar

is

muot

even

likely

produce

one.

Consul would

.in

limbo, autl raise

a

be locked up
Of course the

to

thought

very

of sunny

Spain, land

of vine-

yards and olive groves and fandangoes, of
guitars and gypsies, brigands, senoritas
and

caballeras,

draught from

Washington

warms

the heart like

famous vintages.
Irving made a similar

he wrote: “We set out with

a

a

When

its

if the
per of

->ing the

as

ocean

tramps and vagaon

Portuguese

a

is certain to get his money’s
in the way of variety.
A wider
rast can hardly be imagined than bethe

floating palaces

of the American
*
-ermau lines, with their fashionable
'is and elaborate dressing for dinners,
•j

ife aboard
we

a

vessel

of

the Linha

However,

ignezes.

and

who

are

the trip is not
fresh from the wilds

nish-America, feel quite at home
ii bbering tongues and odors of
grease
ti lie.
The Captain sits at the head
«

:

able and treats passengers as bonora private banquet, while from

sts at
»

stern of

iu-*s

thickness of linen between their brown
skins and the weather, and often scorn
even that pretense of
propriety— though

neglecting

golden ear-rings—
wonderfully bedizened
gypsy-like finery in truly Oriental

women

with

the

are

yellows.
Oporto is

a

vast

the stranger.
the former capital of

surprise
as

to

Portugal,

its second city in size, with important manufacturing and commercial
interests; but is by no means prepared for
great and rich a city, with a busy population of 100,000! And Lisbon, the presso

capital,

175 miles south, is even larger,
important. In short, one’s
opiuion’’of Portugal undergoes a marked
change aftei a brief acquaintance. The
ent

richer and

more

poor, old grandmother-country may be in
her days of the sere and yellow hut it is
a

wonderfully dignified

and stately decline.

Viewed from the harbor, Oporto is every
bit as picturesque as any Oriental city, its

many-storied houses, spires, towers
terraced gardens climbing up steep
on

both sides of the river.

the I)ouro flows

through

and
hills

At this point

deep

a

gorge,
spanned from cliff to cliff by several handsome bridges.
The latter look unneces-

sarily high, suspended 200 feet above the
tranquil stream. But the Douro is not
always so well belniv.-d as present appearances indicate.
After heavy rains, or
melting snows in the mountains, it rises

enormously,

often

flooding

the

lower

streets.

The quays that line the entire
length of the city, nearly three miles, are
faced with a h igi. wall, for the fastening
of ship’s cables; but when the river overleaps its bounds, booms are placed along
the quay, for the safety of vessels, which
no cable could hold.
Fannie Brigham Ware.

journey

position to be pleased. With such a disis Spain for the
soon
get you position, w hat a country
where the most miserable inn is
rumpus, before traveler,

one

t,

out

The Australian

Ballot.

It seems funny, if it were not so serious,
.hat twenty-four of our citizens were
unable to meet the requirements of an
Australian ballot with only two names on
But such was the case.
it.
It really
seems as if that were as simple as anythat
could
be
thing
possibly
devised, and
yet 24 out of 700 is quite a large number
for a town where the per cent, of illiterates is supposed to be small.
[Brunswick,

strangers’ passport takes the morning to watch the passage of the bar
The Me., Telegraph.
natives’ cedilla, or authora- at the mouth of the Rio Douro.
for
smaller
crafts
navigable
great
river,
identification, without which

regarded

tie

They labor leisurely a few hours
of the twenty-four and pass the rest
in dreamful siesta, enlivened by evening
fandangoes and the excitement of the
cock-fight. While the men wear but one
Santo.

genuine dis-

the Dons would tremble in their | as full of adventure as an enchanted castle
but it is much less troublesome and every meal is* in itself an achievepensive to attend to the matter in ! ment.” In a similar frame of mind, we
ini at home.
In both .Spain and ! hurried on deck before sunrise of a misty
-gal the

forrmn

He has read of it

To be
ting that the voyage is no longer.
ate Department, bearing a more or rushed into new lauds, without giving the
rect description of your age, comimagination time to dally on the borders
weight ami inches. It not only of the unknown, is to rob oneself of half
to all the world that you are a \ the delights of a foreign tour.
.Jpaiu and
tizeu of the Land of the Free, and Portugal are one in history, and in the
e
to he respected, but you will habits and traditions of their people —almost one in language, saving a few extra
»i mentuicaiion in many
foreign
and postoffices; and if the worst li's and i*\s in the westward provinces. The
a

Flu.

t,t

and “larboard" and other nautical terms.
JJy the way, we arc bound f c the lauds

ship and its color is green, while “port” is
equally cold winters,
starting on this journey, wlier- the. left and its color red.
in these days of rapid transit, one apmay lead, you cannot possibly ini' liar to greater futuie advantage proaches the opposite hemisphere regretw,

Prarlloc

mosaic of reds and blues and greens and

substituted the word “port" for larboard.
Land-lubbers on their first voyage may
know which is which by remembering that

»vela through tin* northern portion
Iberian Peninsula* the better in

friitu

on, as the sailors say. —to learn
what time it is at “eight bells' and “five
bells,” and tlie morning f “starboard”

present use.
They sound so
much alike that frequent errors aceurred, sometimes causing serious accidents;
therefore the Admiialty, some years ago,

in

nor summer,
any event to mar the (light of time
but the rising of the sun and the goingdown thereof, one day being just like anuor

never

words in

autumn

else, there is neither winter

the

seven

and buelia borda: and naturally the clumsy
English tongue corrupted them to the

visit also Spain’s
(without which a Spanish tour
hut half complete) it is, wiser to

Besides,

is

The early navigators, who crossed the
Western Ocean to hu it up America, said
questaborda when they meant “this side”

ithout the

t"‘

said to stave <n

valley of
province, a

days from New York to
Oporto—hardly time enough to get one’s

whence

•nsiderations influenced the choice,
the little travel just now to Oporto,

Having decided

mer

comparatively sea-legs

Liuba da Yapores Portuguezes,
means the best, nor yet the poorrate of passage ninety dollars from
fork to the Portuguese coast.
Sev-

v.

is

It is only

■wn

cels of the buboidc

regime,

females.

vous

demerits

or

m atoms

no

best prevented by keeping the nerves of
the stomach, which cause the trouble,
busy in digesting food, is j-u asant occu-

Insular
vt

the ship the exaggerated
prevails, down to

of the Latin

re-footed

fellows who

scrub

the

than

hundred miles above,stretches away across Portugal to the borders of
France.
The Pyrenees form upon its upmore

a

per waters, and somew here along its banks
is the Valladolid of song and story, and

Braganza, celebrated in opera bouffe.
Porto, (Portuguese for “The Port”),

O
lies

three miles up the Douro, aud entrance
to its so-called harbor is between the Scylla
and

Charybdis
shifting sands,

of

dangerous

which

hinder

their

incoming

not
At

starving,
7

a.

m.

elcome to the tourist, w ho could occupy
days as well as hours in locating points of

w

is

ban

hamlets, Campanha, Parahos,

a

r, at

0 p.

•

m., is the great event of
lengthy and elaborate meal,

ay, a
ned with salads, such as Americans
never learn to make, figs, grapes and
s to remind
you of the sunny lands
and wines of

so

many varieties that

The People’a Physician to whom
Thouaanda iwrite for Advice
Dr- Greene, 'SJ, Temple Place, Boston. Mass., the
"nous

and

successful specialist in curing nervous
'O -I chronic
diseases, and discoverer of that great<f all cures. Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and
oerre remedy. If your family physician has failed
to cure you, why not write about
your case to this
Wilful specialist T It will cost you nothing to get
'advice and counsel, for he gives consultation
absolutely free.

tions of the Goths and Romans. This is
the site of Portus Gale, you remember,

bread.

came

down and

took possession.
Two centuries later the
Moors, under Abdul Uassan, conquered
the region.

Then the Christians

over-

threw the

Moors,and the Moors the Christians, alternately, in a nearly even struggle for supremacy which lasted, olf and
on, four hundred years; until 1092, when
Don Alfonso Frederico finally brought the
Peninsula under Catholic dominion. From

struggling

with

hazy

tory, your mind

recollections of his-

comes

joyfully

hack to

good

bread is pure flour. Many
housewife has gained a reputation as a baker because she used
an

Visigoth,

is

good

Leovogild,

the

good living

The first essential of

Rob

It possesses
excellence all its own, easily

Roy

Flour.

discernible

in

the

bread

cake you make with it.

or

Sold

everywhere.
WM.A. COOMBS MILLING CO.,
Coldwater, Mick.
Members of Anti-adulteration League.

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

thus

elevate

the

S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD
in an entirely different way from potash and mercury—it forces tht
poison out of the system and gets rid of it entirely. Hence it cures the
disease, while other remedies only shut the poison in where it lurks forever,
constantly undermining the constitution. Our system of private home treatWe give all necessary medical adment places a cure within the reach of all.
vice, free of charge, and save the patient the embarrassment of publicity.
Write for full information to Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.

—acts

■SE1 PENNYROYAL PILLSSS3
of menstruation.”

so

received—whether

adequate

or

from Nome has

been undertaken

by

cordial support of progressive Americans.
It is “The New York Weekly Tribune,”

leading National Family Newspaper.
Recognizing its value to those who

naturally hold many for the winter, who,
like those wintering in .Seattle, will return
to Nome at the earliest opening of spring.
The rush back to the States has called
into use every available craft, even to
small schooners, and these, with 100 to
200 men on board, have bad varied and
trying experiences. Of the hundreds of
miners who have arrived from Nome dur-

ing the past few weeks,
without

a

apparently

uot

portion of gold

schooner

one

over

121 de-

posits of dust were made at the assay
office in one day, aggregating about $100,Two days before, 6,500 ounces were
000.
deposited by passengers on the schooner
Nellie G. Thurston.
The 200 passengers who arrived on the
on the schooner Hera, 28 days from
an

off the coast several days, unable to
the straits.
A passing steamer
word of the Hera’s

revenue cutter

tug

went to

her

distress,

Grant and

rescue.

Two

an

and

ocean

deaths had

on

Hera’s

were

deck many danced for joy,
their return to civilization.
The condition

Send all

of the Hera had been

the Alaska liner Lakmo, and the Grant
and the Sea Lion had been at once fitted
out with provisions and fresh water and
sent out to the rescue.
It was a race
between the two boats as to which should
first sight the distressed schooner. About
9:30 o’clock Monday morning, the Grant

Cape Flattery.

00 a year.
Both of these papers for only
to Hie 1- epublican journal Publishing Co

subscriptions

FRED ATWOOD
street, in his pulpit, in his office, over
his work bench.
Heart disease is no
respecter of persons. The Christian minister is liable the same as anyone else.
Rev. C. L. Mundell writes :
"I suffered from that dreadful tired feeling
and weakness, and in 1893 I lost my health altogether. I went to one of the best doctors in the

and he said 1 had heart, stomach, liver and
kidnev trouble. His. treatment did me no good.
I tried different kinds of patent medicines but
got worse all the time. If I walked up hill or a
little fast it seemed ns though my heart would
jump out. I had almost given up all hope, and
my money was ail gone: was scarcelvable to make
a living.
Finally I wrote Dr. Pierce and following his advice I purchased at my nearest drug
store a bottle of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery and a bottle of his Pleasant Pellets.’
This was a year ago and now I am happy to say
that I am in the enjoyment of perfect health. I
am so glad of my health that I cannot say too
I first return my sincere thanks to Almuch.
mighty God and then to Dr. Pierce.
“I would not do without your ‘Pellets' for
one hundred dollars ($ioo.oe>) per month
Do not think I am exaggerating.
My statement is true and if any doubt it they can write
to Pinegrove. Ohio, where I live, and if any
should think this an assumed name and that
such a man as C. /.. Xfundel! does not exist, they
may look in the minutes of Providence Associatiou, or in the Baptist Year Book, in the list of
Klders. and they will find my name.”

Representing Over Twenty

,

Belfast, Vie

Winterport,

Me.

Constipation
cally cured by

and biliousness are radiDr. Pierce’s Pellets.

EgfSTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AM) INSPECTION..^ Security.Bonds lor Cashiers. ContractReal estate bought and sold.
ors. Administrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited.

Maine Central R. R.
TIM E-TA BLE.

ton

forty-two

will

run as

iol.'ows
FROM

BELFAST.
AM

I’M

..

A

3 30
13 37
13 52
4 15
'4 33
5 on
5 25
0 on

\

Walao. 17 30
Brooks. 7 41
17 53
| Knox
j Thorndike. 8 on
1 rnity.
8 10
Burnham, arrive. 8 35
Bangor.11 40

j
j

PM

1 20
25
135
1 45
+2 00

7 15
depart
Citypoint. <7 20
Belfast,

2
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2 20
2 40
4 35

-x-

Portland.

s-s-£*

‘ED.

Boston
BOStOll,
-

yy D..

I
|

E- D.
yy u.

2 15
4 00
4 10

3 10

7

5 35
900

1 30
f) 57

1* M

—

Boston
JOSIOU,

■

»t» ft’ ftp >t» -f ifc

A M

0 50

€> 2<>
7 15

A

M

A m

20
55
15
30
57
15
35
45

8 50
0 00
0 10
10 50

Limited tickets for Boston

120
4 30
4 35
5
5
5
5
5

0 41

are

now

M

l-

10 52
|10o4
10 00

tFlag station.

05
22
31
38
52
0.3

«
0 14

0 20
sold

at

§5 00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North*
west, via all routes, for sale hv L. \\. Ge<>ug;
GKO F. EVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President, and General Manager.
F. E. Booth by. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 23, 1890.

miles off

In

their search the tug
and revenue cutter sailed westward, five

OASTOniA.
Kln(l You Ha,e *lwa),s Bought
Bean tie

WATERVILLE

1

Business

(ire

hay by the cargo,

car or bale. Straw
ALBERT M. CARTER.

Iv.' rare be
■
:»•, ■
m;; *1» :.>

Fare between Searspmt and li< ^r.-n reduced
from .S3 In to $2.3o ami
tiam
ducp: 1
tion made in the price : through jem-t
»etwcen
Boston and all landings on the PeiU'i.se. t U:\ai
The prices of rooms accommodating av
ers.meach.is reduced from sU.UO am: >i f-o
>1.5''
and .->1 00 each.
Steamers Penobscot ami City
d
Ban."
will
leave Belfast, alternately, lor B"S*.n vm <
Ion
and Rockland, M<•inlays. W.-dm s.iay. I'l
las s
and Saturdays at (about
For Bangor via way-landings. Tn -mays. ’Wd•.

•>

'■

nesdays. Fridays
m.,

or

upon

and Sat unlay*. .; a I
arrival of steamer fr.m B-

\.

>

RETIKNINO

From Boston via way-lamlnm*. Mmeur.
days. Thursdays and Friday* v "n p w
From Bangor via way ianding*. M•
-.
nesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11.oi
CA LYIN' A FST! N. Ccn'i Supr.. B
ai.
>

get
YOUof.
can

a

(feu

Malta

five ounce,

....AT

Full commercial and shorthand and

-r.

sci>*\v

I

<

-s

W --1v m.

Boston

cap jar

POOR’S

typewriting

...

Drug Store.

courses.

Book-keeping taught by the “Actual Business
Method.”
Court reporters and other shorthand writers,after
years of experience in the old style Pitn.au sys
terns,are adopting our system (Dement’sPitmanic)
with great enthusiasm. Mr. Dement is the fastest

I have just received two cars, 300 bbls., of the
Best Patent Michigan Flour. 1 have In store*
Snow White, Darrali’s City Mills, Albion, Lilly
White and Pillsbury’s Best, which 1 offer at low
Also

B.
cni

College

Complete modern equipment and up-to-date in
every particular.

FLOUR! FLOUR!!

retailed.

»-••«•

TVA TER VIE L E, 31A IXE.

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
4t)tf
easy terms.
M. C. HILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast

prices.

Commencing Monday. Oct.

tween Bell:;:,t a:::!

§2 25.

WILLIAM H. HILL,

Your grocer will sell you a package
for only 10 cents.
Prepared by Thorndike & Mix, Rockland, Me.
•*■

M

A M

Burnham, depart. 10
Unify. 10
1 1
Thorndike
Knox...
.ill
Brooks. 11
Waldo.112
112
Citypoint.
12
Belfast, arrive

—

«♦>

30

1* M

Waterville..

Gold Coin M^E

9

8

1100

Bangor.

i made carefully from a famous
i receipt of the best fresh beef.
f and selected
green apples, ready
i to put in the crust.
Uniformly i
delicious and very economical;
:
about 4 cts. for a pie when itt
is used.

tip. ftp.

no
AM

A M
00

7 00

Portland...

■

.«&• ftp. A -!>■ «t»

Boston far S2.25.

to

Belfast

TO BELFAST.

and make the crust ?
\
That’s all you need know or j
bother about— and still be able t
1 to have mince pies such as Maim: \
\ has always been noted for if you ]
will buy

pie

a

j

i

GREAT REDUCTION IN FARES.

M

Waterville. 0 08

Can You Bake.

WINTER RATES.

I

On and after Oct. I, 1800, trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains lor
anti from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Bos-

I* M

{Jr &

Million Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

state

because of

reported in Port Tow nsend and Seattle by

made out the Hera

rm-

news

me

happenings of Ins neighborhood, the doings of his friends, the c*»nd:r on m ! prospects for different crops, the prices in home markets, and. in diet, is a we.-!:'v visitor
which should be found in eveiy wde-awake, progressive family.

to

the

his home m!

to

’im-

and

24th,

care

the

as

over

as

be assured proper facilities for passing
the winter in comfoit.
ISt. Michael will

From

the

on

of the State and Nation,

news

stantly and untiringly for his interests in every way, brings

otherwise.

can

come

century.

both papers at the trilling cost of £2.00 per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to his family, and to rl.e
munity in which he lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as it wmd-

apparently

who had any desire to come—and yet it is
believed more people will remain than

has

a

the country

acknowledged

desire all the

half

its merits, and

on

the publishers of The Republican Journal (y m own favorite home paper) have entered
into an alliance with “The York Weekly Tribune” which enables them to furnish

spring

many as have been
able to obtain accommodations—of those

over

It has lived

concerning the conditions uf Nome for
the winter, or the amount of supplies
The return

Old!!!

It s a long life, but devotion to the true
interests and prosperity of the American
People has won fo;r it new friends as the

experiences of

much needed

before

at

to their homes and firesides.
As a natural consequence it enjoys in
its old age all the vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by rfce

Just think of it!
known

be

pains

girls

to

years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are loyal and steadfast today, with faith in its teachings, and confidence in the information which it brings

sacrificed.
will

Years

Fifty eight

laden, has become a total wreck and her
But no lives
cargo nearly a total loss.
Little

“LIFE SAVERS”

NEARLY

the

were

are

womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
becomes a pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX BY MAIL. Sold
by druggists. DR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio,
For Sale by R. H.
Moody, Belfast, Maine.

long winter on that barren (of all
save gold) bit of seacoast.
Of the “relief
ships,” the steamer Laurada, heavily

in

They

banish

and

-or

and

with 200 on board, who, as they neared
the shore joined in singing “Home, Sweet
Home,” and as they swarmed upon the
The basis of

and

with

nearly
passengers
famished when they arrived in Seattle,
and not much like the passengers of a
schooner which arrived a few days ago

a

Porto

steamers

dispatched

soon

lumber, coal and supplies

The

Cale, from which the
kingtown derived its name. Early as 540
A. D. it had a nourishing trade, when

afterwards

enterprise

were

deprivations.

Zordil-

you may distinctancient fortifica-

vessels

the vessel, and one man was
insane because of lack of food and other

to

brought to your berth, with
! and fruit.
Breakfast, at 10 o’clock
rved in several courses, with good 1 while nearer to seaward
trace remains of the
i'to
wine, without extra charge, ly

sail

occurred

the city that was old in the middle
ages. High walls enclose the latter, Hanked with towers and protected by a fort;

ia,

with her usual

brought

Whatever may be the
of the merchantmen, the delay is

are wholly unable to get rid of
this vile poison, and only attempt to heal up the outward appearance of tho
disease—the sores and eruptions. This they do by driving the poison into tho
system, and endeavor to keep it shut in with their constant doses of potash
and mercury
The mouth and throat and other delicate parts then break out
into sores, and the fight is continued indefinitely, the drugs doing the system
more damage than the disease itself.
Mr. H. L. Mvers. 100 Mulberry St.. Newark, N. J.. says: ‘‘I had SDent a
hundred dollars with the doctors, when I realized that
they could do me no good. I had large spots all over my
bcdy. and these soon broke out into running sores, and I
endured all the suffering which this Tile disease produces. I decided to try S. S. S. as a last resort, and was
I followed closely your 'Direcsoon greatly improved.
tions for Self-Treatment,’ and the large Splotches on my
chest began to grow paler and smaller, and before long
disappeared entirely. I was soon cured perfectly and my
skin has been as clear as glass ever since. I cured myself at home, after the doctors had failed completely.”
It is valuable time thrown away to expect the doctors
to cure Contagious Blood Poison, for the disease is bevond their skill. Swifts Specific—

the first discovery of gold in the Klondike
I|
country—yet the season is now here when ! Lautz Bros. A: Co.’s Marseilles White
I
tales of disaster and hardships may be Soap will neither shrivel your hands while
washing your clothes or dishes, nor shrink
and
have
been
expected
already
brought our flannels and woolen goods
to notice.
Behring Sea is a “nasty bit of
water” in winter time, and the Pac.ilic !
DROPPED DEAD.
ocean is little less unkind to the adventurThe man with heart trouble never
ous gold-seekers.
knows when his Linn* may come. When
he leaves home for work he may never
The news of the rush to Nome only
lie may drop dead on the
return alive.
reached Seattle late in the season, but

lay

commerce.

feature

lUU Uull

Cure Yourself at Home. ss/ssir
The. doctors

Do.

enter

forelocks

•anger is of stuffing,
live meals per diem.

Munyon's Remedies Will

experience which they
repeat, even though all
on board were well supplied with gold.
For 28 days the Hera battled with stormy
seas and worse—she ran short of provisions
and water, and, because of adverse winds,

ago, for the famous old midland manufacturing city, the Manchester of the Iberian
Peninsula, has for years enjoyed an enor-

feelings

What

will not

rocks and

Fairs.

INHALERS.

Cape Nome, had

vessels for hours. Were it or. our side of the
world it would have been cleared out long

mous

jectionable

Vnil Pan

Datnhwnrlf*

nubllnuin,

moral roue of these gatherings.
And that
1 know oj no treatment that will so
speedily we notify said managements that unless our
clear and heal all the air passages of the head desire he respected we shall amass all possithroat and lungs as my Inhaler. It reaches ble power and deniaud of the Governor and
Council that the State stipend be withheld.
the sore spots: it heals the raw jdares: it
Resolved, That we will strive to patronize
goes
to the seat, of the disease: it penetrates obscure temperance hotels, where it is practicable;
also
that we will give our influence to temrecesses where drugs taken info the
stomach
perance men engaged in business in prefercannot reach. It acts as a balm and tonic to ence fcn others.
the whole, system —MU21 YOU.
The above resolutions like many others,
admirable in tone an i unquestioned in
THE TWO
position, are likely to become inoperative
The “(Hass Family Inhaler” was the first to simply because they have not the power
demonstrate the efficacy of the inualation treat- to execute themselves.
ment.
The “Hard Rubber” Inhale, is handy, uurFor one we do not believe “the authorble and portable. It is easily charged and
may ities of our agricultural fairs permit the
be carried in the vest pocket always
ready t<> use.
It gives all the benefits of the glass “Family In- sale, or receive a revenue from the traffic
haler.” It is unbreakable and uuspillable.
in intoxicating liquors,” and our acquaintance is somewhat intimate and extends
IT CURES AT ONCE
It is very easy to deover many years.
so to resolve, but the
Clouds of Medicated Vapor are inaled through clare, and equally
the mouth and emitted from the nostrils, cleans
resolution should be well supported by
ing and vaporizing all the inflamed and diseased tlie fact, else it will utterly fail.
It is
parts. Price Jf1 00; with all medicines, at any far too
easy to make such unsupported
druggist, or will he sent hv mail for same price.
charges. There is no question but liquor
is sold at all public gatherings, even at
campmeetings, but never by the consent
Munyon guarantees that his Rheumatism Cure of, or for revenue to the organization.
will cure nearly ail cases of rheumatism in a few
Every agricultural society in the State
hours; that his Dyspepsia Cure will cure indigestion and all stomach trouble: that his Kidney receiving State aid is bound by a specific
Cure will cure 00 per cent, of all cases of kidney
act of legislature which makes the paytrouble; that his Headache Cure will cure any ment of the
stipend contingent upon the
kind of headache in a few minutes, and so on
through the entire list of his remedies. They are prohibiting, by the society, of all forms
for sale at all druggists—mostly 25 cents a vial. of gambling and liquor selliug, upon its
Write to Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch St., PhiladelIf any officer of the Grand
grounds.
phia, Pa., for free medical advice.
IiOdge, or any individual anywhere, has
evidence that the law is being violated,
be has but to present the same to the
Rough Experiences on the Pacific.
Governor and Council in order to secure
the cutting off of the stipend, a most efSeattle, Wash., Oct. 31, 1899. That fective
Unfortuway to check the evil.
“all is not gold that glitters” has been
nately the law does not designate any
well said.
While the amount of gold re- State official whose duty it shall be to inceived iu Seattle from the far north now spect and report to the Governor and
and private individuals resting
exceeds the sum of 817,000,000, and the Council,
upon resolutions, fail to avail themselves
new
revelations from Cape Nome are of the opportunity provided
by the law.
again setting the world ablaze like unto [Maine Farmer.

dust.

The Basis
Of Good

at

There is not the slightest doubt that tho
doctors do more harm than good in treating
Contagious Blood Poison; many victims of
this loathsome disease would be much bettor
Off to-day if they had never allowed themselves to be dosed on mercury and potash, tho
th” aoc“” e,“

Roii/arO
pf tho Rnptnrc*
OCnfllO Ui Ills UUulUlu

Resolved, That the Grand Lodge petition
the management of the various fairs to use
great care and vigilance 10 remove this ob-

one

interest, from the tall white light-house
frowsy
on the tip ol the bar, to the
sever a petticoat appears.
picturesque
Barring
item prejudices against certain oily castle beyon d, in the village of Sao Joao
ioriferous components of the menu, I da Fez, and around the circuit of surburand yank

For hours

therefore,

business—but from the

Douro,

a

handed

is

almost

tin

e

■

forgets the
mixing his

-t*

the “chambre de luxe,” to £100
fourth berth in the poorest cabin,
New York to Madeira or Gibralter.

thirst.

thorities of some agricultural fairs in our
State permit the sate, receive a revenue
from the traffic in intoxicating liquors, and
in some instances protect the violators,

the

living aboard, bits of ribbon
fluttering in the breeze and the
music of mandolin and guitar, mingled
with incessant gibbering of a language
that sounds like Castilian spoken with
mush in the mouth.
For these river-people, whose like does not exist anywhere

Medicine
>:nt3 per box,

w

and you

FOR BLOOD POISON.

the ill-fated craft from the

impending

the recent session of the Grand
Lodge of Maine Good Templars, held in
Pittsfield, the following were among the
resolutions passed:
Whereas, We deplore the fact that the au-

nor

and tinsel

•.■rs

:
utli-German-Lloyd is manifestly
the scribe who, according to Job, the unwary
voyage 1
ereth abroad fo- bread.” Passage Kentucky advice again-Kaiser Wilhelm or Furst Bis- beverages is liable to !•>.«•
At eight o’ Jock
iroui New York to Algiers or Genoa the table.

>

on

At

by

and chickens

Pa1? People
or hundred,

1

visited

Queerer yet to foreign eyes, are the
Portuguese river craft swarming the bay—
hundreds of clumsy boats with single
masts, square-built bulls and bellying
sides, with their fantastic crews and happy
families of women, children, dogs, pigs

>

Dr. Williams' Pink Pills ♦
are never sold by the <;
c
but a! vays in package?
ct direct from the Dr. W
Co., Schenectady. N. Y 63
6 boxes $2.53.

cattle-plague.

never

in Entre Minlio
few miles above Oporto!

.•

the

edge
only
promised land, where the trouble
begins; for everybody knows that
xpense and vexation of European
an*

the

the

">x
1 took
Fix more. Tl.ee :«• t
mde: frl.
1 grew strong
1 11 r''"hd p
fe than
“I never t.• 11 be:o r
•I do now
than ever
iI wf:*.:
> -e'fcured
before and I com;
Front (he U'U,
J
ae. A'. Y.

and the cost toots up to at least

few countries that is

enormous

generally.

appetite and f-:
After finishing

■"

Amt then

men

horrors of

Liquor Selling

meadows of Uruguay, where the great
Liebego Extract factories are doing an

■

packet to Lisbon—forty

the

the United States have been taught,
from the pampas of Argentine or

>

Thus, if
object" you may go by the

Mail steam

200

by eager
of rain saved the

the horizon

on

downpour

a

O. M. Moobe.

I learn with astonishthat the finest grass-feu beef in the
world comes—not from Texas, as we of

--

charging accordingly.

n.

lookouts,

have been great suffering.

ment

Migg Cordelia Moore, of Malone,
N- Y.t until j. c«ni
been a life
i.
long Invalid f
inspiration of the
heart and weak
blood.
//W*d over her
Physicians
I efforts were
case, their iuom -i.
baffled. various::
lies were tried
-l al "change
withouta: 1. Toof climate
ad\.sed, but the
w.u
constant chum <
upon her
'her e words.
until, 10 quote i
Mies
*'she became a ir.
m.:e of a
Moore said:
Li
Williams'
friend I began tak:
Pink rills A-r Pali- 1
and before
1
1 noticed a
the first box was
regain my
greatchango. I

the journey from New York more
directly, most of them taking you
cds of miles out of the way, and of
is “no

hours before the smoke of the Grant had
been discovered

had been on short water rations, and
had not the clouds sent help there would

more, and one firm alone is said to export six million liters per annum of the
famous old “port.”
Britian also gets her
best beef from Portugal, which is one of

,s$es.

v

grateful Hera people were
supplied with food.
On the night before the last bit of meat
had been doled out; and but twenty-four

or

<

>

HOUR CURE

scene, and the
soon

they

English hands. Their warehouses line
the southern bank of the river half a mile

:ica, will accompany me
to Spain to see how the poor old
country is bearing up under her
route to

Cures Catarrh, Asthma,
Colds, Coughs and Most Diseases of the Head, Nose,
Throat and Lungs.

Positively

knows, the Oporto wine trade is mostly in

and breadth of

choosing one’s

born

are

Munyon's Inhaler

miles apart, from the Cape. Shortly after
the Grant the Sea Lion came upon the

I

I

shorthand writer in the world.
Board and room are provided
Home” for §2.25 per week.
Call or write for particulars.

F. B.

DR. W. L.

^Veterinary % Surgeon.^
Graduate and Medalist
Ontario

at

the “Student
Office and
3m34

ELLIOTT, Principal.

WEST,

Resldnece and
Office

Veterinary|College.

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery to.
Hospital 17.congress street*

Telephone 8-2

Residence

Telephone 2*1

of the

living

Iu

April

last there

were

9,989 teachers

in Greater New York; 401,701 registered
pupils, and an average attendance of 370,-

} B„^SJ°iS2ger.

In this connection

722.

‘The Journal is THE PAPER for Maine Seafar-

“Every year

People.”

ing

Winterport. Mrs. 8. L. Stubbs returned
list week from a visit to Boston, accompanied by her brother-in-law, Mr. Isaiah
Rich, who will spend the winter here....
Mrs. Louise. Davis of Belfast is visiting her
mother, Mrs. M. A. Snow_Mrs. Lamb of
Camden visited her sister, Mrs. P. C. George,
last week....Miss Augusta Snow of Bangor
called on friends in town Saturday.... Leslie i
Simpson is failing very fast.

habits of the poor in New
as a common observation that a not inconsiderable amount of
the prevalent iutemparance can be traced
to poor food and unattractive home tables.

Journal Pub, Co.

PILSBURY,

County Correspondence.

York, spoke of it

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

CHARLES A.

He referred to the

quality, not the quantity. The United
States experts, who lately made a study

BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1899.

Kepublican

classes.”

working

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

school

Mr.

Riis says:
on the

be found

seat6 must

Monroe. E. H. Nealley’s general store
broken into Sunday night. JThe burglars obtained entrance to the cellar by

benches for twenty thousand adHowever deep we have

down into

NEW
FURS

was

ditional children.

Largest Circulation in City and County

JOHNSONS.

|

pockets for new
breaking open a roll-way door and then
the greater
making their way to the door that leads into
children iu the store. Here
they found two heavy bolts
half-day or part-time classes, waiting confronting them, but evidently these were
But
their chance.
that it can and will be quickly broken. The
money drawers were
solved the experience of (the past five pillaged, but only about a dollar in small
44
All things come to them that hustle,”
warrants.”
change was secured; nothing else was missis an editorial note in an exchauge
This years fully
ed. The robbers were evidently hungry, as
will hardly pass as grammar, but there is
The News of Belfast.
they opened a can of ham and partly dea good deal of truth in the assertion.
voured its contents. They left a hammer in
The Waldo
W.
C. T. U.
will
meet
the store with a piece of an apple tree limb
Thanksgiving Day comes on the latest with Mrs. E. A. Coombs Tuesday, Nov. 21st; in it for a handle. No
clew is yet obtained
possible date this year, the last day of if stormy, next fair day.
to the burglars.
the month. Wonder if we will have sleighThe ladies of the Congregational society of
ing then? [Reporter-Journal.
Stockton Springs. Mrs. Sarah Snell left
Rockland had an exhibition and sale of
There will be a good deal of slaying be- water colors
Nov. 9th, to spend the winter with her son
by H. L. Woodcock Nov. 9th,
in Edgartown, Mass.. .Capt. Sprague arrived
fore then, to provide for the Thanksgiving at the home of Mrs. C. M. Kalloch.
Refreshhome last week-Mrs. D. G. Harris left by
dinner.
ments were served, and the pictures were
train Friday, for Portland, where she will
highly appreciated and found a ready sale.
gone

Kir note

<

on

the elections last week

was

Wm. M. Randall

lik the play of Hamlet with Hamlet omitted, as Iowa took the place of Ohio in the
list of Republican States and the lattef
omitted.

was

Ohio

Of

course

looked for with

was

interest

a

double

ould have indicated

w

a

significance.

want

of confidence

."•residency next year. The sweeping Republican victory in Ohio has side tracked
dlcLean, while the fusion victory in Nebraska indicates that the

again march

to

Democracy

will

defeat under the banner of

Dry an.

■

the

It contains

Presidency**

one error,
McClure says:
Soon after Blaine’s nomination in 1884,
sent a brilliant stall correspondent of

trivial

ut

Col.

one.

paper, who had intimate personal reatmiis with Blaine, to stay with him at
Augusta for several weeks. One pleasant
\

ifteiii
th<
:\>u

they

>on

walked

along

the banks of

Penobscot rivt-r," etc.
Kennebec
it should have been, of course.
The

•Uitiele

.s very
interesting. No less so is
'•The Czar of Newfoundland,” by W. A.
Fraser.
Strange to say the middle name
of the hero is th** same as Mr. Blaine’s,

ib'hert
"

ho

■•'ho
tat

now

is

a

Scotch engineer

Newfoundland in 18*00, and
practically owns and manages
t<*

Province.

uts

c

Gillespie Beid

came

The stoiy of his achieve-

simply marvelous.

is

l iic stmugest serial in course of publiin th:> country to-day is “To Have

■ari.'ii

tnd

u-

Hold."

Monthly.

tic

running in The
Indeed, it is safe

now

Atlanto

say
that no current fiction of the Old World
equals it in merit or interest. With its

hold, strong diction, and a power that as
yet has shown no weakening, it is surprising that it should have been written by a
woman, and not only a young woman,
hut .-Lie at the head of a large household
■with many interests and
responsibilities,

md

frail health.”

The author of this
lost
brilliant stoiy of adventure, Miss
Mary Johnston, is of Scotch and Scotch
lAb descent, and was born Nov. _T,
1870,

Buchanan. Virginia. When Miss Johnsr‘u
ic

h

was

her sixteenth year the

family

Birmingham, Alabama,
been her home, with the

which

in

ved to

is

since

••*u

ol

excepfour years spent in New York.
’I'm* Woman's Journal says of this litertry achievement:
Woman

adventure,

or

■has done

great work in tlie slums of
New York city, in abating the evils of the

tenement

a

house and

letting

aii and

sun-

shine into the homes and lives of the poor.
No less iin] Miiant and successful have
been his endeavois to piomote reforms in
the public k-1« Is. to secure suitable
school buildings, play grounds and club
the chdciien. For example, he
rooms l•says:
Muce Is-'J llit- expenditure of twentytvs <> and a halt millic<ns for new schools in
he old city has been authorized by law,
and two-thirds of the money has been
spent. Fifty-odd new buildings have been
put up, or are going up while I am writing, every one of them with a play ground,
which will by and by be free to all the
neighborhood. The idea is at last working through that the schools belong to
the people, and are primarily for the children and their paYents; not mere vehicles
of ward patronage, or for keeping an
army of teachers in office and pay.
Mr. Kiis is an earnest advocate of the

kindergarten,

the

cooking school,

the

.sewing school and the gymnasium.

He

Staples

Helen Brown; music and drill.

members

participating

in the program

The

street is to

give

a

V. I.

25

Denslow

Hall,

Look out

for the

p.XTKA
!

ITCHING
I 1 /VI RC
L.11T1D5
trouble

Sunday was a surprise to
the people were not ready,

storm of

all of

Most of

as

Mr.

size'
Mas*

THE SEA BREEZE.
Vol. *21.

of
F.

a

lilesboro’s Boom.

:

;

Islesboro is gaining rapidly as a resort for
New Yorkers and Pliiladelphiaus. During
the past few months thirteen lots were sold
for cottages in one week, one piece
bringing
SYOOO
A large crew of workmen have been
Wi ,h few excepemployed for the winter.
t ons these
co'tages do not cost less than $3,exclusive of land.
Among the recent
buyers are Louise Minturn ami Samuel G.
Dixon of New York, Blanchard Randall of
Baltimore, Herman A. Lewis, J. Wilmer
Biddle and James D. Wiusor of Philadelphia. George s. Silsbee, treasurer of the
Paeifie Mills, Dr. George R. Shattuck, Dr.
Richard Derby, Henry Salton Howe, Eutor
H. Harding, Esq., E. C. Stauwood, Dr.
Leighton Parks of the Emanuel church at d
William R. Dupee of Boston; Charles W.
Armory and James Lawrence of Gratton.and
Katherine D. Howe of Brookline, Mass.
Washington and St. Louis and other big
cities

are

represented.

Deafness Cannot be Cured

by

local

applications,

as

they

cannot reach

the diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
by constitutional remedies. Deafness is
caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When
this tube gets inflamed you have a rumbling
sound

imperfect hearing,

aud w'hen it is
entirely closed Deafness is the result, and
unless the inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing wili he destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are
caused by catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition
of the muco s surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
or

We have fifty kindergartens to-day l£3r~Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
where five years ago we had one, and their I
method has invaded the whole system of
In the suit of Grant Oakman of China
teaching. Cooking, the only kind of against James F. Belden and wife of Palertemperance preaching that counts forany- mo for alienating his wife’s affections,
things in a school course, is taught in the where the jury brought in a verdict of $1,150
girls’ classes. Five years ago a minister for the plaintiff, the defendants’ counsel
of justice declaring in the Belgian Cham- says he shall carry the case up to the law
ber that the nation was reverting to a court on exceptions, putting in the entire
It is
testimony and the judge’s charge.
new form of barbarism, which he describbe by the term “alcoholic barbarism,” claimed that the amount of the verdict is
more than the Beldens are worth, and that
and pointed out as its first cause the “into pay it would ruin them financially. [Ausufficiency of the food procurable by the gusta New Age.
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Burnham.
A large number of invited
guests gathered at the pleasant home of Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Harding Monday evening,
Nov. (ith, which was the twenty-fifth anniversary of their marriage. The evening was
very pleasantly spent in dancing, plays and
recitations. A bountiful supper was served
at 7 p. m., to which all present did ample
justice. The presents wrere mauy, including
articles both costly and useful. The party
broke up at about 1 a. m after extending
congratulations and good wishes to the hap-

who had passed 25 years of martogether-Mrs. Lena Cookson
gave a birthday party Monday evening, Oct.
23d. About (i o’clock p. m. a goodly number of invited guests gathered at the pleaspy

ant home of Mr. and Mrs. Cookson aud the
evening was very pleasantly spent in dancing, plays, and general sociability. At 9
o’clock a bountiful treat was served. The

presents were numerous aud costly, including some valued at $30 or more. The party

broke up about midnight, wishing Mrs.
Cookson many happy returns of the event
she had just celebrated_The Bassford
Bros, will do a big lumbering business the
coming winter on a tract of land which they
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/TiOUR "specialties,
This Time,

Wedding Cards {

TrffiffSiiff

flail.
BRACKETT & CO.,
lO Main St.
PRINTERS, BELFAST, MAINE.
by Express, Stage,

It will pay you

to

examine the stock of

ISSAC S. STAPLES & SON,
3m4G
Iirook9, Maine.
your appetite is poor and you have
that “tired feeling,” then your liver
causes it.
Try

_^The

POOR & SON.
pint for 50c.

Nowhere in the State ot Maiue can the
Keeley Treatment be obtained except in
Portland, Maine. Write for information.

Iyr39

CELEBRA

Lettuce,

Spinach,

JOHN A. FOGG,
Howes’ Jilock,

#8

rent
a

at $3. $5

Li

Thanksgiving dinnei

MARION E. BROW \

High St.,

'Inine.

(corner Main) He!fust.

year.

unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED in security against tire
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and
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$6.50 and

vault is

in the

burglary
country.
Those renting boxe3 can have lthe exclusive
rivilege of taking their boxes to and from the

vaults

!
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BUSINESS UP STAIRS

Nov- 17 antl r

~
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We will sell

25

.will continue his.

Picture Framing and Moulding

Inducement

Saturday,

and

*■

(•

A. CLEMENT

Special

(•

any

_

2 5-Cent Articles for 5c

;
J

VM) AM

2 10-Cent Articles for 10c.

•)
'•

We have a bid' stock of
and 10 cent
you are in need of them NK \ L' FRIDAY and SATl'KDA\

(0,

good time

■

AT NO. II MAIN STREET.
can

be left at the old stand.

to

S^’lvead

J

Yours very

tiu

$

the clearance sale at

(5) 999 9/ 9 9 9 9f9 A99.

out

sale of

surplus

stork"

Main Street, Belfast

•)
FANCY GOODS,

FOR SALE.

999999• 5s A i'S S'* ^ • S'*
SMALL WARES.

A. FRENCH &

CO.,

SMALL

99 9 9 9.99 99 •i

Nursery

•

Stock

Orders taken for Fruit and onune
Mi rubs, Roses, drape Vines and Sinai
'■

N. V.

WARES,

Office Hours S 30 to 11 3-1 \
to 4.30 I'
M. in the
Office, Memorial Building, and Ih-i
Cellar Street
Belfast. November 1, 1899.

unlays 1.30

HOSIERY and GLOVES.
complete

• • •

C. II. sAHiiKNT.
Agent for Chase Brotln rs Coinpai

FANCY GOODS,

Caution Notice.
Whereas my wife, MARTHA A. PLACE, having
left my bed and board without just cause or provocation, this is to forbid all persons from trusting
or harboring her on my account, as 1 shall pay no
bills of her contracting after this date.
Brooks, Me., Nov. 8,1899.
CHARLES M. PLACE.
3w46
■Witness, F. W. Brown, Jr.

“closing

CARLE & JONES,

lty taking advantage of

One Bay Mare, 900 lbs., 8 years old, good driver,
sold for no fault, as I am going away—also, 1
punt wagon, 1 piano box, 1 single work harness,
1 driving harness, 1 one-horse sled, 1 sleigh, 2
stoves, 1 row boat; also 31 acres of land, on back
road to Searsport, cheap tor cash.
CLARENCE F. WYMAN,
2w46.
at Ginn & Field’s.

on?-

i.y,

Save 20 to 50 per cent. |
CABLE «£ ,TONES',
Main Street, Belfast, Me.

w.

buy.

j

Wo make

OASTOniA.

Beui the

the

SAUSAGES and BACON.

-Cranberries, Celery,

Sold
••How to

or

ON THE MARKET,
OF THEIR OWN HAKE

S^’Full

and

make

own

AND SALTED MEAI.

_Fresh Vegetables,

50c.

43tf.

own near the head of Unity pond.
The
lumber will be hauled to the mill at Burnham village. Joseph Hathorn will do the
hauling-O. A. Dodge has a contract for
150 cords of wood which he is to load on
cars at Parson’s crossing.

Kind You Have Always Bought

deposit boxes for

Orders

IF

(our

DEERFOOT

»

Safe

I’OHTFOLIO i tKPA K r.MF.NT.
Send this coupon with 10c. silver, we will
send one copy «.f Floral
poems, and
colored Uowers, by mail, or at the ollice.

life

*

DEPOSITS SOLICITED

Name.Address.

i

Mm

DUCKS.
CHICKENS

SAUSAGES,

$33,000

SURPLUS,

i

f

A voting contest, school teachers, soon.
Webster’s Dietionery. Int. Who takes it?
The war against the liquor trallic is waged
with promising vigor in parts of the State.

Sent

I. /'.

TURKEYS,
GEESE,

AND ALL KINDS OF FRSSH

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

ANYTHING.--Leaflets’,

summer.

couple

ried

/0, iSqq.

Meteoric showers.
Souvenir Holiday.
More rain is needed.
Quite a blizzard. Sunday.
Now they call it “lvddite shells.”
Sweet e.der—“Devil’s kindlings.”
Winter followed close upon Indian

1

name <m

was°:^r

.

I

^Envelopes,* Flyers,* Pamphlets,*
Cards,* Booklets,* Programs,* Bill
k Note Heads,+Posters,*A-c.,*Asc.
|

Johnson,

Place your orders now for the
Goods delivered promptly.

“The thing that makes the world go round
Is plenty of printers’ ink.”

9ch-Mrs. D. Killman has gone to Stockton
Springs to spend part of the winter with
her daughter, Mrs. Daniel Thompson_
Miss Flora Haley is at home from Stoniugtou, where she has beeu teaching, accompanied by her friend Miss Bates.Miss
May Grant and Sad e Killman went to Bangor shopping Nov. 7tb-Mrs. Jennie Dockham ami Mrs. Lue Perkns are iu Brooksyille for a two weeks visit to relatives....
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Littlefield, who have
been spendiug the summer here among relatives ami friends, who enjoyed their visit
very much, returned to their beautiful borne
iu Wisconsin last week....Mr. Fred Alley
ami Mr. Murcb Clark have gone to Graniteville, Mass where they have employment.
.Mrs. Vergie Alley and son intend to spend
tlie winter iu Graniteville-Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Nute of Whitman, Mass., will visit
Mrs. N.’s parents the last of the month_
Geo. Ward has a nice beef cow for sale.

situation.

OEM

No. 46.

Belfast, Me., Nor,

...

look for the

(Formerly

||

was.

Price. The Skt, fl.-2r>; nr. Soap. 25c., Ointment, 50c„ and Resolvent (half
throughout the world Potter Ohio and Chkm. Cokp.. Sol-1 Props., llostnn.
Cure Itching, Scaly Humors,” mailed free.

Leroy
Saturday for a Lynn, Mass., was the guest of Mr. [.
Goul-1, Nov. 9th. He was on his way up
visit of a week
ten days-Mrs. R. A.
river on a deer hunt-Mr C. F. Bowdoin,
Gurney arrived home last Thursday from the collector for the Americau Harrow Co.
of
Detroit, Mich., called on their many patvisits in Boston, and Lousdale. R. 1.
rons in town last week....Mrs. Bellej ErsEthel Rogers is at home for a few weeks
kine of Frankfort visited her friends, Ophie
vacation from the Taunton, Mass., Insane
Libby and Ella M Littlefield Nov. 8th and
last

A

|

^j^3"Always

•

Bathe the affected parts with HOT water and. f'ETICERA So A R to ch arise
the skin and scalj> of crusts an 1 scales^ and soften the thickened cuticle.
Dry,
without hard rxO-hit 7. and apply CUT1CVRA Ointment fretly, to allay a chi
irritation, and inj!animation, and soothe and heal, and lastly take Cl'TR ERA
RES(>L VEA T to cool and cleanse, the l-lood.
This sweet and wholesome treatment affords instant relief, permits ivst and
sleep in the severest forms of eczema ami other itching, burning, and scaly
humors of the skin, scalp, .and blood, and points to a speedy, permanent, and
economical cure when all other remedies and even the best physicians fail.

AUi

Dress Limn-

Thanksgiving Poultry,

imrning I suffered in niv feet and limbs for three years
night they were worse and would keep me awake a
greater part of tin* night. I consulted doctor after doctor,
:ls ^ 'ViM tr:lvt‘lling on tlr* road most of
my time, also one
<>f our city doctors. None of the doctors knew what the

Speedy Cure Treatment

usual.

ARE A<d NTS f OR I hi

W'\

and Skirts.

I gor a lot of the different s:,tuples of the medicines I had been
using. 1 found them of so many different kinds that 1 concluded I would
have to go to a Cincinnati hospital before I would get relief.
1 le d frequently been urged to try (TTICPRA REMEDIES, but 1 had no faith in
them. My wife finally prevailed upon me to try them. Presto! What a
change! 1 am now cured, and it is a permanent cure. I feel like kicking
some doctor or myself for sufleriug three rears when I could have used
CTTK l RA remedies.II.'JENKINS, Middlebom. Ky.

us.

CclCh

Wool Waists

The itching afid
terrible.
At

vr

Wrappers

Shrunk Tuxedo

Fred fl.
were

Flannelette

PRICES ON

LOWEST

■■

(rent's Outing
at all prices >;

50c up

have a few d<>z<‘n «»nly of broken
sizes in (rent's 50c. Underwear
which we shall close out at

7^c

and

N'iglit Dresses

Y\H£

Instantly Relieved
and Speedily Cured by

George

A DIES'

47c

Itching Burning Scaly
Blotchy Humors

or

Asylum, where she has

Night Dresses.

Case (rents’ Heavy Fleeced Lined Shirts
and Drawers, good value at 75c., at

|

..

Boston

tiOOl) VALUES IN

Gents’ Underwear

j

Village.

OUR ERICF.S ARE IN)STIT\El
LOW ALL OTHERS

Children’s Underwear, 25c

—

Prospect

OUR LINE OF BLANKETS IS SI
TO NONE IN THE CITY

S. entertainment in

Jollu F. Oilman and
wife, who have been visiting relatives and j
friends in this place for the past few weeks,
have returned to their home in Lebrnon, N.
F. Kuowles has been ;visitiug|iu
G. F. Randall
Lewiston the past week
has a matched pair of black horses. The
death of the pair lie lost the first of August
was caused by eating black cherry.
While
George was picking greer« peas he hitched
them where they could reach the bushes.

sister, Mrs. Henry Barlow-Mr. L.O. Buck-

THE KEENEST CRITICISM IMi

25c

South Montvtlle.

were

dozen Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed Fleeced
Lined Vests and Pants,

Others at 50c., $1.00 and $1.25.

this. Thursday, evening. I
fun-Miss Mary Hichborn will entertain the Current Events Club j
this, Thursday, afternoon.

|

Blankets.

Case Jersey Ribbed Fleeced Lined
Vests and Pants, good value at 33c.,

|

on

to

om

17c

..

went

11

o

Ladies’Underwear

-Two fine horses were sold from this village to Camden parties last week-one bought
from Dr. Clough ami the other from the S. T.
were interspersed during the performance
j Young estate... .Harvey Shi hies and wife of
by the end-men, and each number was an- ! Knox visited friends here last week_Corn
nounced by the interlocutor.
The Lodge ! and grain of all kinds are iu brisk demand.
T
P. Mathews had a ear loaf! last week,
was organized about a year ago with nine
which he sold as fast as it could be delivermembers. It now lias a membership of over ed. Twice within the
past two weeks there
sixty and great interest is manifested_ has beeu neither coru nor meal to be had,
Mrs. Nellie Allen arrived home from Bos- though they keep several teams on the road
between here and Belfast and Camden all
ton last Thursday and intends to remain the time.
.Parties from this village are in
during the winter-Mrs. Ellen C. Gay is Kennebec county huntiug deer.
.The roads
spending a few weeks in Freedom with her had to be broken out Monday.
liu

b

went to

the stage in minstrel fashion,
with four end-men and an interlocutor. Jokes

arranged

historical characters and events with the
■white light of a comprehensive masculine
imagination. And here comes a young
Southern girl, and weaves for us in the
Atlantic Monthly a tale of wild, romantic
.-.dventure >>» powerful as to leave most of
hie masculine novelists of our day in the
-ackground. she makes the early history
t Virginia live again, as the
setting for
characters so varied, scenes so vivid, pasn- so intense and adventures so drama
tic that we hold our breath and
long for
more, as month by month she unrolls before us the gorgeous pageant of her imagination, never once allowing our interest to slacken.
Miss Mary Johnston is a
vaew force in American
literature, and her
adven must be a joy to all those who
love a beautiful story, beautifully told.

Jacob A. Kiis contributes to The AtlanMonthly for November an article on
'-Justice for tbe Boy” which should Jbe
read by all educators and all who are interested in the public schools. Mr. Kiis

in Augusta and Portland_Capt.
Eldeu Shute is at home for a brief stay_
Mr. Hartley Overlook came from Boston
Saturday to visit his parents_Mr. E. F.

Henry

rec.,

illumine

tic

the
notch.

to

says they were costly peas.Rev.
S. C. Whitcomb of Bangor was the guest of
G. S. Adams last Thursday and leit Friday
for Razorville, where he will stop fora few
Globe.
Sunday
j
\. Dinslow visited his
Miss Fobes is a daughter of a former days.Rev. E.
last week.Mrs. E.
Belfast girl. Vesta Yeazie, and has fr; mis brother in Richmond
S Adams went to Rockland last Saturday
and relatives m this city.
to see her brother, who is quite sick... .Mrs.
North Bklfast. The following officers
Jane L. Moody has beeu visiting her sister,
of Waldo Lodge, I. O. G. T were installed
Mrs. J Q. Adams, the past week.Mrs.
by Lodge Deputy C. H. Smith. Tuesday John Davis of
Searsport closed one of the
evening, Nov. 7th: G. T Henry Ladd ; V. T
most successful terms of school ever taught
Arline
Walton;
Secretary,
|
Ralph Mosher; here last Thursday and we sincerely hope
'Asst. Sec., Jane Brown; chaplain, Alina
she may decide to teach the winter term....
P.
0.
Smith;
T., Geo. Hatch ; F. Sec., Robert C E.Gilmau has one of the best
calves.seveil
Greenlaw: Treas., Edith Ladd; Supt. Juv.
months old, that can be found in the county.
Temple, Mrs. Robt. Greenlaw; Marshal, He is Swiss stock. Charles
paid a high price
I Ross Beckwith; Dep. Marshal, Elbe Clark; and will
keep him for breeding purposes.
Sent.. Harold Shorey; Guard, Chas. Miller.
j
Liberty
W. H. Moody has bought the
I The installation was public, and a large
Gilbert French estate in Palermo, on which
; number of visitors were present to witness
there is a large lot of lumber... .The several
I the ceremonies and program which followed. The following interesting program was schools in town close this week-Leonard
| presented by the Lodge; Chorus, “Home, Berry and W. J. Kuowlton are putting in
! Sweet Home;” instrumental music; solo, new water wheels this week—both of the
Bennett pattern. Mr. Bennett is making a
i Edith Ladd; rec., Harvey Richards; duett,
number of water wheels this season.
large
•Edith Ladd and Caro Hatch; reading,
Emily
Gilbreth : guitar solo, Ralph Mosher; mixed I F. Allen of this village is doing the castquartette, Misses Ladd and Hatch, Messrs. ing-Water is what we want now iu order
Mosher and Greenlaw; recitation, Leona ! for our mills r,o do business. Charles RauBucklin; comic song, Ross Beckwith; rec., kin and friend have returned to their home in
Carrie Robertson; trio.
Messrs. Mosher. | Spencer, Mass-Dr. Whitcomb of Camden
Hatch and Greenlaw; reading,
Ladd ; (was in town last week. ...The big snow-

may write stories of sentiment,
the male novelist in

Ait she cannot equal
talcs of stirring

newest

visit

short time before Mine. Hall’s death she
went abroad and studied, lirst with Adolph
Bromine, then with Frau Dr. M arid Wilhelm j,
both of Wiesbaden.
Her voice is said to be
a high soprano, well trained and
flexible,
and of a charming flute-like quality.
The
Kheiniscber Kurier spoke especially of her
ide-ranged, brilliant voice, excellent technique and intelligent execution,” ami predicts for her without doubt an important
future.”
Two other papers, the Berl'uer
Fraundeublatt and the Berliner Lokal-Auziger, praised respectively, “her light, pleasing voice, which even in the highest notes
remains beautiful and sympathetic,’’ and
her “dear, bright soprano,” and the “ex
quisite modesty and simplicity of her style."
All the critics united in declaring that Miss
Fobes lias an unusually well-started and
carefully developed technique. It is even
rumored that Miss Fobes will appear as a
soloist in one of the first symphony concerts
given by the King's orchestra in Wiesbaden,
and she has had flattering offers from man"
geis oi light opera companies; but she has
already chosen the concert stage, f Boston

< ol. A. K. McClure, editor of the Pliil.tdelphia Times, coutiibutes to the Saturi'v Kveniug Post ol Nov.
11 tli a very incresting article >n “Blaine s Fight for

is

the
fashions.

Every price {down

months with her son. Mr.
H. Grant-Capt. and Mrs. C. S. llendell returned Friday from a two-weeks

Boston, Monday, to meet
Friends of Miss Edith Gil lam, to the num- his brother,
Capt. Charles Staples, whose
ber of thirty, gave her a surprise party at the steamer
(with a load of cotton from Galveshome of her mother, Mrs. G. L. Field, comer
ton)^ ordered to discharge there this trip,
of Union and Miller streets, the evening of
instead of in New York, as usual.... Mrs.
Nov. 7th.
Ice cream and cake were served Lizzie Pendleton of
Somerville, is visiting
and the evening was very pleasantly spent her
sister, Mrs. John Randell-Mr. Charles
with games, music, etc. The guests pro- Reudell
spent a few days in Sedgwick last
nounced Miss Edith a model hostess.
week-Mr. Ned Libbey went to SomerMiss Grace Fobes, who has just given her ville Monday, for a visit of a week, with
lirst concert successfully in Berlin, is an his cousin. Mrs. Charles
Sprague_WhoopAmerican girl. She was born in
Cambridge,
is prevailing to quite an extent
and commenced her singing lessons with ing cough
the late Muie. Edna Hail ot Boston.
A among the children in the village_West

the President, and have placed McLean
line for Democratic nomination for the

h

^

purchasing.

your

article
|I Every
moulded to

H.

market.

U

It’s
time
to
think of furs.—
Here you will find
a wealth of
high
grade goods for

pass the winter

a

to Mt. Katahdin, in company
with A. E. Small of Richmond and H. A.
McDonald of Bangor.
Mr. Randall brought
home a line four-year-old buck that weighs
201
pounds. It is at Fogg & Brown’s

than in any other State.
A Republican
defeat in the home of President McKinley
would have had

returned Tuesday from

hunting trip

the result in
more

our

schools, there are to-day in
city nearly thirty thousand

Subscription Terms, in advance, $2.00 a year,
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one inch
length in column,75 cents for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion.

»

i*:

full ami
line of..
a

specialty of

a

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR
...

AND.

..

INFANTS’ FURNISH1NCJ (JOODS
*

49 Church Street.

33t

A nice tenement to rent, either up
down at 92 Union street. Enquire ot
MUlMJETT, at \i>
MRS.d.
Or H. W. CLARK, 83 Mam
Belfast, October 12, 1899.-41

^

Capt. S. R. Cottrell, having retired long
from the sea and later from the
trucking
business, has engaged in the fisheries. He
has had a house built, with a stove, and it is

NEWS OF BELFAST.

THE

ago

f

mixed lot of cattle from several shippers
scut out from Belfast by rail Saturday,

\

I

ASH VOIIR
DOCTOR!

v
Mr. Bryant will preach at the Braiuscbool house Sunday evening, Nov. 19,
o'clock, and on each following Sunday

i,

mug until further notice.
Rowe

mii

of

Morrill

last week

'Mi

of

One

the

IldS.

large pigs were sold at Fogg &
Monday: oue 11 months old, weight
minis, by W. A. Dickey of Lincolnville,
me 7 mouths old,
weight 37(> pounds,

\o

very

ns

■

Hunt of Belfast.

u.

i-cr & Co. lately bought of
iot of logs cut last winter

the Cunningham
The bark was

as

.mi

Kport.

Cooper

.mm

i

&

Rankin’s

at

Co.

will

J. F. Wilwhat

on

lot

in

is

East

shipped

last

have the logs

mill.

Slmw of Boston, representing the
Metal Construction Co. of that city, was
nsultatiou with the county comuiisrs Saturday in relation to furnishing
I

shelving for the county records for

•ueel

urt house extension.

W. C. T. IT. wil! meet this, Thursday,
at
30 o’clock with Mrs. L). W.
The subject
•in, No. 41 Church street.
I scussion will he
The Maine Laws.”
versons having contributions of clothing
Vier articles for the charity work are
sted to leave the same with Miss Frotlinn or Mrs. Bicknell.

Mrs. H.

present.

were

m-rae

ray

supper
cnliven-

totind

recently

on

k

|

it

and

f

Belfast to be disHumane Society.
Mr.

brought

was

by

the.

to

\

made

|

3

j
j

j

of that tirm N

11 be
•ir

by

Crit

able to

factory.
•hmery in

A

v.

The propSibley N: Co..

Legro

N:

Spalding

Nov

noon.

17th

and thimbles,
tacked.

use a small part of it
considerable portion of

the

('has. P.

fae-

at

as

1

Representatives

and

and

L. Milliker,
Mrs, and Miss

in

was

presented

vote of thanks

with

Hon. !

the Post

to

Mdliken for which

there is

Hazeltine has

a

a

field

near

rising

nothing

worse

Little

than wef feet

!

Accident.
Capt. George D. Mahoney
from a ladder at the residence, of Selwin

Thompson, where he was painting, Thursday forenoon, and broke his left arm very
Both bones of the forearm were
badly.

was

of

a

most

birthday.

her

feli

a uuan*

heartily ex1 and the vote ordered to be pnhlishThe Republican Journal of this city.

is

IN

enjoyable party, gathered
seventy-first anniversary
Mrs.

C

o

and VV. G. Davis, Directors, and Mr.
private secretary_The section
are making the usual fall repairs in the
ist

The turn-table has been exyard.
■i*‘d and slight rep vrs made, new sleepmi. and the. tracks put in condition for

K.

Clark

Camp,

me

to live.

my job;
this world.

lust
:n

the
m

wife is

My
there’s

cross

sixth day of November.”

who
..y

overheard

fellow

to me;
for

happiness
By G—d, I’li hang
no

my-

Now the

this

soliloquy has a
feeling, especially for his

new

fresh

ing dried

this week

goods

for

a

great variety

Thanksgiving,

of

includ-

and canned fruits, preserves and

jellies, foreign
delicious

and

domestic

cheese,

fine

coffee,

etc., etc_Fogg &
Brown have Thanksgiving poultry, all kinds

tea.

manifested itself iu his tell- | of fresh and salted meats, bacon, vegetables,
Call at their
story to such of his friends as lie etc. Sausages a specialty.
ght would be most benefitted thereby, market in Howes block, High street.F.
H. Francis .Y Co. have an article that will
*-iy, a coroner, a constable, an uuderkeep your feet warm and dry in wet and
r.a few good men and true who like to s't
cold weather. See their advt. Also bound
roller’s juries,and the newspaper reportlamb’s
soles. Little Trojan school shoes
When the sixth
d November drew
and Bailey’s ribbed back rubbers for men
e xpectation
was at its height, but the
and women..
Swift & Paul, Masonic Temwho made the promise went back totalpic, have Cri thn CY Skiliing's famous CaliforIns word, and fur at least six days subn:a rasins,
Mr. Lriffin is a former Stockton
"lit to the saul sixth day of November
right on with a job of work which he main 5 p"iiml jars of preserves lor 50 cents;
lot of
sr.-iired, and those who had banked on cheese in great variety, and a
and it

the

\reping the promise he made go about
sorrowful.

streets

Lamp Opening. The lamp openCarle & Jones last, Friday and Saturwas the most successful ever held in
‘ity, and resulted in very large sales,
"illy of lamps but in all the other detmentsof the store.
A traveling saleswho has visited all the stores in that
in Maine this season, told the firm Sat*
ay that their line is not excelled in any
The prevailing styles
■y cast of Boston.
amps are not so high as those of last year,
1 there is little
change otherwise.
There
some new decorations on the globes and
ades.
Two very artistic lamps are orna-iited with Egyptian palms and Imperial
-aths.
Much hand work and solid gold
■pears iu the decorations, both in lamps
ll‘d crockery this season.
In crockery the
ading features are the Limoges, a French
*"■*!■« decorated in solid colors, the ever
poptr Carlsbad anti Haviland, the Hudolstadt
"id the Mombijou, the latter made in Bavat.
Bohemian glass ware with solid gold
orations is much in vogue. The firm has
i.kgant

•■

asion for congratulation in the fact of
increasing popularity of their open"gs, their sales on these occasions increas•UK gradually from year to year, while a
^responding increase is noticeable in their
cgular business, aside from special occasions.
«

"ic ever

the schooner

was

contracted

for

now loading granite at Frankfort for
York. .The Belfast Fuel .v Hay Co. has
loaded sch. A. Hayford with hay for Bostou.
....Sch. Senator has brought a uumber of
cargoes of sand from islands down the bay.
for Cooper Bros....Sch. Maud Briggs arrived Nov. 10th from New York, with fertilizer for D. A. Knowlton & Co.
She will
load lumber at Bangor for New York....
Sch. E. S. Merriam arrived Nov. 10th, from
Portland, with corn for L. T. Shales & Co.

She is
New

Messenger says
Downes (reported

.The Deer Isle

of sch. Wm. E.

easy.Frank M. Nelson of Palermo
publishes a caution notice_8. A. Littlefield, 62 High street, announces a closing
out sale, for ten days only, of his entire
stock of boots, shoes, rubbers and
clothing.
Also a large stock of domestic
knitting_
William A. Clark, manufacturing clothier,
Phenix Row, has two-faced cloth for ladies
tailor suits, bought direct from the
mills, and
sells it at $1.25 per yard. Sponging free.

off’
her

the rocks unaided and

on

a

striped with gold. 5 00
1-12 Pc. Decorated,
striped with

3.39

£°ld

6 60

...

steamer took

.12 00

..

5-112 Pc. Dec. Dinner Sets.$X.50 $6.50
10-112 Pc. Dec. Dinner Sets--10.00
7.50
5-112 Pc. Dec. Dinner Sets and gold
traced.
15.00 10.00
S-l 12 Pc. Dec. Dinner Sets and gold

The above sets are all first-class
imported
goods, and each set comprises Quart
Pitcher,
Ewer and Basin, Covered
Soap with Drainer,
Tooth Brush Vase, Handled
Mug and Chamber with cover.
Elegantly decorated in different shades ot Blue,
Pink, Brown, Green,

Yellow,

-ra«*ed..

20.00

13.75

25.00

17.5<>

...

5-130 Pc. Dec. Dinner Sets and

gold

traced..
Each

piece in all the sets guaranteed not to
It you want a dinner set y hi can save
from 25 to 50 per cent, by taking ad'•hiiImgo
of this sale.

craze.

etc

WHITE

NOW.

WAS.

2.85

GRANITE

WASH BOWL and
full size, only 63 cents.

PITCHER,

lOO Decorated Cuspidors at
lOO Decorated 10c. Jardineires at
100 Decorated 15c., 20c.'.and 25c.

CHERRIES,
PURE SPICES and COOK-

YELLOW WARE.

ING ^EXTRACTS,

Mixing Bowls, Lipped Bowls, Nappies, Bakers
and Mugs at
less than regular price.

J

MILLS.

Pickles, Ketchups, Sauces, &c.

(Ti

Ar

1

aJvery

11

fine line of

50 4

cents,

25

TIN WARE.

^

50

AGATE WARE.
I lest,

]3o.

..

2-Quart Glass Pitchers.

pieces, per set.
2 bbls. Glass Tumblers.

50 8-inch Glass Bowls

^

;

10 Glass Water Sets. 7
I

qualify. Porcelain lined. Pear! Grey and
Rlue Agate Ware, in Kettles. .Sam-.- Pans. Pails,
Coflee and Tea Pots, Riee Boilers. basins, etc., at

Spoon Holder), regular price

now.

12 1-2 cents.

We have the best assortment of tin ware in the
city and during this sale we will make a discount of
per cent. u. all purchas.-- win n vou
call our
attention t<- this advi i-'isenuu t

piece Sets (covered Sugar and Butter,

Creamer and

5 cents

...

Jardineires at

GLASS WARE.

CANNED

SOUPS,
VEGETABLES,
FRUITS,
MEATS,
FISH,

_

r>

...

’percent, discount from

n-gu

prices.

..

22c.
2c.

only..

SOAP.

me.

200 Pieces 10c. Glass Dishes at.

Chi •" Loundvy Soap.
it's the best Laundry Soa; •uati-u

d ease-

5c

ETC.

}

c

.,

ROOM PARERS AND CURTAINS.
PRESERVES and JELLIES,

Belfast, Me.

Phenix Row,

FANCY

Or. and Sc. Room Papers at

CRACKERS,

FOREIGN

and

DOMESTIC

FINE,TEAS,

America’s Greatest Colored Show

We invite

People from

Best programme

tin-

ou

Prices

Sunny ><>utl'.

Sale at Mixer’s Store.
35 and 50 Cents.

We give you good quality.

PRESERVES
&

M. NELSON* of Palermo, in the
( ountv *>t Waldo and State of Maine, herein give
notice that my wife, ELLEN F. NELSON, left "my
bed and board on the 10th day of November,
1899, without cause, and that I shall not be responsible for any debts or liabilities of her contracting from this date.
Palermo, Nov. 13, 1899.
FRANK M. NELSON.
3w4(>
Witness, T. W. Bridgham.

MONROE,

35 MEN S

')
!

1 > Klil.M.

II

=••

rci

'i

.n.

#

—,

WITH

VOl

4

F0R ™ls wr|;K

$7.50 value.

good

trades at

('"“aUTu^r' S5.90.

Worth at least s_Mki

more,

....at....

BOYS’ VESTEE and REEFER SUITS. S2 00

PAUL’S.

SWIFT & PAUL'S.

Exceptionally good
Best trade

Quality Arctics, all styles

of

saw.

HARRY W. CLARK

now

S.

A.

75 GENTS.

the public that
consisting of

am.ounce to

f BADE

SHOES.
nr is he ns,

CLOTHING.
Will be offered at GREAT BARGAINS for the
next 10 days.
We also have a large stock of

HOMES TIC

,sos*j>*'j»«BARWAIXS
WE AKE

()FEEKLN<i.

Apply with a sponge. Rub the article!
+obe cleaned briskly, rinse in hot
water. Wipe diy with a soft doth or

KXITTIXG.

E3?-KEM1.M1!ER THE PEACE,

62

High Street.

chamois.

PAUL NFG

Belfast.
L

«p

^

'}f\

1 .*5V

RUB-\

should wear our DOUBLE SOLE
BERS. They are durable and comfortable
and give twice the wear.

MAUrCA OFr.K^TDCn mnincM

BOOTS,

$1,15

a»

'lain Street.

LITTLEFIELD

respectfully

his entire stock

We offer as 3 great bars3in •
Hen's Combination
Wool Boots and High Overs for

83

(an DO

FOR TEN DAYS ONLY,
Would

toes,

JAv Clothier,

CLOSING OUT SALE

(Worth $t.50.)

98 GENT Overshoes for Men

you ever

DON'T }!UY A DOLLAR'S WORTH OF CI.OTHINo
UNTIL YOU VISIT OUR STORE.

$1.49

$1,00,

REEFERS,

value.

ages 3 to 10. SI.5G.

ORDERS I1Y MAIL OR STAGE CAREFULLY III TED.

(Recjular /trice $2.00.)

Women’s Storm Overshoes, worth

SUITS, $5.00.

18 MEN'S and YOUTH'S OVERCOATS

J

CREAM

SCHOOL CHILDREN

AX

Would be

HOMEMADEj

...

I Off
P* r
V/1 Ivl

Necessity is the mother

25 MEN'S SUITS, $6.90.

Hip 3-Buckle Overshoes.,

r\e*r t **

T

IMPERIAL,

Did the blizzard catch you unprepared? We guess it caught many napping judging by the rush of people to our store for Rubbers, Overshoes
Mindful of the erratic turns of the weather, we
and Gaiters, etc., etc.
are always prepared with seasonable footwear.
We will talk Rubbers
and Overshoes with you this week and tell you of the very best prices to
be quoted. Here is a splendid offer :

opCLIdl

THIS AI>. OI

Regular

Rubbers and Overshoes

C

at.2

two.

HARRY W CLARK S.

SAGE,

5oc.

W V

T

SPECIAL

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•

Our

in

4444444444444444•444**44 44*44444

THE DINSHORE STORE.

Men’s First

cut

OPEN EVENINOS UNTIL AFTER CHRISTMAS

CFTt

BOY’S

Women’s

hand lasts,

a lot of best
will sell you during

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Maine.

)l e make loiv prices.

EDA M.
PINE A PPL E,

POUND JAR

SWIFT

—

on

goods that, the prices have been

We have
we

YOURS TRULY,

NOTICE.

placed before the Public
including

AT

making. For instance
regular 50c. goods that

month, while the stock of them

fault of the

Border to match, 5c.

1, FRANK

ever

F0R

regular price

this

&

THE GREAT CAKE WALK.
Tickets

loc. per roll.

All Curtains at OSE-Il.l 1,P (1-2)

no

yard.

-11 2c. per yd,
at
is inch

We solicit your patronage.

Jubilee

Papers

!) inch Border to match, 2 1 2c.

•

yiur'inspection.

and 25c.

Do you realize the prices we are
quality gilt decorated Curtains,

It’s

Alabama
Troubadours.
All Colored

tie. per roll

DELICIOUS COFFEES.

J. W. GORMAN’S

Singers
Comedians, Banjoists,
Whistlers, Specialists,
Wing and Buck Dancers.
."Tale and Female Quartettes,
Cake Walkers, Picaninnies,
Camp-Heeling Shouters.

tr per

10c. and 12c. papers at

15c., 20c.

SATURDAY, MARCH, 18, 1899.

j,\ ^,.r roll.

...

!) inch Borders,

0 inch Borders to match, at

...CHEESE...

Opera House, Belfast,

the 7tli

into Boothbay,
The particulars are
given in our Marine column-Schs. Maud
and
William
Slater
went to Bangor
Briggs
Saturday to load lumber for New YorkSch. Harriet Rogers has loaded hay and
coal at the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.’s for Mt.
Desert... .Sch. Herbert E. arrived Nov. 10th
from Philadelphia with coal for Swan &

Sibley Co.

FROM

THE

Manufacturing Clothier,

of the loss

page): “Capt. J. W. Haskell of Deer Isle
was the managing owner, wiiose interest
large
rhanksg: ring goods, <»f which they invite in- wras insured, and Capt. Marshall owmed a
spection.... Charles IM. Place of Brooks
pub- captain’s interest, and, we understand, was
iis) -S a caution uotice-A
desirable office not protected. The vessel’s loss at this time
in O
l Fellows’ Block for rent.
Enquire at is very much regretted by her owners, as,
«*«' Main street....
Isaac Staples & Sou of after years of depression in shipping
circles,
Brooks advertise the latest
style sleighs of business has revived to such an extent that
tli. i; own
make-Found, a road cart, har- she was paying a liberal dividend; and the
ness, etc. Apply at A. M. Daggett’s, Morrill.
present demand for vessels of her class will
.Poor & Sun advertise the Cando silver
make it difficult to replace her without conpolish and Osgood’s Bitters... Carle & siderable
delay. Capt. Haskell, with his
Jones offer special inducements to
buyers customary enterprise, .aas aireauy Degun to
<J 5 ami 10 cents goods
Friday and Saturday, look for another schooner, and will build if
Nov. 17th and 18th. See advt. of closing out
sale surplus of stock. .The Dinsmore store is lie cannot find one that suits him to buy.”
giving big bargains in rubbers and over...Capt. J. W. Haskell of Deer Isle was at
shoes for men and women.
Double sole Mil bridge last week to negotiate for the
rubbers for school children give double
wear.
Read advt-The season for adver- building of a four-masted bark for Califortis ing in the sleigh market has
arrived, and nia parties, to be put into the Pacific coast
as usual J. W.
Jones, 60 Main street, is pre- trade_The old sch. Mary Farrow has met
pared to supply all demands in this line.
He carries the well known Sturtevant-Lar- with another disaster, but if her usual luck
rabee sleighs and Portland cutters, all guar- attends her she will continue to carry hay
anteed, and has received a car load of me- between eastern ports and Boston for many
dium priced sleighs and cutters of
entirely
to come. She was abandoned, but got
new and beautiful
designs. Prices low and years
terms

$1.85

that she

could not be duplicated to-day at anything
like her cost... .Sch. Paul Seavey was taken
on Dyer’s beach last Thursday for
calking.

...

NEW

DINNER SETS.
NOW.

10-10 Pc. Decorated Toilet Sets.....
$2.75
810
Gold Traced... 3.75
•*
10-10
Gold Traced and

CITRON,
CURRANTS,
DATES,
FIGS,
PRUNES,
APRICOTS,

WILLIAM A. CLARK.

brethren in the west propose to establish as
a
memorial to the soldiers of the Union

Co. advertise

the goods last in November:

as

WAS

HUTS,
RAISINS,

Zt SPONGING FREE.

day proceeded to Islesboro under full sail,
making a very pretty sight until she was
in
civil
the
war
The
work was deut.er.
Army
swallowed up in the fog. At Islesboro she
Si I- IDE THAT DID not Come Off. There j layed by the enlistment of a large percent- was visited by many people and greatly adage of the Sons of Veterans in the Spanishmired by all. She sailed Saturday for Brunsa number of
disappointed men in BelAinericau war, but is now being pushed wick, Ga via New York.
It is understood
and vicinity, and this is the how of it.
with vigor
The location for the college will Newr York parties w’aut to buy the vessel
t the middle of October a prominent
be chosen at- the next meeting of the Corn- and have offered a considerable advance
n of a neighboring town overheard a
in Chief in Syracuse, N. Y., in 1!XX). over her
cost, and possibly she may be sold.
known Belfast man talking to himself, mandery
New Advertisements. A. A. Howes & The price of materials has so advanced since
this was the burden of his talk: “It’s no
fur

OFFER ALL

...

54 INCHES WIDE.

|

Sons

A. A. HOWES & CO.

and browns,

OUR PRICE,
PEK YARD,

Shipping Items. The new schooner Penof I dieton Bros, was towed to an anchorage in
Veterans, have received the circulars of a the lower harbor by steamer Silver Star
j
national
which
their early Thursday afternoon, and late in the
military
lege
The officers <>f A

GRAYS

RECT

1

s

long

or as

TOILET SETS.

THE BIG STORES GET SI.75,

1

•\v

vember,

44444444
WWWWWWWW-

of

dislocated.

it."

Thanksgiving

naut-’s

guests—her
relatives and friends—began to arrive late
in tin? afternoon until thirty-eight had assembled, many bringing dainty gifts.
The
supper tables wereabumlantl.-, provided with
delicacies and good cheer, and on return*
mg to the parlors. Mrs. Conaut. much to her
surprise and delight found a handsome
birthday cake encircled by seventy-one tiny
wax tapers, all alight.
The evening was
spent delightfully, Miss Mitchell reading
several selections and Messrs. Thayer. Cottrell and Barker rendering “un rrie music"
upon the guitar, banjo and violin. A carpet
dance ended tbe festivities of the evening,
and at a late hour the company departed,
wishing their gracious hostess many returns
of the day as happy as her seventy-first

We have several reasons for this sale. The tirst
of which is that we NEED the money and we
need it NOW. Second reason is that t his is the year that we
take account of stock and we want as little stock to count as
possible. The following prices are good for the month of No-

JV/^'T'p

to

! anniversary had been. The affair was gotV Chase. Chairman of Trustees
j ten up for Mrs. Conaut by her niece, Mrs.
The regular meeting of the Waldo Clinical
W. C. Tuttle, and her sister, Mrs. Sarah
close of the meeting of A. E Clark
Club will be 1-eld next Tuesday at 10 a. m. at
Conaut., and was an entire surprise. The
Sons of Veterans,Tuesday evening, a
of
John
Jr.,
in
j the office Dr.
Stevens,
Hayjoyful appreciation with which it was re-ant surprise was giveu by the Ladies' I
ford Block.
Papers wili be read 1>> Drs. ceived was
me guests
very graruying.
The auxiliary, which furnished refresh- j
Flanders, Johnson Small and Stevens, each were: Mr. and
Mrs. J F. Kigby, Mr. and
's and {'resented the
camp with a framed
to be followed by genera! discussion.
| Mrs E. H. Oouant-, Mrs. W. ( Tuttle, Mr.
of Past Captain A S. Stoney, who
Advertised hst i letter remaining in the and Mrs. Adrian Tuttle and Miss Erma,
1 valued worker in the
|
camp while in
Belfast post mii.
Nov. 14th: Ladies-Miss Mrs. B. H. Conant-, Mrs. S. J.
Conant, Mr,
The annual inspection of the
j
Ay.
Hohaud Miss Martha McFarland, ! and Mrs Horace W. Pitcher. Mr. amt Mrs.
Augusta
will take place Saturday evening,
p
Eliza M Otis, Mrs Lizzie Bobbin*
Gentle- E. S. Pitcher and Miss Gladys, Mr. and Mrs,
J
-•"An, at a special meeting convened
men— Mr.
Frank Goodwin, Mr. and Mrs. .John W.Jones, Dr. ami Mrs. A. O Stoddard,
that purpose.
A delegation will be
Willis A. Harriot Harry W. Wood, Escj
I Miss Amy Stoddard, J)r. G. W. Stoddard
t from Rockland.
The Deer Ism Press says of the Belfast J and Miss Stoddard, Mrs. A. B. Cox, Mrs. S.
:lk",\i> Marks. A number of the promj
!. Miiliken, Mrs. Arnold, Mr F. V. Cottrell.
in eonneetiou with tRe reception to
oth.-ials of the Maine Central R. R. Band,
the Columbia's crew at Stoningfon: "The Mr. Frank Barker, Mr. and Mrs O. C. Frost,
!
sited Belfast Nov. 8th.
(Mine
They
by orchestra! music furnished
by members of j Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Frost, and Miss Frost.
tl train, arriving here at 1 .’>0 and rethe band for tin* dance was exeeptiouably ; Mr. H. M Thayer, Mrs. Colburn, Miss G. S
but
a
short
time.
The party eonJig
tine ami many and flattering were the rc
! of Lucius Tuttle, President; G. F
j Pratt, Misses Mitchell, Spofford, Baccuelder
marks made by those present concerning ! aud Slater
s, Vice President "ml Manager; J. H.
broken and the wrist

..FOR..

plaid backs, bought di=

as

celebrate the

Bring needles
comforter to he

j

Congress

liaracter of the late

soon

scene

|

rs

on

Birthday Part\
Wednesday evening, Nov. 8th, the delightful home of Mrs.
Kate B. Conaut on Congress street was the

The tirst skating of the season on Kirby 1
regular meeting Tuesday evening
Lake, alias the Muck Pond, was M inlay
of
li
Thomas
Marshall Post, No. afternoon. Two girls and me boy broke in,
14th,
A. R
the eulogistic addresses of the | but the water was sl.oal and the}* escaped !
’he life

take

|^New

Ladies' Tailor Suits,

A

'’clock.

rs.

ii

will

New York
a load of

Sale of Surplus Stock.

25 cents.

LAWRENCE CO., Limited,
Prop’s Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer.
York.
Montreal.

~~

fittings. She w ill go on the route
her furnishings are complete,
taking the place of the Tremont, which will

River wli; li of late lias m>t proved producThis fall he has had it ploughed and
tive.
;
given it a liberal dressing of lime ashes |
whmh be bought in Rockland.

owned by other parties and was
by the hrm on a royalty. It is simply
here subject to the orders of the

o

steamer

At

Lung Affections.

PEACHES,

be laid off.

as

0

new

York, Saturday.

all

DAVIS &

CLOTH

and oilier

w—w—■ Hi—

8tli.

hett,

the

as

2

was

bill in

is

a

for New

Remedy for

Large Bottles,

I wo Faced

Portland she will go into the hands of the
furniture men, who will put iu her carpets

■

then been qualified as agent.
Thomas Haugh has soul tin- hu on which
taken back to the farm, i tin- Peir *e block was burned la.*: February
since been killed.
to Janies Walker, Jr. of Boston.
assignees of the Legr < & Spalding
The Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance will
hebl an auction sale of the macbiu- meet with Miss Carrie (.’utter Frida> after-

s

■

Pa.,

Throat and

poems

Central R. R.

freight for Portland and will Mail next week
on Tuesday arriving at Portland Wednesday. As soon as the new steamer arrives at

|
i

V irk.

to the Maine

Service
will be resumed iu March, 1900_The new
steamer Governor Diugley of the Portland
Steam Packet Co., which is to run between
Portland gaud {Boston, will leave Chester,

|
j

The Canadian

Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. G. R. Carter, Commercial street, Monday, Nov. 20th, at 2 p. m. Roll-call to be
answered by quotations from Whittier’s
Gorman's Alabama Troubadours. The
genuine Southern darkey 19 rarely seen in
the North, and then only as a starched
and liveried servant in some great family’s
palatial home. The happy-go-lucky, shiftless, merry-hearted Alabama coon in his
native cotton field is a type of character
peculiar to the suuuy South.
Those who
have never seen him iu his home surround- !
iugs should see J. W. Gorman’s Alabama
Troubadours. This organization which will
be at the Opera House, Belfast, Saturday,
Nov. 18, is composed entirely of simon-pure
cotton-state darkies, just as they were taken
from their cabins iu Dixie land.
Their
representation of life “befo’ de wall” is an
exact
reproduction of the diversions of

morroBT

PynyPectoral

Have your '‘copy” all ready for the Sea
Breeze, advertisement, Holiday Souvenir,—
Christmas and New Year. Call at the office,
10 Main street.

ing Maehiasport Monday, Dec. 25th, stooping at Rockland, where transfer will be

QUICK CURE

FOR COUGHS
and COLDS

Postmaster Brown gives notice that on
and after Nov. 20th the delivery at the post
office will be closed at 8 o’clock p. m., until
further notice.

Jones will be withdrawn from the Portland
aud Maehiasport route for the season of
1899,
making her last trip eastward, leaving PortDec.
land, Friday.
22d, and westward, leav-

j

A

deer.

one

Reading Club, Orono; 88 (il from the
Whatsoever Club, Criehaven ; $0 00from Mr,
David Pales, Biddeford ; $5.00 from Miss M. slavery days, introducing jubilee singers,
W. Fairfield, Saco, to start a cow fund.
campmeetiug shouters, buck and wing
Now who will make additional contributions dancers, banjoists, quartets of colored boys
aud girls, and a grand cake-walk which
to this fund ?
alone is worth the price of admission.
oifiAiuiui
iMUi-Ks.
v api.
rierce resumed
Tickets will be on sale this morning at
command of the Penobscot after his fall vaMixer’s confectionery and periodical store.
cation, last Thursday... .The steamer Frank

mid not
horse

The

Island

J
j

$!.uo, all vl'-viu-ri't--

und

tor.

worthless,

considered

was

Home.

Children’s Aid Society
acknowledge the receipt of the following
contributions: A large box of clothing from
the Ladies’ Aid Society of Lisbon Falls;
a
box of clothing from the ladies of the

take SCOTT'S EMULSION and digest it. That's why it cures so
many cases of early consumption,
Even in advanced cases it brings
comfort and greatly prolongs life,

Belfast and was taken up by
The animal had a large hum]'

back

Girls'

partly digested, and the most sensitive stomach objects to it rarely.
Not one in ten can take and digest
the plain oil.
Nine out of ten can

West

inner,
s

was

8th.

for all affections of the throat
and lungs.
The bad taste and odor have been
taken away, the oil itself has been

evening.
n

program for the next meeting, December

Hypophosphites. Although that
was nearly twenty-five years ]
ago, yet it stands alone to- |
day the one great remedy ;

A

vcd and music, games. et(

A sociable was held at the Universalist
vestry last Friday eveniug, the participants
being the teachers of the Belfast schools.
The meeting was preliminary to the formation of a teachers’ literary society.
An excellent supper was served and the,
evening
was enjoyed by all present in a social
way
and in discussing the question in hand. A
committee consisting of Misses Lord.
Wiggin
and Walton have the arrangement of the

of Cod-Liver Oil with

arty of about sixty friends of Mr. and
vi F. Howard met at their new home
C. B. Jones house, PTast Belfast, P'rivcning, and had a very enjoyable time.
carried over two barge loads from
y and many "f the new neighbors "f
d

summer.

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

A. Gilcbrest is making some repairs
inprovement8 at the marine railway,
new dolphins have been set for warpA plank has beeu set in
ssel in out
am-way between the two chains to
'hem from interfering when in motion,
’he cradle, ways, etc
have been overi and put in thorough repair,

ii

periences of members in nature work last

This question was answered when we first made

noon

c

I

Ask your physician this question, “What is the one great
remedy for consumption?”
he will answer, “Cod-liver
oii.” Nine out of ten will
answer the same way.
Yet when persons have
consumption they loathe all
f 'ty foods, yet fat is necessary for their recovery and
they cannot take plain codliver oil. The plain oil disturbs the stomach and takes
away the appetite. The disagreeable fishy odor and
taste make it almost unendurable. What is to be done ?

poultry,

turkeys, ducks and
turkeys weighed 20

chickens,

.ling
*c

sold to Fogg &

handsome lot of

a

now on Dyer’s wharf, where the
captain is
engaged in yanking smelts out of the water
when the tide serves just right.
The regular meeting of the Belfast Nature
Club was held at the High School room Monday eveniug. The members present were in
favor of continuing the regular
meetings
through the winter. The program for the
regular meeting Dec. 11th will include ex-

L. C. Putnam returned recently from a
in Penobscot
county and

hunting trip
brought home

SWIFT & PAUL
HAVE JUST RECEIVED
A LARGE LOT OF

CO

BOSTON—MASS
HIST
ONLY

IN

Till

1

I
1
|

WOULD.

10 IT!NTS.

POOR & SON, Druggists, Belfast.

FOUND.
roadcart, blanket and harness on
the road from Belfast to Poor’s Mill?
(iEORUE DAGGETT,
Inquire of
owki*
at A. M. Daggett’s, Morr
A

CALL A I'D SEE THEM.

Masonic Temple,

Belfast.

fitting up W ith firs. Jenks.
The news of illness travelled fast at
the
Cioss-Reads—muie
rapidly than
dwellers in cities, who hafre the morning
paper at the breakiast-table, will be able
to understand.
George smith had but to meet a neighbor
in the road, and casu lly mention that
some one w as ill, and that he “reckoned”
it was “from eatiu' too many muscadines” and before noon seveu of the
neighbors would have “stepped over”
to see if there was anything they could
do.
But the special delight of the CrossRoads was to “set up” when any one
was sick.
On the night when the people “set up” at Mrs. Higgins’ residence,
her aged relative, “oie Mis' Jinks,” being !
expected to die. Miss Samauthy Teak- I
wood took mental note of the assembly !
and afterward made scornful mention- of j
it to her father.
“Was they enough of us?” she repeated
with emphasis.
“Well, 1 should hope
sol
They was me an Mariar Smith
au' oie Mis’ Bolivar, an' they wouldn’t
none of the Higginses go to bed, they was
all so afraid Mis’ .links would die in the
night, they said; au' so the whole roomful of us set up there; au' it shows the oie
woman’s poweiful tough, or she would ‘a’
died.
31 r.
leaKwoou repeated tnese remarks
with much enjoyment at the store that

night:

■•It beats all what a crowd o' women
talks about when they git together," he
> a man
said thoughtfully.
thy tol* me
.ill about what them women entertained
theirselves with while they was a-stttin’
illess gracious,
up with ole Mis’ .links,
it ever 1 git sick an' a crowd like that
conies a-settin’ up with me. jest send for
a coffin for me, and git it over.
How do you ’pear to be teeliu' now?'
Jane Higgins would say, tip-toein' up to
the ben in a pair o’ shoes that squeaked
so loud you could ‘a’
heard 'em over to
Zion.
‘Cow an' yearlin' !' snaps the ole woman.
’What do I keer about any cow
an’ yearlin ?
If you can’t talk sense,
don't talk at all!'
To:e (Teeter, *he's giftin' powerful
deet,
says ole Mis' Higgins, droppin'
dr.wu on to the soly an wipin’ her eyes
on the corner of her apron.
‘She ain’t
Well, there can
long for this woi '.
tj
nobody say that we ain't tone a good j
part by her. What's that she was askin’
fui? Is there anything I c add git fur ye,
Mis' Jinks, dear?'
‘Some cold biled screechowi,’ says
ole Mis' Jinks, a-raisin’ herself a lit-,
‘an
tie;
git it quick, with a little less'

gabbinV

are women everywhere who suffer almost constantly because they cannot bring themselves to tell
all about their ills to a physician.
Such women can surely explain their symptoms and their
suffering by letter to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., for the con-

THERE

has made me entirely well
and very happy. I shall bless
t
you as long as I live."
M-s. Pinkham receives thousands of such letters from grateful women.
Nellie
Miss
Ressell, of
i ;S Grace St., Pittsburg,
in a letter to Mrs. Pink“From childham says:
hood I suffered from kidn
trouble and as I grew older
my troubles increased hav-

^

trom

intense

pain

running

my waist to my womo
were

very

painful.

_

Pinkhatn’s \ egetable Compound, which I can praise above ail
It is a wonderful help to women.”
other remedies.
I planted ’em along
I've got this year.
about the middle o’ March, in the dark ”o
the moon-”
Then they all stared at one another,
until Pendarvis, stooping to punch the
lire, dropped a rabbit’s foot from his
breast pocket.
•‘It’s turned consid’able colder since
dark," said Mr. Teakwood feelingly,
“If it keeps on they’ll he a frost in the
morninV’
And the silence that followed was so
dee]) that a mouse ran gayly out on the
floor, under the impression that everybody bad retired. [Julia T. Bishop, in
Saturday Evening Post.”

■

To Cure Constipation in One Week
To Purify the Blood in One Week
To

Strengthen

Nerves in One Week

To Cure Sick Headache in One
Take Cleveland’s
25c.

Day

Celery Compound

trial size free.

your money will be
Howes & Co.

If it fails to
refunded.

Tea
cure

A. A.

tne

ana

One day,
seeing your advertisement in one of
wrote to you.
our papers, I
“When your reply came 1 began taking
your Compound and followed your advice
and am now in perfect health, and would advice anv lady rich or poor to take Lydia E.

menses

j

-•

j

me

ing

~My wife has been using Chamberlain’s
Pain Balm, with good results, for a lame
shoulder that has pained her constantly for
We have tried all kinds! of
nine years.
medicines and doctors without receiving any
benefit from any of them. One day we saw
an
advertisement of this medicine and
thought of trying it, which we did with the
best of satisfaction. She has used only one
bottle and her shoulder is almost well.—
H.
Adolph L. Millett, Manchester, N.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists.

Register

Deep

of

Water

Vessels,

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from
New York Sept 15 for Hiogo.
A G Ropes, Davul Rivers, sailed from
York July 2'd for San Francisco;
New
sailed from Stanley. F I. Oct 30.
A J
Fuller, 0 M Nichols, cleared from
Pliila Oct 28 for Nagasaki.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 18 for New York.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, sailed from
New York Aug 24 for Port Elizabeth.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, Philadelphia for
San Francisco; spoken. Sept 12, lat 0 S, Ion
34 W.
Emily F Whitney, AS Pend leton, sailed
from Newcastle, N s W. Nov 5 for Manila.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, New York May
20 for Hong Kong, arrived at Singapore
Sept 20, leaking.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, at Hong Kong

Sept 2 for New York.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed from
Norfolk Sept 7 for Honolulu: spukeu. Sept
13, lat 3G 25 N, Ion 07 10 W.
.losepnus, P R Giikey, at Hong Kong

Sept 10 for New York.
Mary L Cushing, F 1 Pendleton, arrived
Hong Kong Oct 2 from New York.
May Flint, arrived at Hong Kong Sept

j

|

at
20

from New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hu)..
R I) Rice, C F Carver, sailed from New
York Aug 20 for Yokohama; spoken, Sept
2V N loll :>:» W.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at San Fraueiso Sept _2 from Kaliului.
s D i. arleton, .Amsbiir •, cleared from New
York Nov 8 for Hono uiu.
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from New’ York
June 2') for Yokohama.
St Nicholas, arrived at lvarluk May 21 from
San Francisco.
State of Maine, Ji G
Curtis, arrived at
H mg Kong Oct V from New York.
Ti I lie E Starbuck, Khen Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia Aug 25 tor San Francisco,
spoken, Oct 17 iat 15 S. Ion 57 W.
Wm 11 Mary, Amsbury, arrived at Port
Angeies (_)<-t 22 from San Francisco.
vv m H
Conner, J T Erskme, arrived at
Hong Kong Oct 13 from New York.
A
J Kotrh, Sew all C Lancaster, sailed
from Baltimore Aug 8 for Manila; passed
Cape Henry lltli.
12.

iat

BARKS

Alice Reevl, Alaasou rord, sailed trom
Barbados Oct 11 for L'nuidad.
Edward May, arrived at Honolulu Oct 13
from San Francisco.
0 P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Portland Sept 4 for Bahia Blanca.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Montevideo
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Sept 1 for Rosario.
lolaui, McClure, arrived at Honolulu Sept
2ti from New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared
from Portland Sept 15 for Rosario.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Oct 30
from Havana.
Uiive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at
Carrabelle. Fla, Oct 17 from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker,sailed from Rosario
Oct 24 for Rio Janeiro.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow*, arrived at
Barbados July 20 from Port Elizabeth, C
G H.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Philadelphia Aug 31 fromNew York.
Sachem, arrived at New York Oct 28 from

Hong Kong.

1 horn as A Goddard, W S Grilhu, sailed
from Buenos Ayres Sept 18 for Boston.
\\ iilard Mudgett, A G Colcord, at Turk’s
Island Oct 24, to sail 20 for Boston.
BRIGS.

Leonora,

York

J H
Nov 2 from

Monroe, arrived at New

Brunswick,

Ga.

SCHOONERS.

Georgia GiiKey, \V R Gilkey, arrived at
New’ York Nov 0 from Fernaudina.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Brunswick,
Oct 24 from Providence.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Bath Nov 8 for Savannah.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 0 from Ponce P R.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Bangor
Oct 10 for New York,
Luma Porter, Farrow’.cleared from Jacksonville Nov 7 tor New York.
R F Pettigrew', Morse, arrived at Savannoh Oct 22 from Portland.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, sailed from Baltimore Oct 27 for Galveston.
Sal lie I’On, W H West, cleared from Fernandiua Nov 8 lor Trinidad.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Mobile,
Oct 30 for Philadelphia.
Willie LNewtou, E Coombs, cleared from
Brunswick Nov G for New York.
Relief in Six Hours.
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
It is a great
American Kidney Cure.”
surprise on account of its exceeding prompt-

relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female. Relieves reIf
tention of water almost immediately.
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. How-'es & Co., drugIyl8
gists, Belfast, Me.
ness

in

Used by British Soldiers in Africa.

Capt. C. G. Dennison is well known all
over Africa as commander of the forces that
captured the famous rebel Galishe. Under
date of Nov. 4, 1897, from Vryburg, Bechuanaland, he writes: “Before starting on the
last campaign I bought a quantity of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrlicea Remedy,which I used myself when troubled with
bowel complaint, and had given to my men,
and in every case it proved most beneficial.”
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists.
Mail your Big Master and Marseilles
White Soap wrappers to our office, No. 44
Hanover St., Buffalo, N. Y.,and exchange
them for the finest premiums ever given
away.

an

News and Notes.

Amaz-

Lovers of music will find Mr. Keeton’s
account of Glinka, the Father of Russian
The title of Mark Twain’s story in the
Opera, in the Living Age for Nov. 18, an
November Century, “My Debut as a Lit- ! article of fresh and
antique interest.
idea
of
the
terrino
erary Person,” gives
j The current number of McCall’s
ble tragedy of which it tells.
In May,
Maga1800, a merchantman was destroyed by i zine presents a delightful melange of articles
of
fashion
household
interest.
The
tire at sea, and the crew and two passengers put off iu three boats, with rations designs are tasteful and up-to-date, being
well
the
amateur
for
ten
for
adapted
days. Two of the boats were lost, particularly
but the captain’s, with fifteen frightfully dressmaker to copy.
Among the many
emaciated meu aboard, reached the Ha- subjects of iuterest discussed at length
waiian Islands forty-three days later, are the following: “A Few Hints on Breadafter a voyage of four thousand miles or Making,” “New Designs in Crochet Lace
so.
One of the two passengers still sur- and Insertion,” and “Fruit Salads and
vives, and has long been a professor in How to Make Them.”
Trinity College, Hartford. Mark Twain
A most charming Christmas story for
got the story from the survivors, whom the young is “Betty Leicester’s Christhe accompanied from Honolulu to San
mas,” by Sarah Orne Jewett (Houghton,
Francisco.
Mifflin & Co.) Although the scene of the
it is an amazing adventure,
mere is
story is England, still children are univernothing of its sort in history that sur- sal in their likes and dislikes, and the expasses it in impossibilities made possible. perieoces of Betty Leicester will be none
In one extraordinary detail—the survival the less
enjoyable to Americans. The
of every person in the boat—it probably
story is written in the author’s happiest
stands alone in the history of adventures
style, and is beautifully illustrated.
of its kind.
Usually merely a part of a
American readers will have the opporboat's company survive—officers, mainly,
and other educated and tenderly reared tunity to become familiar with The most
men, unused to hardship and heavy labor; striking work which M. Rene Bazin, oue
the untrained, roughly reared, hard work- of he most gifted of the younger French
ers succumb.
But in this case even the writers, has thus far done, in tlie translarudest and roughest stood the privations tion of “The Perishing Land,” which is
and miseries of the voyage almost as well to be published serially in The Living
the college-bred young brothers Age, beginning in the number for Novemas did
and the captain.
J mean, physically. ber 4. The story attracted wide attention
The minds of most of the sailors broke on its publication in France, early this
down in the fourth week and went to tem- year.
It is full of incidents and of local
porary ruin, but physically the endurance color, and shows rare skill in the delineaexhibited was astonishing. Those men tion of character.
did not survive by any merit of their own,
The November number of the American
of course, but by the merit of the characKitchen Magazine opens with a thoughtter and intelligence of the captain; they
ful paper by Mis. Maude 11. Lacy, on “A
lived by the mastery of his spirit.
WithSide of the Labor Problem.”
out him they would have been children Neglected
Mrs. Fanny I). Bergen contributes a timewithout a nurse. They would have exentitled “Some Homely Viands,”
hausted their provisions in a week, and ly paper
One
with fruit butters and pies.
their pluck would not have lasted even as dealing
of the most interesting features is an illong as the provisions.
lustrated article describing “An Electrical
The boat came near to being wrecked
The housewife will rejoice
Kitchen.”
at the last.
As it approached the shore ;
the many excellent recipes given in
over
the sail was let go. and came down with !
“Seasoning Dishes for Thanksgiving
a run; then the captain saw that he was
Time.” Several helpful articles and the
drifting swiftly toward an ugly reef, and usual amount of interesting miscellaneous
an effort was made to hoist the sail again;
matter complete tills excellent issue.
but it could not be done, the men's
As Thanksgiving draws near, it must be
strength was wholly exhausted; they
could not even pull au oar. They were remembered that the true spirit of the
and
imminent.
It
was
death
helpless,
day is expressed in the name itself aud
then that they were discovered by the our actions should be so influenced that
Kanakas who achieved the rescue.
They our levelings and feastiugs should not be
swam out and manned the boat and pilotwithout limit; yet, so many things are
ed her through a narrow and hardly no- suggested in “The Thanksgiving Dinner”
ticeable break in the reef—the only break and among the menus in the November
in it in a stretch of thirty-five miles! The
issue of Table Talk, that one is almost at
spot where the landing was made was the a loss to choose. The subject of “Bread”
one
in
stretch
where
that
only
footing is also largely and excellently treated, the
could have been found on the shore; most simple and exact directions for its
Table Talk is just
everywhere else precipices came sheer making being given.
It
down into forty fathoms of water. Also, what every woman wants every day.
in all that stretch this was the only spot teaches exhaustively the art of good
where anybody lived.
cooking, of wise and economical living.
Within ten days after the landing all Our readers can obtain a free sample copy
the men but one were up and creeping of this magazine by sending their name
about.
Properly, they ought to have and address to Table Talk Publishing
killed themselves with the “food” of the Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
last few days—some of them, at any rate
\N 1 M I’OKTANT 1)IFFKKKN( K.
—men who had freighted their stomachs
with strips of leather from old boots and
To make it apparent to thousands, who
with chips from the butter cask; a freight- think themselves ill, that they are not afage which they did not get rid of by diges
flicted with any disease, but that the system
| tion, but by other means. The captain simply needs cleansing, is to bring comfort
I and the two passengers did not eat strips
home to their hearts, as a costive condition
and
the sailors
but

GASTORIA

|

reeling, paintul menstruation ana
I am so grateful
leucorrncsa.
to you now that I am willing to

to you. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound used as you wrote

Literary

the Pacific.

on

Story of
ing Adventure.

4nm00%mmm

have my name published to help
other girls to take their troubles

Away

Mark Twain Retell* the

_fidence reposed in her has never been
violated. Over a million women have
mm
wW UmwSbeen helped by her advice and medicine.
____
Mrs. Pinkham in attending to her vast
no
leCLrw
correspondence is assisted by women
only. If you are ill, don’t delay. Her
VV
Mba
reply will cost you nothing and it will be a
-—---! practical help as it was to Miss Ella E.
Brenner, East Rochester, Ohio, who says: “I shrunk from
the ordeal of examination by our physician, yet I knew I must
have treatment.
My troubles were backache, nervous tired

‘An’ she dropped back, an’ was asnorin’ before anybody could say a
word.
“‘Good land!’ says ole Mis’ Bolivar,
‘if 1 w as a bit superstitious, Mis' Higgins,
I'd take that for a warnin’.’
•••It’s a blessed thing l ain't superstitious,' says Mis' Higgins. ‘If J had I
a' been, I'd a' beta as crazy as a lunVolcanic
Eruptions
atic wnli the warnin's 1 been a-havin' for
Are grand, but Skin Eruptions rob life of
the past few weeks.'
cures them;
“‘Land! Anything out o’ common?’ joy, buck leu's Arnica Salve,
a iso Old, iluuning and Fever Sores. Ulcers.
says “le Mis’ Bolivar, edgin' a little Boils, Felons, C rus. Warts, Cuts, Bruises,
doster.
Burns, Scalds. Chapped Hands. Chilblains.
‘*
‘Well, I should say so!
Only las' Best Pile cure mi earth. Drives out Pains
two
weeks
was
onand
Aches. Duly lC» cts. a box. Cure guarSunday
ago Sophy
rollin' her bangs by the glass in the fur anteed. Sold by K. H. Moody, Druggist
bedn cm, an' she hit the glass with one
o’ them long eibers o’ her’n, an* down it
Appeals for a Revival.
came, an' bi■ »ke into a tlnmsau' pieces.
I ain’t nowadays superstitious, but the I
A request from Zion’s Herald for one
minute it happened 1 says, says I, “Thev's !
goin' t«* he a death iu thisser fani'ly.” ! bundled words each from the Presiding
An' now. ,-.ok
yonder"'
Fldcis of tlu M. F. church in behalf of a
‘An
iii; ain't all that's happened,
revival brought many responses, and
.» iue
ma.‘
Higgins: an' Mis’ Marsh
Hitch*
!11 t
heerioun’ a leetle further.
among them the lolloping from the East
'cat. ain't th*- worst,’ says ! Maine Conference:
'A", n
'o Mis
H cams.
‘Las' Sunday a week,
JiANOOlt IdsTKii T.
■•' folks
a d
a w in !«*
me home with
A genuine, revival, we believe, is a uee.in'
we
dinner
an’
usl’omZ.n,
got
fixed,
j
in New Fuguind.
an' was essjtv tin every charge
got
had t ho •_ h 11i i' t,.re any of us noticed Then why not liavt iC? >,one say, “Theie
None but.
the way.”
aic diihculties in
that one was tin men a! he tabic!’
“1 need an evangemay ho overcome.
‘‘•’i'hiiteeu!' screams Mis' Maish.
Be your own evananother.
i'hiiteeusays Mis' Higgins in a I list,” says
I'll wait
“1 am not quite ready.
ho,lei voice.
‘An* 1 knowed in a minute j gelist.
of Prayer.’
Bishop Malthey was goin’ to be a death jest as well for the ‘Weekme:
to lay
brethren
“Tell the
as ir I'd
a" saw it.
1 ain't got a speck o' lalieu writes
and engage at once in revival
superstition about me, but when things ; aside all else
Brethren of Bangor District,
work.”
come as plain as that there ain’t no
girtin' hear the
call of our beloved
ishop, clear
roun’ ’em.’
and God
“An then every cheer drawed cluster, j the deck, equip for tic* battle,
.in’ you never see sech a set o’ wild-eyed j will lead to victory. [Kev. F. II. Boynton.
>k» er;tows as them women was.
HIM KI.AM) DISTRICT.
They
set an’ set:
Samanthy says, lookin’ like j The revival needed is <>ne of sound eththey was afeerd to breathe; at. las’ ole J ical teaching, of clean moral living, of
Mis’ Marsh says:
right tenaciously held. '>t duty faithfully
‘They's one more sign I ain't never! performed, of justice vigorously executed,
knowed to fail
The day before my of
loving and enthusiastic effort to make
little Pete was tuck sick we was all abetter, bach a revival would
humanity
settiir rulin' the lire one night. Batin’ awaken
strong men to faith and action.
an’
a
scicerAiwl come
goober andy,
They are invulneiable to spasmodic sensaright into the yard an' imilered till tional attacks.
They need the Ten Comit ;» 'I a’ sent the cold chills aii over ye;
bet
mandments and the Golden Rule.
an shore enough.
Pete, he took sick from them face to face with the truth twelve
eatiu’ too much o’ ;iiar candy, an’ in less'n mouths in the
averthe
|
“Keep up
year.
a week he was a
cawpse."
Have them meet the Christ, as
age.”
ll ain’t heerd no sereechowls yet,’
did haul of Tarsus. This would produce
Mis' Iiiggins was beginuiu,’ when jest a
revival glorious with righteousness and
at that minute one broke loose
right peace. [Rev. W. W. Ogier.
at the winder, an' give a long, shiver11UC KSPORT DISTRICT.
in'
screech, an’ ’fore you could ’a’
The fields are “white already to harsaid .Jack Jioberson ever' livin’ woman
vest.” We are among the appointed reapwas in the fur bedroom, with the door
locked, an' sech crvs an' wails a-con- ers. Much prayer, faithful preaching of
from house to
in' out o' there!
.’samanthy says she the Gospel, and visiting
went our in the yard an’ foun’ that boy house, were successful means employed by
“Preach the Word; be ino’ mine, that Jack, a-rollin’ on the grass, our fathers.
au' a laughin’ like a crowded house; but stant in season, out of season; reprove, rewhether it was Jack or whether it was a buke, exhort with long-suffering and
Let us fill up the remaining
screech owl, the ole woman’ sgittin’ well. doctriue.”
I seen her settin’ on the gal’ry as 1 came weeks of the present century with such
by there this tnornin.’ Funny about how self-denying, consecrated efforts that the
coming century may be ushered in in a
superstitious women is, ain't it?”
In God’s
“You can'; find no woman that ain't blaze of genuine reformation.
got some kin' o’ superstition,” said Un- name let us “set up our banners!” [Rev.
cle Silas Benson, taking careful aim at J. W. Day.
the b.<x of sand, and missing it bya hair’s
breadth.
p. will not hr a surprise to any who are at
“They won't star: a .piece o’ work on all familar with the good qualities of Guam
a Friday, or they dropped the
dislirag an’ berlaiu’s Cough Remedy, to know that peosomebody’s coinin’, or some kin’ o’ tom- ple everywhere take pleasure in relating
if
it
ain’t
one
it’s
another. t heir experience in the use of that splendid
foolery.
thing,
Thank graciou
there ain’t no supersti- medicine and in telling of the benefit they
have received from it, of had colds it lms
tion about me !
iired.
if threatened attacks of pneumonia
“Xu, nor me, neither,” said Mr. Teak- it has averted and of the children
it has
wood, and Pendarvis and Smith murmured saved from attacks of croup and whooping
that they didn’t know the meaning of the r. ugh
For
It is a grand, good medicine.
word.
sale by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists.
“The idea o’ chit’ n’ on like that because a dog howled, or a screeehowl holBraley-Basford.
lered,” said Un< A Silas Benson scornfully. reachinj into a cavernous pocket
Nov. 2. Mr. Lamont T.
WiNNECOOK,
after his knit.-, the usual partner of his
Basford of Detroit and Miss Gladys 1.
meditations.
Braley of Burnham were united iu marAs he d/ew it out, something fell, and
Oct. 21st, at the home of the
he got up and felt over the door and in riage'
officiating clergyman, liev. A. P. Hatch.
the corner behind the nail keg.
A pleasant reception was given them on
“W hat’d ye drop? Is this it?'’ asked
Tuesday evening, Oct. 31, at the home of
Geoige Smith, who had joined in the the
bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
search, and who gazed curiously at a
The contracting parties are well
little wizened object which he held in his Braley.
and favorably known in this vicinity and
hand.
Pittsfield, Mr. Basford having worked as
“Yes, that’s it,” said Uncle Silas Benin the latter town for the past
carpenter
That’s the potato I carry
son, taking it.
few years. The bride is one of our most
in my pocket to keep off the rheumatiz.”
ladies, and all
There was a moment’s awkward silence, highly respected young
unite in extei ding congratulations for a
broken by George Smith.
The popuand prosperous career.
“I had the rheumatiz oncet,” he said, long
of the young bride was well mani“an’ I cured it by wearin’ a red yarn larity
fested by the numerous presents bestowstring roun’ my leg.”
ed.
Miss Braley was for a time a resident
Mr. Teakwood felt that there was a
of Waterville, having a position in The
general disposition to change the subject, Mail office.
[WTaterville Mail.
•
and he struck in softly:
o’
I
don’t
know
“Speakin’
potatoes,
when I ever had as good a crop as what Chamberlain’s Pain Balm Cures Others,
Why Not You?
■

Cast

chips,

scraped

did,

as

the boot leather and the wood, and made
a
pulp of the scrapings by moistening
them with water. The thiid mate told
I
me that the boots were old and full of
| holes; then added thoughtfully, “but the
! holes digested the best.”
Speaking of
! digestion, here is a remarkable thing,
and worth noting: during this strange
| voyage, and for a while afterward on
; shore, the bowels of some of the men
; virtually ceased from their functions; in
I some cases there was no action for twenty
and thirty days, and in one case tor fortyfour! Sleeping also came to be rare. Yet
the men did very well without it. During
many days the captain did not sleep at all
—twenty-one, 1 think, on the stretch,
i
When the landing was made, all the
I men were successfully protected from
j overeating except the “Portyghee;” be
| escaped the watch and ate au incredible
I number of bananas; a hundred and lift.ytwo, the third mate said, but this was
undoubtedly an exaggeration; 1 think it
j was a hundred and fifty-one. He was
already nearly full of leather; it was
I hanging out of his ears. (I do not state
this on the third mate’s authority, tor we
have seen what sort of person lie was;
I state it on my own.) The “Portyghee” ought to have died, <>t course, and
even nowit seems a pity that he didn’t:
but lie got well, and as early as any of
them; and all full of leather, too, the way
he was, and butter-timber and handkerchiefs and bananas. Some of the men
did eat handkerchiefs in these last days,
also socks; and he was one of them.

is easily cured by using Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, and sold by ail druggists.

j

The

Dogs and

the

Door.

Two of my favorite dogs 1 called Jack
and Cutty. Jack was a great black s
Bernard, weighing nearly two bundled

For Infants and

Ths Kind You Have

Probable

Combine

Industry.

of tlie
cates.

two

big Syndi-

| Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulj ness and Rest.Contains neilh.

! OpiunT.Morphine

Kedr.ofOUDrSM’ELPlTCEEH
J impAm Set iL

Anti

Diuretic

May be worth to you more than $100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontendeuce of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast. Me.
Iyl7
Bismarck’s

Iron

Nerve

Was the result of his splendid health.
Indomitable will and tremendous energy are
not found where Stomach, Liver, Kidneys
If you want
and Bowels are out of order.
these qualities and the success they bring,
use Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
They develop
Only 25c
every power of brain and body.
at R. H. Moody’s drug store.

}I

Jti (arbunuZ Soda
flora Steel
fiat fiat Sugar
huihryrer/, Har

A perfect

J

I

J

Remedy fert'o'tstipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea.
Worms .Convulsions f everishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Tac Simile

of

Signature

EXACT copy OF WRAPPER.

_THE

Promises

vs,

CTNTAUR COMPANY.

NEW YORK CITY

Experience.

When you seek a physician, you want a man
experience, one who has cured other troubles like yours,
with remedies, you should put your faith in the old tr
cure tor Dyspepsia, Constipation, Impure Blood.
The True “L. F." Atwood's Bitters [established
a
years],
large bottle for a small price.

STATE OF MAINE
Dr. Tollman's

Monthly Regulator hns brought
hundreds

anxious women.
happiness
There is positively no other remedy Known
to medical science'. that w ill so <piiekly and
safely do t he work. I lave. tu*\ er had a single
failure. The longest:*nd mostohsr inaterases
are relieved in ;; days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no dangei. no
interference-with work. The most difficult
eases successfully treated through eorres
pcndeiue.aml t he most complete .-at isfaet ion
guaranteed in every instance ! telievehun
t'.reds of ladi'-s whom i ir ,w see. \\ ntc for
further particulars.
Ad letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in ail
matters of a privateor delicate nature.
Rear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe tinder
ev cry possible condition and will
positively
leave no alter ill ebeets upon the health. Ry
111 el securely sealed, >j no.
hr. K. M.TOLMAN c'<>
IT-' I'remoni <t.. !. '-ton, Mass.
to

o|

was a pure Newfoundland,
These two
very black curly liair.
; dogs were the gift of the late Semitoi S mWith other fine dogs of the same
ford.
I
breeds, they soon supplanted the Ksk.mo I
and mongrels that had been previously
used for years about the place.
nnunrens or • nuuron arm a-:
a
I had so much w< rk to do in my very
but are treated fur
ther !
i extensive field that I required to ha\e at
toms are
indigesti in, wit
1
.tilt
petiti*
ongue
I least four trains always lit for service.
full belly with nceaHi >0.11 griping-,
about the m:\--l h. ..t !i
,r
that, counting puppies and
| This meantwould
th*> rectum and about the anus
-.in iv.
1
be about the premises
all, there
lull; itching of the rose. s', rt,
>\
of
the
teeth
st
art
>!■
sm. „•
g
as
the
grinding
mg
! twenty or thirty dogs.
However,
slow fever; and often in children,
uivuianju’s.
j lakes and rivers there swarmed with fish,
which was their only food, we kept the
I pack up to a state of efficiency at bu' little
Jack and Cuffy were the only| expense.
pm WORM
two dogs that were allowed the full liberThey were wele< me in
ty of the house.
Our doors were furnished
every room.
These
iieHt
-«js>
with the ordinary thumb latches.
rmupiij
It has been in u*e ->ii»i
i*»oI
All
latches at first bothered both dogs.
is purely vegetable, harmless an 1 effectual.
a -!s as a To nc,
W
worms
are
it
icre
no
show
was
t<»
present
on
our
that was needed
part
an
corrects the condit ion f he imici .us memthem how they worked and from that
brane ..f the stomach and bowels. A positive
r" f ir Constipation and !1; 1 mush ess. and a valc
the
enteied
both
on
for
i.i
day
years they
remedy in all the common complaints of
OiUi Iren. Price Hoe. Ask your dnutcist f
»t.
rooms as they desired without any trouOr. J
F. TKI'K A 40.. \ub.ini, Me.
free pamphlet.
ble, if the doors opened from them. There
Special trea' ment f..r TapcWorms.Vl’rlie
,'mn.out
ri/m/iivn
ruin
an
nn
tin
was
a
decided difference, however, in
opening a door if it opened toward them.
Cutty was never able to do it. With Jack
it was about as easily done as it was by
the Indian servant girl.
Quickly and
deftly would lie shove up the exposed
11 / if »i //>r jfft/
latch and the curved part of the thumb
I piece and draw it toward him. if the
j door did not easily open, the claws in tiie
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
other fore paw speedily and cleverly did
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
The favorite resting place of
the work.
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.
these two magnificent dogs was on some
Address frank l. gray, Portlandt me.
fur rugs on my study floor. Several times
3 m 36
have we witnessed the following action in
Cutty, who was of much more restless
temperament than Jack: When she wantThe only absolutely
ed to leave the study she would invariably ROYAL
SAFE. SURE and RELIABLE
were
it
It
first go to the door and try it.
Female Pills.
GERMAN
in the slightest degree ajar she could easiMailed to any address .n recept
FEMALE
it.
thus
and
lier
If,
of price $i.00 per box.
open
ly draw it toward
ou the contrary,it were latched, she would
Brick Important to Ladies sc ut
PILLS
free upon receipt of c stamp.
at once march over to Jack, and, taking
* ★ *
i
GERMAN CHEMICAL CO.,
him by the ear with her teeth, would lea l
BRAND.
S53 Broadway, N. Y
him over to the door, which lie at one*
If reason is that power i
opened for her.
by which we “are enabled to combine
can select from the finest display
means for the attainment of particulai
of.
ends,’’l fail to understand the meaning of
words if it were not displayed in these in
stances. [From Do Animals Reason? by
the Rev. Egerton R. Young, in Appletous
Popular Science Monthly for November.
.•
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WALDO SS.—To tin* SherilVs ot
Counties or either
ska i..
ties,

TRUES
ELIXIR

in ini'

win lii
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to soon die of Consumption, when
I heard of Dr. King’s New Discovery. One
I continued to use
bottle gave great relief.
it, and now am well and strong. I can’t say
too much in its praise.” This marvellous
medicine is the surest and quickest cure in
the world for all Throat and Lung Trouble.
Trial botRegular sizes 50 (tents aud §1 00.
tle free at R. ».. Moody’s Drug Store; every

bottle guaranteed.
A. A. Howes

drug

store

guarantees every

bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
will refund the money to any one who is not
satisfied after using two-third of the contents. This is the best remedy in the world
for la grippe, coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough and is pleasant and safe to
It prevents any tendency of a cold to
take.
result in pneumonia. 4ms,

mm

nnn nrmfinnmmtii.
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command von to attach the l**"*
KUAN K O DAMON, w n-.se
unknown, to the vaitte .-f twenty- un
summon the defendant BI lit* may lir
in yur precinct to appear before mii .in
our Supremo Judicial < "i:M. next t..
Belfa-t, within am! tor said Coiiiitv
the tirst Tuesday of January. \
D.
and there in our said Court
answ*
J DAMON o! St
kti-n Sntn
in a plea of libel for dixorer, m win.
ant gives the Court t
be mb •: lu.-tl ti
lawfully married t«. tin* said 111•*■!.*•
fast, on the ih'.tli day of .Inn.
\
D. 1
A. (freer. Fs.;., a Justice ot
iv..,
has one chib as tin* iv.* ulr of s.iel
A
aged one and one halt vea
her said ttiarriage she hav
towards her said husband as a
has*,
and affectionate wile, yet the -eiid :ii
mindful ot It is man iage vows. has t j,-

\\,’K
»

ot

_*.

■

.-
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..

libelant

with

ex

!

re ue

dj

guilty of cruel and abu-ive

I

,.

mi

r>-a•:

n;

t..u

m

I sllUit ienl al.; .:
.m V
being
and maintain ym libe'.at \
d bis
W.inioli!\ an
crttcllv Uegle.
al*. I te*
ide t hem suitable main!ena
t.a
traded gross and con tinned habits ■;
t ion ; that ti,.* present lesideu--.* ot
b*
is unUlmw u to yur libel ml ami aim
tallied by reason.ibb* d i 1 ig. u.ee
th«i*.
libeiant pity that site may !■• «r.
*.v e\
b.
bonds ot matrimony
if
and her -aid husband., and ilia: toe
t hat

...

ot Angie
ma\ be lmven !•• le

custody

\

!

LITAJ.I
lVrs.uiaMv appealed tie- a!-'*
nan
Da nidi and urn a* mith t. t m trurli -d
Hi* lav it. relat mg to the resi.i. nee
libelee.
Before me.
W. 1’. T1H >Ml*Si »N,
Justice ot the I
••

<
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STATF.

OF MAIM*.
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IN VA. M l'***
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expected

$100.
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t'x.Scrutn
/ MU Suits

SniscSetd*
J}pi“ nmnt

pounds. Cutty
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K. Detchon’s

nor Mineral.

j Not Narcotic.

with

A^ter operating one season, during
which time the air has been full of rumors
of consolidations, amalgamations and absorptions. it is now commonly reported
that the two big sardine syndicates have
practically completed a deal whereby the
Sea Coast Packing Co. will assume control of the business and property of the
Standard Sardine Co. Some weeks ago
an agreement was made between the two
combines, and the price of sardines advanced to a figure that yielded a profit, and
from that time on everything has tended
toward the result that is now close at
hand. No details of the plan have been
given out as yet and nothing definite will
be known for some days and possibly weeks
to come.
The season soon to close has
not been a profitable one in the broadest
sense of the word, for fish have not been
as plenty as lest year, and the stories of
“big weeks” made last season brought to
the city this spring scores of men from
other places who have staid the season
through, thus increasing the supply of
labor with the result that this year instead
of full days and weeks, the time has been
so broken that in
many factories each day
yielded but a few hours’ work. This in
To Clean Matting.
conjunction with the shortened season,
many factories closing early by reason of
Few tilings ran be used to clean matting;
scarcity of raw material, lias made upon salt and soda have been used, but experithe whole a season far below the average ence has taught that the best way is to lutv
for the workingmen, all of whom hope the matting thoroughly swept, and th.-u g.*
for an improvement in the near future, I over it with a solution of warm water with
Powder dissolved in it
Gold Dust
under a new and different regime.
[East- it is best toWashing
woolen cloth; a tableuse a
port Sentinel.
of
Gold
Dust
Washing Powder to a
spoonful
of water is the proportion; wring the
quart
Kor Over Fifty tears.
cloth almost dry and rub quickly, but the,
A n Oli> and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. moment the water gets dirty, change it for
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for fresh; follow the wet, cloth with a dry one.
This cleans perfectly.
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
His Lite Was Saved.
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Mr. J. E. Lilly, a prominent citizen of Hanis the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleashad a wonderful deliverant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every nibal, Mo., lately
In telling of it
ance from a frightful death.
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bot- he
with Typhoid Fever,
‘‘I
was
taken
says:
tle.
Its value is incalculable.
Re sure and
ran into Pneumonia.
that
My
lungs became
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
hardened. I was so weak that I couldn’t
take no other kind.
I
even sit up in bed.
Nothing helped me.
Dr.

Always Bought

AYege tabic Preparation for As-

similating thcrood and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels cf

nn/i ruin non

The Sardine

Children.
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by me, the undersigned, a Jus? tee
n. ti 'e
lie given t" 1 lie lib.de. !•>

-.n

that

e..py >d the same, u an d
of. together with this order there.»i t:.i.
successively in The Kepch .••an
n
d
paper printed in Belfast. in the
tlie last publication to be thirty day ..t
fore tin* next term "I said Court.
Bel fast, wit hin and lor said C.-uno.
Tuesday <>1 January. 1 •.'('(>, tliat h<- u a;.
there appear in -aid Court and ;m>\ m I
\\ M. L. Willi FIB »1
he si*.* tit
ttw4 4
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CRAY’S Bu0sYnaensS COLLEGE

YOU

WALLETS,

BILL BOOKS,

SHERIFFS SALE.
State of Maine.

Waldo

-s.

-1
A, |>
Taken this2f>th day of < >»•:
A. D
execution dated September
1
on a judgment rendered by the Supo
it
he
Colin for tiie < •" n: \ -d \\ aid.of begun and field on the tlnrd T i. -<l
<u.mi
i,
n
ten>her, A. I*. isjc. i,t.> wit
-r
day ot September. A I> l.S'.'H, in
W. Hupper d Thomaston m
ami State ol Maine, again- Knium ,1 I
Northport. in the C< tint; ot Wan
Maine, for thirty-eight d. liars md
or damage, and ele\cn dollars and
costs ol suit, and will be sold
t he olhce of I Minton A Dunton in Bella-'
County, to the highest bublm, on the se>
of December, a. 1>. 1 so-.i. a: ten
forenoon, the following described real r-' .'•
e -a
all the right, title and int.-rex w!,i. I.
ward .1. Pitcher has in and to the -.one
the twenty-third day of N. cm her. A D
the it
two o'clock ami forty minutethe time when the same was attache.! ..i
A et- tain I
in the same suit, to w it
land situated in Northport. m -aid <
.u
:
Waldo, hounded and d.-seii:
Hounded on the north hy land I Nathan 1<>n the east hy land ol Cliai les I’lj.er
west to
hy the Hellast line, ami on
|.
road, containing iwentv a res ..
sA Mli'.l, i. NORTON.
< Jetober Lb”, A. D.
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LETTER CASES,
AND

A

FEI-1.

I.INK

OF

PROBATE NOTICES.

LEATHER GOODS
Klil>II

FROM

T1IE

M A N E F A t"T E R

ERS,

AT

A;

Pr<.i»a:e

a

the

her,

POOR'b DRUG STORE,

t' in-..■
(
Count\ d Wald".
A. D.'is-.m

...

i;.- : a-•.
Du

w

1-;
ATOKI H. M 11.1.1 l\ l-.N. .:
.1
•:
11 N
non wit h f In- w1 a no.
i>
>m. y
KKN, late of Mi.iiImI!.-, in -aid
deceased, having ptr-enle>i a petit ion
that this court may determine w hmi c-tate now in hito the balance ol
tltisl'k* respective shares therein. umlci
said deceased, ami ordci the -aim- d:
....

Notice ol Foreclosure.
LMIEDERICK IE MOORE ol Frankfort, on Hit*
31st day ol December, 1802. by Ins mortgage
I
deed ot that date,conveyed to Fhineas <> Warren
ol Searsport a certain parcel of land situated in
Frankfort with the buildings thereon, on the
main road between Brown store lot, so-called, and
the Lord bridge, so called, and containing about
one and one-half acres, more or less, and record
ed in the Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 235,
Fage 143: and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, therefore I claim a
foreclosure of the same and give this notice according to the statute in such case made nd providedFHINEAS G. WARREN.
Dated at Searsport, this 4th day of November
A, D. 1899.
3w45*

Birds.
Singing Canary, $1.75: extra singer, $2.00,
$2.50 and $3.00. Any extra singer not, suiting
can be changed. Square brass cages, $1.00, larger
$160 and $2.00; all real brass, best quality
Birds and cages safe by express on receipt ol
price, Holden’s (new) Book on birds, 130 pages,
illustrated, all about singing, mating, food, care,
selecting,and prices, by mail for 25 cents, stamps.
G. H. HOLDEN, 11 Bowdoin Sq., Boston.
3m43

v

accordingly.
< Jrdered, That Hie said
pet it mner gi\ c m
all persons interested hy causing
copy
order to he published three week- -no.
the lie publican .Journal, a new spa pet pun
a t.
at
a
1
Belfast. that they may appear
to he held at. Hellast, w ithin ami t.u -am «
D
lsm.i
on the 14th day of November. \
the clock before noon, ami show cause, it
have, why the prayer of said pci it mm
ho granted.
(JKo. K. .JOHNSON, .!
A true copy. Attest
lb
Cttas. I*. H A/iu.riN
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Hurdy Gurdy Music
Furnished for
occasions.

halls, parties, etc.,
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Wreck of Sch. Wm. E. Downes.
In tlie

Days

Four

Rigging

EAKTCtfS

without

RPittle
j IVER

Taken into Gloucester.

Food.

The
kster, Mass., Nov. S.
bark Salvatore, Capt. Saccarino,
,m
i here at dark from Trapani, Italy,
>0 tons of salt, and had on board
A. T. Dyer and the shipwrecked
t seven men of the schooner Wm.
a nes
of New Ilaven, bound from
nah to that port with 500,000 feet of
The rescued men are Capt. A.
iue.
1’. Smith, Deer
r. Deer Isle; H.
,mincer F. 1\ Marshall, Deer Isle;
Dahl, Jacob Thompson, Charles
.-Li, Lewis Johnson, Alexander Sko-1r<

CURE

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of tbe system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating, l’ain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown In curing

SICK

Headache, yet Carter’s Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing this annoying complaint,while they also

a t

all disurd.oft hestomach.stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
“

correct

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so manv wavs that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

Iir

ACHE

so many lives that here Is where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
Others do not
Carter's Little Liver Pi'ls are very small and
very easy to take. One 01 two pills make a dose.
are
vet .'table and do not gripe or

Is the bane of

■ >

.•

5

J^j-S

N.nwegians. Capt. Dyer reported
lowing story:
savannah, Oct. 2(>, and had fair
until Oct. 30, when lie ran into an

beast gale. At t his time we were
miles south by west from IIatlt began blowing about dark and
lie kept constant.y increasing until
11 o’clock, at which hour it was a
About S o’clock, the
hurricane.
:
gan to show signs of leaking and
later a tremendous sea struck
id hove the deck load to leeward,
is time she was carrying reefed
■i and mainsail.
e
gale increased anil about 10
k it was found necessary to take in
anker and keep the vessel before the
The shifting of the deckload
i tie seams and she began leaking
and about midnight was full of
with decks awash, compelling the
take to the rigging where they
i themselves.
Until daylight matThe topmasts, booms
s'1 desperate.
s were carried
away.”
the coming of dawn the horizon
inued for a friendly sail, but none
sited, and then lor four days, lashed
liggiug ami exposed to die elements
it
ic ill} \\ it bout food, t he men
The storm
a ban owing existence.
a
two days, but abated on the
At the end of the fourth day the
was sighted and effected their
it being a thiiliiug piece of work
,ior easierl\
gale bad just begun

A

Bird Talk.

A Boston

The Common Birds of the Country Not DeNumber.

They

strictly
all who
purge, but bj their gentle action please
use them. In vials at J5 ecu t s ; five f< w $1. Sold
or sent by mail.
by druggists everywhere,

Attention,

ny r.. 11. weaver
New llaven, and was valued
The eaptaiu did not
00
•'licthcr then was any iusurance.
;t>
Mued at about SIO.UOO,
inufn;. consigned to the New
"iw Mill Co,
She was a line vestons net, and
t• *ns gvoss,
lilt in Hath in 1S*5.
iii'ii.
me
.m 'ving
captain and crew
s
mt : N p 11 i«•
remained for the
c, where Hew
• iw

ir-s \v,io'\vih‘ii

of
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received Nov. sth by the BauNews gives particulars of the
Koger Moore of Wilmingof which ( apt. F. G. Dix,

sell

i.

C.,

Islesboio,

“l

v

master:

was

“The

ger Moore of Wilming
lived at Elizabeth City,
}». in. Nov. hth, en route to
;
Va.. all well and in good e oni he l.'oger Moore left Boston Oct.
;.d for Brunswick, Ga. While otf
s
she took the heavy southeast
:i swept the whole southern coast
"tli, and was blown in toward

'he sell K.
<

.n

..

>hoals,

most

a

dangerous place

--•is.
The sea made so rapidly
Dix decided t<> wear ship and
the northwest, and by so doing
~sei worked to the windward far
to clear the Diamond shoals and
isliore five miles north ol Hatteras,
The crew
lie life saving station.
ak: n otf by the life savers and kind1 f..i by ( ’apt. Gray of the station.
Koger Moore was a three-masted
vr of
‘.is tons, built at Bridgton,
in
She was owned in Wil"74.
:
V c.
she was commanded by
F. (». Dix, formerly of Islesboio,
w
of Foxboro, Mass.
The crew
p osed ol Andrew Annis of CainW
of
Me
Waite
Calais,
Emery
Mai tin of Bath. Me., George
id of Boston. William Appt of
.’ia .ii.it ( ail Johnson <•! Norway,
ssel is
total loss.
The wreckin'sold b> auction on N.*v. lltli.
mt.

■

opper lode at (hiuldsboro, Haniinty, lias lately been examined by
and it is now reported that tlie
is so promising that an option
g
h
>etmed on the property and
'1 sis
begun with a London firm to
■

p-ital toi the beginning ol work
vhaft, whieh was abandoned 20
_:o. when the Maine mining boom

d.

The Kind You Have

less gloomy in regard to
time and the present

more or

the present
things.
As we grow older the number of beautiful things In the world seems to be fewer.
“The Indian summer is not what it used
The Toilern Cargo I ramp Steamer.
to be; the winters are not so bracing; the
is more uncertain; and honest men
It is not unusual to sec steamers setting spring
North are fewer.’’ But there is not much change,
out upon a passage aci'-ss the
after all.
The
is mainly in us.
1
Atlantic, dining the winter months, in see no decrease change
in the great body of our
little more
such light trim, that on’\
common
orchard and wood-birds, i
than half the screw \
j!.> is in the do not seefield,
the cliff-swallnws 1 used to see
i water. Kven when so
'iitrary weather in
my youth; they go farther north, to
aud seas as may he <■ ieo rougn are ennorthern New England and Canada.
At
countered !p\ then, m ’ll
Mi, they soon
saw tnc eaves
uangeiey j.ukc, in waine,
n i c\cn in the
become unmanag• ahn
the of barns as crowded with their mud nests
:
of
w a’
coinpar itively suiOo'h
as 1 used to see the eaves of
my father’s
cannot. he
Mediterranean the\ ti,.
In the cliffs
a.
In g ties barns amid the Catskills.
made l" face t he w iisd O!
the Yukon in Alaska they are said
such as an to f>e < xpccteh nice Atlantic along
to swarm in great numbers. Nearly all our
;ese ships
dining winter, iife on !' an
As the game-birds are decreasing in numbers, beu. into.-a n- «•
I is nothing short
cause sportsmen are more and more numvessel's
stern is all rnateiv : ns •■! and d*
j
erous and skilful, and their guns more and
! the
| pressed while si.e pitei.eseas,
more deadly.
The bobolinks are fewer
! the propeller is sometimes in tin- vvatei
than
were a decade or t wo ago, begently on the
| and sometimes out h it. V-' >*'ing rc- causethey
they are slaughtered more and more
! tarded in iTs rolaiy movement b\ the reii the marshes and riee-iicids of thebouth.
when ml
; sistance of the water, h l»ia
The bluebirds ami hri mit-thrushes were.
j the latte] position, a wind mi! revolving! ; iu
catened with extinction by a cold wave
j for a few seconds at the m e *u perhaps and a s»-\ere storm in tin* .Southern
States
J three hundred or more re\,- uiions per \ few
years ago. These birds appeal to have
1 minute instead of at its normal -meed of been slain
by the hundred thousand. But
While Hying
about sixty oi seventy.
the
are slowly recovering lost ground,
is suddenly they
round at this ten ilir rate,
and
in ten or more years will no doubt be
w ar •! as b
v
-ss stem ;
t
into
he
plunged
as numerous as ever.
1 see along the
Owing r tin- sevn-re
j becomes immersed.
Hudson Iliver fewer eagles than 1 used to
and arying si rains ti us « x» ;ed upon the
sen fifteen years ago.
The collectors and
| machinery, and espc- i .by upon the shaft, the riflemen
are. no doubt responsible for
this lacing ot the iiopeber is, without
this decrease.
But the ;<>bius. thrushes,
-^ 1
doubt, the diicct causi of tlie maj city of
OVERCOMES
11
break-down at sea. line-lies, warblers, blackbirds, orioles, ycases of machine!y
vireos, and woodpeckers are
j 1 he jarring aud valuation caused by it catchers,
as abundant as they were a quarter
loosen the rivets and plates in the stern; quite
"i a century ago, if uot more so.
PERMANENTLY
aud there arc numerous cases on record in
The English sparrows, no doubt, tend to
which this most serious of all defects has
run
ut our native birds in towns and
necessitated tin* cm ing out ami re-rivetsmaller cities, but in the country their
ing of many plates aft.
is uot noticeable.
They are town
It must he remembered that fully a half i effect
MtNT d e>y
Buy the 6ENUINE
and naturally take then
of the journeyiugs of the modern cargo- birds, anyway,
with a thousand other town abominplace
The
must
in
ballast.
outbe
made
tiamp
ward freights from European countries ations.
are small when computed with those sent
Dr. Phillip's Funeral.
fOA BALE BY All ORU6G1STS PRiU SQb PER BUTTLE.
thither from oilier lands: and, moreover,
the various regular liners, as a rule,
No
such
tribute
has
to
been
all the European export trade.
secure
paid
any
The cargo steamer, consequently, spends but a public man in B mgor for many
a good deal of her time in going about beyears aS that which was tenderly paid to
tvveeeu different places empty, or nearly the memory of l)r. Jerrie Know ltou Philsi i.
During these freight less -nyagings lips on Wednesday afternoon, Nov. st.h,
their watei -ballast spare will be Piled; and when the funeral services were held at the
♦
:,V -A
A
_4,they will, on start Mg n -m Europe, Hammond street Congregational church
probably have on board sutli'dent fuel to ar halt past two o’clock. The church was
last them out and back.
This coal will, filled almost to overflowing and the serThe
of course, be placed as near as possible to vice-' were simple but impressive.
the boileis, which are located in the centre casket rested iu front of the pulpit, w hich
-TREATMENT
of the ship.
On the outward run hv far was banked with a great profusion of tlie
the greater p<-l ti- -n of in w ight- cugines, most beautiful tiowers. giveu by many
BR. E. f
'.VEST’S
frieuds ot Dr. Phillips.
The women diboilers, aud fmi is thus placed amid
ships; and in's o'-g-osal, combined with rectors <■» the Eastern Maine General Hosthe pitching and pounding already des- pital sent a wreath of exquisite white
THE ORIGINAL, ALL OTHERS IMITATIONS,
1
the medical stall’ sent a broken colcribed, has a tendency t-* depress the ios.
Is sold under positive ^Vritten Guarantee,
middle of the hull and to exetf upon it a umn of chrysanthemums; the Bangor
by authorized agents o::'y,t<> euro Weak Memory,
series of strains exactly the reverse oi Harvard Club gave a beautiful piece, it
Dizziness, Wakeful
Fits, Hysteria, Quick
oss. Night Losses, F il Dreams. Lack of Confithose imposed when the wssei is !• oted being a Harvard shield made of crimson |
dence,
Nervousness, Lassitude, all Drains, Youthverai roses with a white centre, across which
for the return passage r-, Europe.
ful Errors, or Kxeer-xivo U oof Tobacco, Opium,
ran the word “Veritas.”
The nurses at
"r ld'juor. which leads to
cases are known iu winch the plating of
Misery, Consumption,
Insanity and Death. At store or by mail, $1 a
cargo steamers has been so tried by these the hospital sent a great basket of Ea
box; six for $5; with written guarantee to
France
The
Penobscot
Medical
to
it
roses.
halfstrains
as
crack
alternating
run* or refund
money. $ai»]ilc package. containing live days’ treatment, with full
way between the centre aud the ends ol Association sent a floral basket. A great
instructions, 25 cents. < ?■ o sample only so’
the ship.
many flowers were also given by friends.
each person. At storo or by mail.
The Phillips pew on the right hand aisle
c:at
Another characteristic oi i!io>;
a
the church was cut off by a gate of
l3Sf «eu Lanci special
; while in iigiir or ballast trim, is their
(
Extra Strength
rapid and violent rolling, which again con- white chrysanthemums. At the opening
For Impotency, Loss of?
tributes to the seven* .straining of the of the services the Apollo quartett renderPower,
Lost
Manhood,'
hull.
This rolling is due io t be abnoimal- ed a beautiful selection, alter which Kev.
Sterility or Barrenness.',
,?l a box; si z for $r>, withg
I ly low centre of gravity tne ballast be- Henry L. Griffin, pastor of the church,
written
giiaruutrer
-*•
I ing almost entirely at the hot com of the read several passages from the Gospel and
//r
to cure in 3Qdu\s. A: stem
V
wrell chosen remarks,
BSP-ORE or b" mail.
A F-TER
j vessel. Apart from the injuiy caused to; delivered exceedingly
the hull by this straining influence, and eulogizing Dr. Phillip’s noble and lovable
K. H. MOODY, Sole Agen, Belfast. Me.
the detriment to the vessel’s speed, the character, with which all his friends were
rolling motion is probably the most trying so familiar. The quartet then sang again
! of the many inconveniences which the and after an impressive prayer by Kev.
Dr. Griffin the services were concluded.
crews of these freighters have to endure.
At Mount Hope cemetery, where the
Before the laws of wave oscillation were
THE UP-TO-DATE
formulated, it was not nearly so common interment took place, Kev. Mr. Griffin offered prayer, which was the only exercise
as it is at present; and notwithstanding
LIVER PILL
LITTLE
the possibility of remedying this defect, at the grave.
CURES
me uereavea mouier aua uncie
nave
designers have as yet done nothing to overcome it.
This rolling of the vessel, pound- borne their terrible bereavement with
ing of the hull, and racing of the screw great fortitude, aud the hearts of all go
1
convert the empty ocean-tramp into a out to them in their great loss, which is
Dyspspsia,
pandemonium of unearthly sounds; and shared by so many.
when this unearthly din is continued for
Among the large number of attendants
and Liver
at the funeral were the members of the
some time, as is frequently the case, the
effect produced upon the crew is that of medical associations, the Tarratine Club
Complaint.
1 SUGAR COATED.
complete despondency. There are times and other organizations to which he beSold by all druggists
when, owing to the heavy seas, which are longed.
or sent by malL
The
E.
of
bearers
were
Hannibal
winter
Col.
the leaning characteristic
in
pall
or
fcQ rTRi
V* I
;
o»_Nervita Medical Co., Chicago
the North Atlantic, no food can he cooked Hamlin of Ellsworth; Richard S. Dow,
for days; when men, relaxing their grip Esq. of Boston; Dr. William C. Mason,
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.. Belfast, fie.
Charles H. Bartlett, Esq., Dr. Daniel Mcof some stationary object, are liable to be
thrown across the deck and injured, it not Cann, Mr. William .Schwartz, Mr. 1*. H.
killed; when Firing the boilers becomes Vose aud J. A. Chandler of Bangor.
next to an impossibility: when sleep is not
[Bangor Whig & Courier.
to be had for days consecutively. As these
Ask your grocer for Big Master, the
with
pendulums swing
terrifying rapidity
In all itfj stages there
through an arc of ninety degrees or more, biggest 5c. bar of best soap made.
should be cleanliness.
|
and drive away at right angles to the
Ely’s Cream Balm
direction in which they are supposed to !
Speaking of that wonderful old man, cleanses,
and
lu-als
soothes
go, life becomes indeed a veritable bur- j Rev. Elijah Kellogg, still preaching every
[lie diseased membrane.
den.
[“Last Winter’s Tragedies of the Sunday at Harps well, though nearly nine- 11 cures catarrh and drives
sea.”
by Capt. A. G. Frond in the I ty years of age, The Congregationalist away a cold in the head
Xu.ember Forum.
says: “Extreme deafness does not make
quickly.
the pastor’s greeting to friends, old and
( ream Isalm is placed into the nostrils, spreads
Neither Big Master nor Marseilles White new, any the less cordial.
An informal
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is imS >ap contain any ingredients that will
at
the
the
is
close
of
service
reception
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
gradually eat up your clothes.
usually inevitable, even if he desires to not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Drugavoid strangers.
To the young man with gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
1 flings I hat Other people Do.
his camera, desiring to
j*et a snapshot of ELY BROTHERS? 5ti Warren Street, New York.
preacher aud pulpit, Mr. Kellogg replies
The man who does his best to make the with ‘No, some other day.’
PILES!
PILES! PILES!
world a better place,
Whose heart is pure, who dares to look his
The special expert sent abroad by the
Dr. Williams’ Indian File Ointment will cure
neighbor in the face,
Agricultural Department in search of new Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Files. It
Is not the one who takes delight in holding seeds and edible
plants has brought back absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
to
view
up
an
“everbearing strawberry,” which it acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Wil
And scoffing at the foolish things that other
recommends highly.
It comes from 1 jams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
people do.
France, where it has been recently bred. Files and Itching of the private parts, and nothThe man who gains the noble height where It is said to
produce fruit for months on ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
fame and honor wait
the same plant, and a small patch will
Wins no delight from petty spite, he gives
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
a
supply family table a whole-season.
no been to hate,
WILLIAMS' M’F’(t CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
For he has little chance to reach the distant
For sale by R, H. Moody.
1>

Small Till Small Dsae. Small Trice.

know,

sigh.
T

my whole life to Burdock
Scrofulous sores covered my
B. B. B. has
beyond cure.
me a perfectly well woman.”
Mrs.
Hutton. Berville. Mich.

^

are

not,

even

then,

corn-

for this is that they
t buy tile right sort of tea.
are not
careful enough in
i to the quality and
purity of
cle which they procure,
mover would enjoy their “five
ker" must be sure that the
quality has been procured,
wise & Sanborn’s package teas
from tea gardens famous the
i over for the
highest qualThey are the Koh-i-Noor, an
wh Breakfast Tea, delicious
avigorating. Orloff, a Formosa
mg. is gently stimulating, and
a
Orange I’ekoe, a Ceylon and
t
Tea, with rich wine-like body,
reason

ind

refreshing.

r.ichever

one

of

these kinds

hoose, you wid find you have
—

:
1

a

well.

hey ali
ud air

in pound and halfleaded forms.

come

tight

One pound makes

over

200 cups.

Chase & Sanborn's Teas.

it’s

no

wrong to win—

M

b8mma

i TREATMEH1

Chich eater*.

E«U.a Itlauio.nl

Pennyroyal

llrenl.

pills
'p/‘7i7.Sra-S*

always reliable.
nruKsisv for Chichester English Dia £F\A
Brand iu Bed
ribbon. Take VST
boxes, sealed yrith blue
Inn Other. Refute dangerous substitu- V
and imitations. At Druggists, or and U
in stamps for particulars, testimonials and
»n letter, by retara
“Belief for Ladle*,”
Unit
10.000 Testimonials. Earns Paper.
Safe,

fiond

j

j
j
j

I

propose.”

of wordly experience.
“It’s
be on your guard." [Cl.ic ago

man

folks love Dr. ..Ps Norway
Pleasant to take; perfectly
harmless.
Positive cure for coughs, cohD.
bronchitis asthma

“Tilings are very interesting down in the
xejaimed Maude. “The TransTran-vaal,
vaa'l'" repeated Maud
with a puzzied look.

Please mention this papei when wri'intc

e/i

Sold bj

all Local

Druggist*.
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NOVELTY IN LI I

RLR\
AND ART FEATURES

sp,endid
program of

Literature and

Art,

Fun.

Long Storm.., l«y Until Mt Ent ry Stuarr,
Mary Mapes DoCge, Elizabeth B. Custer ami
EmU < mn/i/fti ii <h,e Snmlnr.
A Serial Story by the author of “.Master
Skylark," a tale of Old New York.
A Serial Story by the Author of “Denise
and Neil Toadies,“ a capital story for girls.

A Serial Story of Athletics.
A serial Story for Little Children.
Stories ot Railroad Life.
An

Castaigne’s Drawings

tion,”

Mnei

ica

Century

rheodore Roosevelt, Governor of
and (o' 11 u 111 the Rough H
contribute a paner on Wimt Jim
of Her iioi/s

New Y"il;

and Nose ran Water —C. G. Archor Brewer, Maine, says: "I have had Ca- St. Nicholas League. Badge and Membership
free. Sen lei instruction Ic.tilet.
tarrh f‘>r several years.
Water would run
Fun ami I rolie, both in rhvtm-. stones, pictures
from my eyes and nose for days at a time.
and puzzles, will be.
always, a striking cliarAbout four months ago 1 was induced to ; aetensn <d St. Nieliola.-.
try Dr. Agnew's Catarrhal Powder, and!
illustrated.
since using the wonderful remedy 1 have
not had an attack.
I would not he without!
it."
It relieves in ten minutes. Sold by
A l:ree S mple
on Request.
Kilgore & YY ilson and A. A. Howes & Go.

Everything

Copy

Indecent Haste. "I have called to collect
that little account which has been standing
lor over two years.”
"Hum? Don’t
think that after trusting me all this time,
you’re showing iuderent haste in rushing me j
for payment all of a sudden ?” [Philadelphia i
North American.

n

you]

!
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THE CENTURY CO.
Unio.; Square, New York.
Blaine

State oi
County

or

Walihi

ss.

November 8, A. I>. 1.S99.
Taken this 8th day of : ovemher, A. D. ls'.<9,on
dated the 10th day of October. A. D.
1899. issio d on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court. f< r the County of Waldo,
at the term thereof begun ami held at. Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of
Making Distinctions—"Do you know much Septemb* r, A. 1). 1899. to wit: on the ninth day
about music?” "Not a great deal,” answer- of the teiin. being the 28th dav "i SepE-mber.
A. I). 1899, in
favor of M. C. KIEL of Bel
ed Mr. Rufshod.
"But I’ve managed to figfast, in said County, collector of raxes for the
ure out that if you hear auythiug iu a theacity of Belfast for the year 1897. against the Beltre at the cost of $5 per seat it is art, and if
fast Hotel Company, a corporation organized and
somebody sings the same thing in an adja- existing under the laws of the State of Maim-, and
cent fiat, or hammers it out on a piano, it is
having its established place of business in Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, ami particularly the laud
an infernal racket. I am getting on.” [ YVasliand buildings, on Crosby Inn lot. between Main
iugton Star.
and Franklin streets, being Lot 37 in Div. L. conPill-Fame. 10 cents a vial for Dr. Ag- taining one and one eighth acres, situated in said
Belfast, for one hundred a id seventeen dollars,
nevr’a Liver Pills would not make them the
debt or damage, and twenty dollars and twenty-six
fame they enjoy to-day if the curative powcents cost of suit. and will be sold at public auct ion
not
in
ers were
them.
Worth will get to at the office of (.eo. E.
Johnson, in said Belfast, to
the top and that accounts for the. wonderful the highest hinder, on the ele- enth day ->f Decemdemaud for t hese little gems. They posi- j ber, A. D. 1899, at nine o’cloc k in the forenoon,
lively cure Constipation, Biliousness, Sick there.alesta.it above describee, ami .ill tin* right,
Headache. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and title and interest which tlit- said Belfast Hotel
Company had or has in and to the same on the 8th
A. A. Howes & Co. 30.
day of November. A. !>. 1899, ;it four o'clock in
Maude: “They say there is no longer any ; t.lie afternoen, to vv'r: The laud md buildings on
Inn or, between Main and Franklin st
Crosby
“Edith: “H’m!
tuan in the moon.”
They being Lot 37 in Div. I, containing one andreels,
onehave made a summer resort of it,I suppose.”
eighth acres, -itua'ed in said Belhist, and known
as tin* ( rosbv Inn ot and buildings.
| Boston Transcript.
3w4G
SAMUEL G NORTON, Sheriff.
More suicides can lie traced indirectly
to disordered nerves caused by disordered
digestive organs and the consequent mental
derangement and weakness, than from any
This is proven
other cause under the sun.
by statistics. Dr. Von Stairs Pineapple ....SPECIAL ATTENTION (.1VEN TO THE TURKOV....
come
a
universal
Tablets
as
blessing to mankind.
No stomach trouble is too trivial for
attention—no case so deep-seated that these
wonderful Tablets will not ultimately cure.
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes ;
& Co. 40.
execution

NOTICE.

RUPTURES

baby crying because j
Father: “No, my sou; j
have

...

BY THE

LIFE OF CROMWELL
1
m.pleasure in an id.
ii,
hjs.
toiical serial ot the mag. am- j:;
\
is more competent til n Join;
\\
(,
wh
was
selected hy vl
< I lads’,
i., •;
U!;
;iu.
biography of Gladstone, to t reat Grom veil in the
spirit ul the end of the nineteenth centnrv.
■

promises to
«
Ei/irits

Ian Maelaren. .John
Riirroughs, and many
other well-known writers will contribute.
Nature and Sen nee for Young Folks will soon
be begun as a new department.

o

...

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.

I IIK

E.

L.

STEVENS,

Offce. National Bank

Jg^* Office hours from 1

Street,)
I

M.

4, ami 7

to

8

p.

m.
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HOUSE FOR SALE.

cure.

Occasion of Joy. “Was the dear girl
happily married?”asked the friend. “Yes,
indeed,” answered Miss McGabble. “I never
saw so few duplicates among the preseuts
of cut glass and silver ware.” [Washington
An

Star.

The two story House, Eli, and Barn, owned by
E. H. Mahoney of Boston, situated on NTortliport
ave., only five minutes drive from the city. It
has just been put in thorough repairs inside and
out.
Fine Location. Will be fold cheap. For
further information inquire of
CHAS, B. COOMBS,
tf 29.
7 ) 4 liu Sr..

From the Reports of the dealers in this
city, we think no proprietary medicine has
a larger sale than Pain-Killer.
Its valuable
properties as a speedy cure for pain can
not fail to be generally appreciated, in case
Apprentices to learn the stone cutters
of accident, or sudden attack of dysentery,
further information apply to

WAHTEdT

diarrhoea, cholera morbus.—Montreal Star.
Avoid substitutes, there is but one PainKiller, Perry Davis’. Price 25c. and 50c.

I'KATIgNS

ERNES r SE ION-

HOMPSON

■'

a Giizxly.
Biography
d.-ught fulB
by the artist auih »r. -the i- n_<- an
portant literary work .d the auihoi

Animals I Have

Ku"

.-•

1

rated

m >-t im
id
’-Wild

a

PARIS. ILLUSTRATED BY CAS l AlGNA.
A series of papers for
L\p-.-iio-.ir. s,v
Richard Whit ring. autie.r ,j
j.,ti; -me:.
splendidly illustrated with m .re thin m.vv picture- by the (anion- artist
Castaigne, ne tding
views of the Paris Exposition.

LONDON, ILLUSTRATED BV PHIL 'LAV.
-r i.-s
papers on he Last had’d
,nd m Itv
Sir Walter Besant. with pictures 1
Phil Ma
■ud Joseph Pennell
SAILING ALONE AROUND THE WORLD
record oi a voyage
4d...n..t M,,;es .iM.u.r'■
hand
n
tlot
A most delight I ul In gaaphy ot py •.c;i,
Tin

>

•HE \L THOR Ol:
HIGH WYNN!
Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, -.si I furnish .. -a *rr senior
remarkable psychological interest,
The Auto
biography <d a tpiack," aim there will be short
stories by all the leading writers.
A CHAPTER I ROM MARK TWAIN’S
A BA NIX )N E D A l TOBI' )Q R A PH Y
LITERARY REMINISCENCES.
Familiar accounts of T< nnvson.
Browning, Low
ell, Emerson, Bryant, Whittier and Holmes.
IMPORI ANT PAPERS

By

Roosevelt, President Eliot
University. Thomas Bailey Aldrich.
iison, John Burrouglis, and .»t ners.
AMERICAN SECREI HISTORY.
series of papers "t commanding interest.
THE ART WORK OF THE CENTURY.
Governor

Theodore

of Harvard
\\
allow \\
i)•

A

It is every whan conceded that Tiik Ui-vn u\ has
led the world c art. Timothy Cole’s unique and
beautiful wood blocks will continue to be a feature, with the work of many oilier engravers who
have made t lie A meric, m sell■
fam cis. ric* tine
halt-tone plates—re migrav 1 .tv w t.-l-eugravers
—for which the mugn/im i- d stunguished. will
appear with new ineth tds I printing and illustrating.
,r i,
li'i/h, II, ,r -cos if Han,.
Vo
■

r,

$4.00
to t

liC

ii

..

>«//

im c

jjiit'i ish<

THE CENTURY CO.,
UNION SQUARE, NEW ’iORk.

J/u-

tS/iud

//

//

^U/MweAd-L rfuye

A.CJ’iC

*

(t/ld/

PORTLAND, AL'UL ST A.
i:\M.Oi; am*

HOl'LTON. MAINE

Actual Imsimss

l*y mail ami railroad, Instruction by mail a si ccialty. Department of telegraphy
Bookkeepers, clerks ami sienog aphers
furnished ;<) business men. Free (catalogue.
F. L.

SHAW, Pres., Portland. Me.

I>.,

Building, Belfast, Me.
to

I I.UN

>

will be remarkable. Besides origins drawings,
there will be valuable impti'hj-h*’ I portrait- lent
1. owners ot
by Her Majesty t;• ...an
the greatest (.Tomwell eolleciions. < >11.«
features
include

3m3t>

In all stages of Nasal Catarrh there should
he cleanliness. As experience proves, Ely’s
Cream Balm is a cleanser, soother and healer
of the diseased membrane. It is not drying
nor irritating, and does not produce sneezing.
Price 50 cents at druggists or it will be
mailed by Ely Brothers, 50 Warren
New York.
Upon being placed into the
nostrils it spreads over the membrane and
relief is immediate.
It is an agreeable

Superbly Illustrated

...,

of Colonial
b\ Elbridge S. Brooks, author
Book of the American Revolu-

etc.

"
XoCflilhir
AH denieis omt
mittanrr mo >

A New and

By tin- liiglit Hon. John Morb-v MI. I*
THE conductors of /'/,
m:
.-special

Important Historieal Serial

Life in
of "The

Eyes

to

ILLUS1R \TIONS,

other writers.

er

going

I HE BEST

Ton

-1

lie’s

LRIVi L (j IN COLOR

with Cole’s Engravings ami

Mrs. La Salle—"You said Mrs. Wabash
got her furniture on the installment pian,
didn’t you .’'’
Mrs Dearborn*—"Yes; she’s
had four husbands, and got a little with
each one.” [Indianapolis Journal.

some.” [Puck.

1900

A

\I oon
o u

j

No Heart too Bad to be Cured.—Testimony could he piled high in commendation
of the wonderful cures wrought hv Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart.
No case stands
against this great remedy w here it did not
relieve the most acute heart suffering inside
of thirty minutes.
It attacks the disease m
an instant after being taken.
Sold by Kil‘id.
gore & Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.

Tommy: “Pa. is The
lie hasn’t any teeth?'’
he's <Tying because

In

Mary Mapes notice

Life.

Itching Piles.—Dr. Agnew’s Ointment is
proof against, the torments of Itching Piles.
Thousands of testimonials of cures effected
by its use. No case too aggravating or too
lung standing for it to soothe, comfort and
cure.
It cures in from 3 to Q nights. 35
cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A.
Howes & Go. 33.

CENTURY

MAGAZINE

FOR YOUNG FO LKS.

{

advertiser.

to

NICHOLAS

A

Careful housekeeper—"Bridget, you may get all the preserves we canned last year and boil them
up
1 am afraid they have begun to
again.
work."
Bridget—“Like enough, mum, like
enough. Everythin’ about this house has

[Brooklyn

>

j

She knew by experience.

!

menths.

six

re-

The Httie
Pim Syrup.

to.”

Square, Boston, JViass.

Write and he wili send Ins monthly Magazine, “The Pi vine f .dor." I'lil'E f<>r
Thousands of ailments and diseases cured by his absent treatment.

asked

1
j

a

The world is brighter for the day spent in
his presence who
Can keep from finding fault with things that
other people do.
[S. E. Kiaer in Chicago Tiines-Herald.

to

TRUTH, THE DIVINE HEALER,

6A Bowdoin

the
“Sometimes
.'

Itclnuess of the skin, horrible plague.
M.-st everybody afilicted in one way or another.
Only one safe, never failing cure,
Doan’s Ointmeut.
At any drug store. 50
cents.

Masai

things

not

FRANCIS

catarrh,

,T5be%iciaV£CTS

fache

like the honest man who tries to keep away
from sin,
I like the man who seeks to rise, but does

croup,

to

"a:

Habitual constiPAT,on

NERVE AND E

I

ask Mr. Truth wl.\ has ..
patients than a do ,-n doctors The „nlv
this is that people wt.o are si k want
get
well, and they are .(ui<k to visi't
and talk with a man .vie
an make n,cm
,;
I :.. r*
is a bur.au
correspondence in
"harm of Mrs. Truth, to whom women write, at <1 it tt,c\ hesitate t-u
press fn
1 h- ir troubles to a
man.
tl;at .edy Mrs. Trui
.•>
«hey ha\e !••• n.-suran.
t!,.
i,.tters
and that their eonfidet.ees are .kept inviolate,
■.
ft,, gb-.eiit treatment is
gr,at r 11 >t-«
>f
tile institute,
persons it
a
distatme a--rented as ell.-e:uall.v as ti,..<.
home.
Tin*
office methods are those of th- best business establishments, and at •• mm; •.m'eri/.-d by tin*
Same methods of into-gdi v and fatt li keeping.

j

11

Skilful Doctors' Froc A dr lea.
Many people would like the sympathetic advice
and counsel of a skilful physician, but do not know
to whom to turn. Dr. Greene, 31, Temple Place,
Boston, Mass., discoverer of that wonderful rem- ]
edy. Dr. Greene's Nervura, and without doubt the i
most successful physician tn the world tn curing J
nervous and chronic complaints,freely offers his
advice to sufferers, without fee or charge, either
personally or by letter. If you cannot call, write
him confidentially about your case and get his
advice.
j

good deal harder

turned the

Health is Wealth4.

that

a

always well to
Evening Post.

(AUfvKNIA flG SYRVP(§.

summit who
Gives up his time to smudging
other people do.

A WOMDERFF MAN’S POWER.

“Oh. yes. That’s the country where nearly
all the towns sound as, ll they had been
named 'after American sleeping-cars. [Washiugton Star.

(Sick-Head*

tea

throat,

"Is it hard to propose to a girl
in affairs of the heart.

feYEPs

\

sore

fails.

novice

EFFECTUALLY

C

cures
never

of

Physicians

answer

A
household necessity.
Dr. Thomas'
Eclectrie Oil Heals burns, cuts, w..uuds ot

5Y5TEM

Cleanses

body.
made
Chas.

can.

Bowels

>

Blood

liance, Kate Dooly, threatens to sue me
for breach of promise.
Can you advise me
l ow to extra ate myself from this
difficulty ."'
The financial editor and the foot-ball critic
ua-re responsible for the answer.which read
'If
would appear that you have already
extra-Kated yourself.” [Baltimore Ameri-

Kidneys, Liver

1

"«•!I known teal people cured
this m-w force."
That expression was
ii drew an in v. st iga
niagner w
.t
ag P ■
.pa ,n man. The demonstrator, FratiI nit n. grasped with hi
rigtp hand the right
ml ■ ■
r. p .!■<■■■■■
Tie- sensatiot was
as if an engine in
Mr Truth's l>«..i v was pumpo
waves into the !..«!>- of ids sub_
I here is no doubt but wh.it 1 !• !
3‘ !!<•■
w-i i; ••r ma u said
it is not like
el", trn-it
Mr. Truth
c| lie 1: I have had set n ins s •> •1
«ure!\ I was :u <• a.i
t.-n
with an electrie hatierv. but I have ... it,, m
at
is me
ii
1
11.-: ry.
'What
is the power. tl-oitV
1 da not know.
It h, s a! ... s
■,
n
will-, !u,.. ;m| 11, ,,niy thing
1 ‘-an say. or it.at 1 ought to >• y.
s that
i, a g
Item Pod. 1 ..i ih ,t it is a force,
a powerful,
well-defined, but harmless f.\Vi
!.•
ati-mt
as
actually affects
he
knows l»> his own knowledge
m
ti.
a
< suits.
In other words, it cures.”

mer

:

A MAGAZINE FREE.

Hundreds

The auswers-tu-correspomlents editor was
taking a day off when this question came in:
"l am engaged to Kate Murphy, but my for-

asthma;

)

is

owe

any sort

Successors,

1■ <

I seemed

Acts

iBiliouaness,
(Constipation,

mafiy people who cancomfortable without their
'' lock tea.
There are many
v. ho, after
they take after-

A. M. BININGER & CO.’S
New York.

my son/' Haiti Mr. Busyman, with a
"I fancy it was talked to death.”

R.tte.rs.

>

LIV RGTA

are

free sample.

[Harper’s Bazar.

—

j

re

Always Bought

A Soft Reply.
"Pa,” said little Willie, on
returning from school, "is Latin a dead lan“Yes,
guage?”
my son,” replied Mr. Busyman.
What did it die of, pa?”
“I don’t

1

|

hard to tell at first glance to
language this word belongs.
French and has been adopted
r;s to describe the custom now
r sal
of drinking tea at five

No woman is going to
be tormented with pain: and
weakness and nervousness
and distressing womanly ailments of all sorts, if she
knows a way to cure it.
That’s the reason we are
telling you about TANGIN.
It is absolutely, unfailingly
and positively a cure for any
of those dreadful diseases
known as womanly ailments.
To prove it to you, we will
send you a free sample of
TANGIN and a valuable
medical treatise on the diseases of women, free, if
you
will send a postal asking for
it. That surely proves what
we think of TANGIN.
It
has such wonderful curative
powers that we are not
afraid to send you a

Suture

■

s

TANGIN

CASTOR IA

and

ter

Regiment.

must be accorded to

■

ns

Twenty-Sixth

The history of the twentySixth Maine
We think the palm
creasln^n
Regiment is a hook of 382 pages and an edias the most attrac- tion of only 500 copies has been divided
There is a reassuring “Bird Talk”
Thomas
W.
Higginson
by
for distribution.
among the committee
John Burroughs in the November St. tive and interesting writer of the
p resent Having received 200 copies, I shall send
Oue of the good signs of the
Nicholas.
men.
He lives in forthwith by mail, free, to any person who
generation
of
literatary
times, he says, is the interest our young
has sent or paid me one dollar, or who shall
but lie is essentially of the
people are taking in the birds, and the Cambridge,
or pay me one dollar, as many
Boston school.
copies
Longfellow and Emerson send
numerous clubs and societies that are beas I receive dollars before the edition is exand Whittier are always regarded ascenformed
the
hausted
iug
throughout
; first come, first served.
country for tring here, though their days more than
Prompt
action in this matter is important, so th it
bird protection and cultivation.
l.u my
their nights were passed in Boston.
Mr.
none may in the future come up
regretting
youth but little was heard about the birds.
volume of reminiscences, en
not having secured a copy while available.
Higginaon’s
They were looked upon as of little ac- titled
who has paid one dollar for the
to a
“Cheerful
Any
person
Yesterdays,”
is,
count.
Many of them were treated as the I great extent
history, and a good deal of it history, and does not receive it within two
tinner’s natural enemies.
Crows and all I is
Boston history. We have before spoken weeks from now, should communicate with
kintis of hawks and owls were destroyed
of it as the best book of its kind that lias |J. W. Black, Searsport, Maine.
v hcnever chance ottered.
1 knew a farmbeen published in this country.
Mr. Higer who every summer
and
killed ginson has in a sense
caught
Our Clubbing Offer.
The New Vork
supplemented it by
all the red-tailed hawks he could.
He another volume which lie calls “ContemWeekly Tribune is a paper of 20 pages, filled
stood up poles in his meadows, upon the
poraries.”
It contains his views of the
with geueral news and matter of interest
tops of which lie would set steel traps.
distinguished men he lias knowu, and with and value in every home. The
Tli
hawks, looking for meadow-mice,
subscription
many of whom he has lived in intimacy,
would alight upon them and be caught. in
price is $1 a year. We have a contract with
his generation.
They embody condenThe farmer was thus slayiug his best sed
the publishers of The Tribune by which we
of such distinguished peofriends, as these large hawks live almost ple biographies
can furnish that paper free to all who
as
Theodore Barker, Whitpay for
Emerson,
mice
and
vermin.
The
redentirely upon
tier, Mrs. Child, Helen Jackson,Garrison, The Republican Journal one year in advance
The Journal gives all the local news and is
tail, or hen-hawk, is very wary of a man
Dr. S. G. Howe and an e truest
advocate <>f local interests, and
with a gun, hut he has not yet learned of Phillips, Sumner,
of
the
characters
bringing
The Tribune is one of the best, if not. the
the danger that lurks in a steel trap on others,
these people as they appeared to Col, Higbest,
city
weekly
published. Hundreds liave
the top of a pole.
ginson
before the reader, are en- taken advantage of this liberal offer, and it
If a strict account could be kept with livened vividly
lias
satisfaction
in every case. Send
and
have
given
the graceful
by anecdote,
our crows and hawks for a year, it would
and fascinating style of tl eir author. in your names.
he found at the end of that time that
There is a fine analysis of Gen. Grant in
most of them had a balance to their credit.
his personal traits that brought him into
That is, they do us more good than injury.
world distinction also in the volume.
A few of them, like the fish-crow and the There is
a good
deal of history in this
sharp-shinned hawk, Cooper’s hawa and book as well as its
predecessor, and it is
For Infants and Children
the duck-hawk, are destructive to the
out.
in
a surpassingly entertaining
birds and wild fowls; but the others live brought
manner. [Boston Herald.
mainly upon insects and vermin.
I do not share the alarm expressed in
some quarters over the seeming decrease
in the number of our birds.
of
People are

always

CARTER MEDICiNE CO., New York.

Litterateur.

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D„ D, D. ,S,
The Nose and Throat,
No. y ti»

Newbury

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
BOSTON.

MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898.—Iy45

CAUTION NOTICE.
trade.

For

MOUNT WALDO GRANITE WORKS,
tf40
Frankfort, rie.

Whereas my wife, HATTIE O. WING, lias left
my bed without just cause, I hereby forbid all
persons harboring or trusting ber on my account,
as 1 shall pay no bills of her
contracting aftet
this date.
Montville, Oct. 27, 1899.
3w44*
AUSTIN B. WING.

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Fred K. Sawyer is visiting friends in Ban-

royal a

gor.

Services

usual at

as

the Cong’l church next

Sunday.
Stevens left for Roxbury, Mass.,

Annie

Absolutely Pure

t

Wednesday.
The advertised letters this week consist of
one for H. F. Muzzy.

Makes the food

Nichols returned Saturday
Boston.

visit in

a

Prospect Ferry.

Mrs. D. G. Harris will spend the winter
with her son, H. H. Grant, in Portland.

ing friends

visiting friends
day.

wife, who have been
Camden, -eturned Tues-

and

in

The pond is frozen over and
pecting some interesting items

we are ex-

from

that

source.

Work hi the initiatory degree at the Odd
Fellows' Lodge next Friday evening, with a
luncheon.

Wesley Webber slaughtered
eleven-months-old porker
fv>l pounds.

the

past week

Emma Davis left for New York Saton board schooner

Mrs.

urday to join Mr. Davis
Georgia Gilkey.
W. M.

Parse, who

Boston in the

in

was

clothing business, returned
Wedneaday.

interest of

horn _»

lus

M s. Geo. B. Putnam, who lias been visiting friends in Boston and vicinity, arrived
borne Tuesday morning.
Mrs. K. G. Scott, who has been visiting
Mrs. J. C Nickels, left for her home in
Richmond. Ya., last week.

Congregational sociable will
'ofb Mrs. J. C. Nickels this,Thursday,
ing. All are cordially incited.

meet
even-

Harry Randall has

a position as quarterUmatilla, which plies betwetn San Francisco and Ruget Sound.

steamer

master on

Scott Downes will leave shortly with a
four-horse team for Greenheld. where he
has secured a situation in the woods for the
winter.
We

Sargent,
1 y

pleased

are

to announce that Mr. Mial

has been confined to the house
illness for several weeks, is con-

who

a serious

valescing.
Mrs. W. R.

Gilkey

last
week to join her husband and will make the
voyage on schooner Georgia G.ikey. now at
that

New York

went to

hock bouse

City

ago and is
Y. arrived

N.

short visit

to

seven

now

and family.
will sell the Sweeney house
JotL at public* auction. This will be a

A. M.
>■

v.
nr

Kane

opportunity for

turner

s

some one

science :n one

■

iPages

in

Maine to

who desires

some

of

same

date

our

snow

it at

a reason-

Sunday reminded

storm

people that, last year about the
bad a snow storm, though not

we

so severe as

this

of

cue

standing the blizzard
Sunday papers through

Sunday.
Mr. Bowen

Notwith-

got

the

time.

on

Jane Curtis and Marion Whittum left
home one day last week at eleven o’clock,
walked to North Searsport and took dinner,
then walked around the pond to Weutwortli’s
cottage. After a row on the lake, and a sh rt,
rest,

they

returned

home, arriving about

b MO

o'clock.
Andrew Alien, who is playing quarterback
on the Kent’s Hill eleven, has the lienor of

belonging

to the

champion

foot ball team of

Maine. Tim 'vent s
Hill are the only eleven who have beaten
the Thornton academy team »u their own
their class in the State of

grounds.
of J. It. Tobin, J. P.
Harraden, Harr,son M. ody,
Austin Moody, John Stewart and Joseph
A

crew

Moody.

consisting

Frank

Hodgkins have completed the packing of a
train load of Christmas trees furnished them
by Herbert Black The trees will be shipped

by

rail to Boston.

Capt. J. H. Park informs us that the night
the earthquake was reported to have been
felt in Waterville. thirty-four panes of glass
his house, though no
were shattered in
shock was felt. The captain thinks that the
house, which is on a ledge, must have been
twisted by the upheaval.
alarm given last Friday afPenobscot Engine Company to try the old tub, which had been
thoroughly repaired, created considerable
The false tire

t-moon to

call out

feeling in town, aud
who

ran

well

in

mile

a

blown,

of the

some

or more

were

not in

firemen,

and arrived
a

very

pretty
amiable,

td

mind, to say the least,when inform
that the alarm was a fake. It is evident-

ly

not

frame of

come

good practice, boys.

»

busiest places in this section
office of J. W. Black in Searsport,
orders are being tilled for the history
2tith Maine Regiment. These orders
from all parts of trie country and are

One
the
where
of the
is

a

of the

using up the small edition printed. The
committee have used their best endeavors to
fast

notify

members of the

regiment living, aud
the friends of those deceased, that the history is being distributed so that all may
have opportunity to secure a copy. Members of companies A, B, I). anil H, though
their rosters are among the best written m
the book, se« ms to be backward about ordering. ami the committee are at a loss to know
whether it is cnused

by

reason

of not

having

book will
mailed free to any person sending one
dollar to J. W. Black, Searsport.

received notice of the fact that the
be

The funeral services of Mr.
Horatio Spicer were held at the home of
Capt. Wallace Cunningham last Thursday
morning. Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Belfast
Swan

ville.

officiated in

very gratifying to the
deceased. We could add but
little to what has already been said of the
a manner

friends of the

1

a

able ligure.
The Leavj

I

quite

a

broken.

Congratulations are extended to
A little
Stephen Barker.

Troy.
Mr.

Mrs.

and

daughter came to reside with them on Nov.
8th....The post office and store of J. C.
Lamb of West Troy were broken into Friday evening, and a quantity of postage
stamps and some money taken. The thieves
helped themselves to cheese and crackers for
refreshments.Rev. W. A. Luce has been
holding a series of meetings in the school
Mr.
house at West Troy, the past week.
Luce is

a

very earnest worker in his field of

labor.There was a knitting bee at Mrs.
Abbie Fernaid’s last Wednesday, Nov. 8th,
and a large quantity of sale stockings and
mittens

were

Fifty-seveu

knit.

sat down to

substantial dinner, and all enjoyed the
day very much. Troy is noted for its domestic knitting-Sunday morning dawned upon us with a raging snow storm, and during
the day it was almost a blizzard, with the
wind in the northeast. Sleighs were in order
Monday, and everything has the appearance
of an early winter.Miss Bertha Hillman
is at home from Kingman, where she has
a

teaching the past year- Misses MinHillman and Katrina Harding returned to their schools in Knox for the winter
term.... Mrs. Margaret Lakemau has visited
in Belfast recently.Willis Harmon has
been

nie

the woods for the winter for employment-James Shibles and family from
Knox have returned to town and occupy the
farm of the late Charles Bagley.Merton
Feruald.who has been employed in Newport
the past year, is spending a few weeks with
his parents.Mrs. Augustus Myrick is in
very poor health. She is an invalid most of
the time and is a great sufferer-The Sunshine Club met with Mrs. A. C. Myrick Nov.
gone into

Mrs. Caro

11th and had

a

very

Gay. street.. .Charlie,William
each captured one

time.

enjoyable

SHIP NKM'8.

Merton Wards worth and Will Cumalso met with the same success.
Clarence Ames has had to keep iu the house
several days on account of receiving a bad
cut on his knee with a broken glass bottle...
Our schools closed Nov. lid. Miss Fannie
Gushee,teacher in the primary village school,
has improved the looks of her school-room
very much by having the walls tinted and
hung with pictures... Mrs. Thomas Robbins
recently visited friends in Searsmont..

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Nov 10, sobs Maud Briggs. Webster, New
York;E. S. Mernam, Newman, Portland;
Herbert E, Shiite, Philadelphia.
Nov 11
Sell Harriet Rogers, Lynam, Mt
Desert.
SAILED.

Nov 9, Sells Pendleton Bn>s, Small,Brunswick; Alfalfa, Rook port; Senator, Rich, Eagle Island.
Nov 10. Seh Loduskia, Deer Isle.
N v 11.
Schs Eila S Merriam, Newman,
Rockland; Paul fceavey, Pattershall, Frankfort; William Slater. Dodge, Bangor; Maud

visiting relatives iu
Rebecca Ripley is very

Mrs. Katie Newhert is

of the most beaut.i-

secure

were

mings have

residing at Brooklyn, ?
by steamer Tuesday for a
her father. Mr. F. Roulstone, |

ears

unexpected

was

and

lot of cattle and sheep were out until Monday.... Mrs. N. B. Clary fell down stairs last
week and was badly bruised, but no bones

deer.

Baugor.

Charles Salvage, who left here

Mrs.

A.

and Allie Newhert have

R. G. Harbutt, who accompanied
Mrs
Harbutt to Boston to take steamer
Victorian for Liverpool, arrived home Tuesof

on

__

Sunday

storm

Keating has moved to Ro( kland and occupies the J. E. Fro-

port.

steamer

Belfast and Northport-Miss

Appleton

Rev.

day by

Ordway is visit-

Centre Montyille.
Wednesday night,
Nov. 8th. Volney Thompson's carriage shop
was broken into again and mere tools taken.
The same night Dr. A. D. Ramsay’s top
buggy was cut and slashed to the tune of
£25 damage. They also cut the doctor’s
reins beyond repair.
Sheriff Norton was
called out from Belfast, but no arrest followed-Miss Della Kane is teaching in the
Plains district-Mrs. F. A. Cushman is in
rather poor health-,1. W. Wentworth and
family have returned from Pittsfield_M.
M. Wentworth has hired for another season
with Volney Thompson.0. N. Woods,
who has been at F. A. Cushman's for four
years, has gone to Morrill-Some candy
and crackers, which it is supposed were
taken from Vickery & Hatch's store in
Morrill, were found under the Frye school
house last week by Rufus Lowell.

Harry Gross and J. H. Briggs, who have
been hunting in the woods in this vicinity,
returned to Boston Monday.
The

in

K. S.

YORK.

J. Simmons is |on the sick
list_Mrs. W. I. Neal and children are vissiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Simin Bangor
mons.... Mrs. J. G. Harding was
last week visiting her daughter-Fred Littlefield, the trader at Littlefield’s Corner,
Dear the Station, is meeting with ;good success and fills a long felt want.The snow

Searsmont. Loxley T. Ness was repairing the walk leading up to his carriage shop
Nov. 8th when the walk gave way and Mr.
Ness fell,breaking his ankle. Dr. Millett was
called... .True P. Moody and mother have
moved into Mrs. L. Marden’s house.Victor Grange held a special meeting Saturday
night to confer the third and fourth degrees
upon two candidates_T. P. Moody has
engaged with V. A. Simmons for the winter.
....Albert Thayer of Belfast visited his
mother in this place last week_Mrs. G. E.
Bailey is visiting friends iu Belfast_
Harold E. Miller has gone to Somerville,
Mass., to spend the winter.

weighed

that

an

CO., MEW

Waldo.

Lulu Avery closed a successful term of ten
weeks school at Prospect Marsh last Friday.
.Frank Harding, Jr., spent last Sunday
at his home in this place, returning to Brewer Monday morning-Miss Harrimau visited Miss Edith Haley at Prospect Marsh last
week.... Miss Addie Partridge of Stockton is
doing dressmaking for Mrs. Anna C. Harriman.Miss Fremetta Shepard and lady
friend of Belfast visited Mr. ami Mrs.George
Avery last week. ..Mrs. Emma Luke returned home last week from a two months visit
among relatives in Massachusetts.

On account of the severe snow storm Sunday there were no services at the churches.

Hopkins

delicious and wholesome

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

Schools iu the village began Monday and
will finish the term of ten weeks.

l>r. E.

more

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

Miss Ethel M.

from

Manchester Haynes, from Capt Matthews,
that the vessel, which was bound from
Charleston, S C, for Weymouth, with a cargo
of phosphate rock, put into N Y Wednesday
in a crippled condition. In the late hurricane she was
badly used up and will have to
repair before resuming her passage. She
carried away one of her boats, also the mainboom and gaff, with everything attached,
mainsail and forestaysail were blown from
the gaskets and two shrouds to the forerigging parted.
Boston, Nov 9. One of the vessels to encounter the recent hurricane which resulted
iu so much damage to shipping along the
southern coast, was the three masted Waldoboro sch Stephen G Loud, Capt. Barter, from
Brunswick, Ga, with a cargo of hardpine
lumber. She ran into the hurricane on Oct
30, and received considerable damage before the weather moderated. Two of her
boats were carried away, one from the forward house and the other from the stern davits, the cabin door and skylights were burst
iu by heavy seas and the cabin flooded with
water; other damage resulted, although the
vessel’s cargo remained intact.
Boston, November 9. Capt Walls and the
crew of the schooner Juniata of Machias,
Maine, which was abandoned November 2,
off Briar Island, off the Nova Scotia coast,
and afterwards foundered, arrived here from
Yarmouth to-day.
The schooner was bound
from New York to Machias with a cargo of
coal. She left New York on Sept 29 for New
London. Conn., where she had put in for
shelter October 15, and New Bedford, on
October 17. Her delay along the Southern

BORN.

GOLD

DUST

states

Waldobore... .Mrs

1

Briggs, Webster,

sick and

no hopes are entertained of her recovery.Clarence Gouldiug and son Clif-

ford have beeu

town

in

windows and

outside

a

AMERICAN

days, putting

few

doors

ou

the

New

Oakes

doing other necessary work !
on the buildings... .Sunday was a very quiet j
day here. The heavy snow storm put a stop
to riding.
Only two teams passed through
our village during the day-Frank Carskiu |
house

and

confined to the house with a very had case
of blood poisouing. caused by cutting his
haim
with
a
piece of zinc... .JMrs. Lydia
Vaughn lias gone to Union, where she will
spend the winter with her sister, Mrs. Theodore Tyler... Mrs. M. U. Clapp has held
meetings at the Union church every evening
fur two weeks, when the weather would
permit. There has been a good attendance
....Uriah N. Dyer has been making quite
extensive repairs ou the long building connecting bis house with the stable. C. F.
Wentworth has also practically rebuilt his
house, which was one of the oldest dwelling
houses in town. Jesse Wentworth and Tobias Wadsworth have done the joiner work.
is

.Walter Whitten and wife

are

visiting

relatives in Searsmont.
Cars

Thorndike.

Station last, week

as

loaded

were

follows:

at

Far well

the
and

Fletcher,five with hay ; Thomas Keene, three
with hay : Fred Rich, one with wood ; Irving
Thompson of Knox, one with wood ; Frank
Johnson of Freedom, one with wood; C B.
Samps >n of Freedom, four with hay ; Peter
Ayer of Freedom one with hay-Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Gordon visited their sou Eben
Gordon in Cliuton last week-The Misses
Rena and Ruby Vose are visiting their
grandmother, Mrs. D. Johnson, in Freedom.

Miss Mattie Johnson of Freedom passed
last week with her sister. Mrs. Jennie Vose.
_Rev. Ezra Andrews was the guest of
Mr. Joseph Higgins last Thursday night_
Mrs. Orzilia Cooksuu of Unity visited Mrs.
Marcia Bletheu last Saturday.Mr. and
Mrs Mahlon Hatch of Jacksou were the
guests of Mr. II M. Higgins Nov. 6th_
Joseph H. Stevens has sold his winter apples
to Henry Bacon of Unity....A. S. Higgins
Las his new L and shed ueirly complete l
They are a great improvement to his place...
Messrs. Blaisdell and Richardson of Clinton
were in town last week looking after hay_
Mrs. Belle Hunt is canvassing the town for
tea, coffee, spices, extracts, etc etc.The
Portland Corn Packing Company paid the
farmers for their corn Nov. 7. Everything
considered the farmers are fairly well satisfied with this season’s crop-Mrs. J. F.
Heath has returned to her home after a visit
of several weeks with her daughters in Belfast ami Waldo.... Rev. D. Brackett was in
town last week soliciting aid for the new
church at Jackson Mills.Mrs. Hattie
Higgins visited Mrs. Ad die Ward last Wednesday_Mrs. Willis Philhrick of China
was the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Parris Dyer last Saturday and Sunday....
Fred Philhrick has moved to Palmyra, not
Etna, as stated in some of last weeks papers.
-Miss Edith Lawrence of Freedom lias
been stopping a few days with Mrs. Emma
Gordon.... Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Monroe passed Nov. 4tli and 5th with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Monroe in Searsport-Mr. Edison
Webster of Waterville passed last Saturday
with his parents, Mr. aud Mrs. E. P. Webster.. .Mr. Smith and wife of Farmington
A. Collins
are boarding at S.
They are
trimming sleighs for Mr. B. A. GowenMrs. Isadore Tilton and daughter passed last
Friday in Belfast-Mahlon S. Hatch of
Jackson recently bought 1,500 lbs. of wool
of O. J. Farwell.... V. N. Higgins was in
....

Denasu

iasi>

vy

euiitfauay

County Deputy
Hillside
Grange received

uij

uuaiueas....

and wife of Freedom
This
Grange Nov. 8th.

do.

Jennie Hulbert, Jacksonville; sch
Mark Pendleton, Bangor; 12, sld, sch I). 1).
Haskell, Brunswick, Ga, 18, ar, sclis Odell,
Bangor: Isaac Or bet on, New Bedford for
Philadelphia, (and sld )
Boston, Nov i)
Ar, sens Charles L Davenport, New Orleans; Wm Butman, Lowell,
&
Fannie
Bangor;
Edith, Ryder. Coxsackie,
N Y ; 10. ar, sch Nellie Grant, Dodge. Kingston, N Y.
Philadelphia, Nov 10. Cld, sch Lyman M
Law Blake, Newport News
Baltimore, Nov 9. Ar, sch Wesley M Oler,
Harriman, Boston ; 11, sld, sch Young Broth-

Snow, Portland.
Portland, Nov 10 Sld, sch Olive

ers,

T

Whit-

tier, Whittier, Arroyo, P R.
Bangor, Nov 8. Ar, sch Meuawa, Pendleton, Elizabethport; sld, sclis Mary Farrow,
Boston; Rahhoui, L< rd, New York; 9, ski,
sch Susie P Oliver, New York; 10, ar, sclis
Kit Carson, Jersey City ; Hattie McG Buck,
Eddyville; Charleston, Boston; Win Slater,
B.-lfast; 18, ar, sch Isaiah K Stetson Trask,
Savannah; sld, sehs Flora Condon, Sellers,
New York; Post Boy, Swett, do; 14, ar,
sch Lillian, Griudle, Portland ; ski, sch Nat
Ayer, Norwich.
Fernandina, Nov G. Ar, sch Wm H Sumner, Pendleton, New York; 8, cld, sehs
Herald, Lowell, Trinidad, Port Spain; R
Bowers, Young, New York ; 11, sld, sch Gen
Adelbert Ames, Philbrook, New York.
Perth Amboy, Nov 7. Sld, sehs Auuie R
Lewis, Saco; Sarah L Davis, New Bedford.
Nov 7
Almeda
Brunswick,
Ar, sch
Willey, New Bedford; 10, ar, sch Eliza J
Pendleton, Portsmouth ; 11, sld, sch Gladys,
New York.
Gloucester, Nov 7. Ar. sch Lucy E Friend,

Philadelphia.

Jacksonville, Nov 7- Cld, sehs Penobscot,
York ; Lucia Porter, Farrow, do.
Ar. sch A B Sherman,
Nov 7.
Baltimore.
Jacksonville, Nov 8. Ar, sch Celia F.,

Dodge, New
Savannah,

Smith, New York.
Pascagoula, Nov 9. Ar, barkentine Herbert Fuller, Barbados; 11, ar, bark Mannie
Swan, Barbados.
Perth Amboy, Nov 9.
Sld, sch Winslow
Morse, Bangor; 10, sld, sclis Telumah and
Bangor.
Miranda,
Bucksport, Nov 10. Ar, sch M B Stetson,
Grand Banks, 2,800 qtls cod.

Cld, sch Lizzie

Carrabelle, Fla.. Nov 11.

Willey, Rivers,

Boston.

New Bedford, Nov 11. Sld, sch Isaac Orbeton, Philadelphia.
Salem, Nov 12. Ar, sehs Annie P Chase,
Susie Nichols, Rabboni, Susie P Oliver,
Grace Webster, ami A Nebinger, from Bangor for New York, and ail sailed 18th.
Norfolk, Nov 18. Ar, ship Erskine M
Phelps, New York (will load for Manila).
Darien, Ga, Nov 18. Sld, sch Helen G

Moseley, Holt,

New York.

FOREIGN

St John, N B,
Fleetwood.
Hong Kong, Nov 1.

PORTS.

Cld, ship Cora,

Nov 9.

Llaguna,

Sld, ship Manuel

New York.

Caideuas. Nov 9. Sld, bark Doris from
Puuta Gorda for Baltimore (in tow of tug

Britannia).

Newcastle, N S W, Oct 10. In port bark
E A O’Brien, Manila.
Queenstown, Nov 10. Ar, ship Roanoke,
Amsbury, San Francisco.
In port, bark EdBuenos Ayres, Oct 0.
ward L

t

Aimmoer oi

large schooners have already been launched in Maine this
year aud a great many contracts have either
been made or now pending for new vessels,

mostly large schooners, among which may
be mentioned the following: six masted
schooner of about 2,700 tons net, at Camden,
for Capt John B Crowley and others of
Taunton,

.Mass;

six-masted

of

schooner

the same size, at Bath, by N T Palmer ;
live-masted schooners at Bath; four barges,
a tow boat aud a four masted schooner at
Bath, by Kelley, Spear & Co; schooner of
275 tons at Phippsburg; two tugs, a United
about

Mayberry, dsg.

applications for memmany good qualities of Mr. Spicer and the
ships last Wednesday evening. They will
high esteem in which he was held by his have a box sociable Friday evening, Nov.
17th_Bethel Lodge, G. T elected the folmany friends. The remains were taken to
officers last Saturday evening: C. T.,
Belfast for interment-Comet Grange is to lowing
Fred Hunt; P. C. T., Will Hasty; Chap.,
a
series
of
live-cent
sociables
at
the
Geo. Small; Sec., Ruth Small; F. Sec., Wilgive
Hall. The first will be given Tuesday night, ber Hunt; V. T., Bessie Higgins; M., Fred
D. M., Mont Higgins; G., Charles
Nov. 21st, under the auspices of Mrs. M. P. Higgins;
Wren; S., Lettie Hunt-J. G. Cilley was
Greeley, Mrs. Mary. F. Nickerson and Mrs. blasting rocks for J. H. Stevens last Saturis
Maria Goodhue. Picnic supper. All are in- day. Mr. Cilley knows his business, and it
useless for rocks to act contrary when Gilvited.Mrs. Elbridge Lewis of Massachu- man
gets after them.A barn owned by
setts was in town a few days last week; also
William Foley of this town was burned Nov.
Mr. and Mrs. Le Roy Bachelder of Detroit.. 14th. A cow, pig a number of hens and
The sociable at J. M. Littlefield's last Thurs- a small amount of hay were consumed. The
day evening was altogether enjoyable... .A. fire was supposed to have caught from a pan
T. Nickerson closed a successful term of of ashes placed in the barn or very near it.
school in Dist. No. 7 last Friday.
No insurance.
seveD

Buenos

Brooks-Chase. In Belfast, November 14, by
Rev. J. M. Leighton, I)r. John G Brooks and
Mrs. Mary E. Chase, both of Belfast.
Dyer-Whitcomb. In North Islesboro, October
22, Charles H Dyer of North Haven, and Annie
L. Whitcomb of North Islesboro.
Lincoln Brown.
In Gloucester, Mass., November 1, Charles Lincoln, formerly of Vinalhaven, and Ethel L. Brown, both of Gloucester.
Pierce-Billing,8. In South l>eer Isle. October
22, Howard S. Pierce aud Vannie Billings, both
of South Deer Isle.
Wadsworth-Burketr. In Belfast, November
9, by Rev. J. M. Leighton, Edward Ansel Wadsworth and Josephine Simonton Burkett, both of
Belfast.

ion ou w,

regularly.
Send for
for

free booklet—“Golden Rules
Housework.”

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Chicago

St. Louis

DIED.

NewYork

Are Interest-

Cunningham. In Montville, November 4, Mrs.
Betsey Cunningham, aged 78 years, 8 months, 2
days.

Here

Bucksport,

In Bucksport, November 1,
WooniiRiDGe.
Marion R. Wood bridge, aged 3 years, IB bays.

000 tons.
Sch
Mary Farrow Wrecked.
The
lobster smack Ocean View, ('apt. Kennedy,
at Portland Sunday afternoon reports that
about 6.50 o’clock Saturday morning while
oil the coast, he discovered a two-masted
schooner ashore on Thumb Cap island,
not far from the town of Bristol. He steamed
up and found she was the Mary Farrow
of Boston, loaded with about 150,000 feet of
lumber.
The vessel was abandoned with
her sails all set.
He proceeded to strip the
schooner of her sails, rigging, anchors,
etc.
While
thus engaged a boat
chains,!
reached the scene from the life saving
station at
Burnt Island and contained,
beside the crew, Captain Morrisey and
three men belonging to the Mary Farrow,
(.'apt. Morrisey told the story of the wreck.
He said that about 2 o’clock Sunday morning in clear weather he struck the “Old Man
ledge” that lies off George’s island, about
live miles from St. George. Maine.
The
rudder was knocked off and as the vessel
was beyond control
and likely to go to
pieces on the ledge he and the crew
of three took to the small boat and made
for Burnt Island life saving station, three
He stayed at the station the rest
miles off.
of the night and then started out to recover
the vessel.
After sailing about for some
time Saturday morning they discovered t»y
their glasses that the schooner bad floated
from the ledge where sin* first struck, across
tlie bay to Thumb Cap island. They reached
the scene about 10 o’clock. The Ocean View
took the schooner in tow ami brought her.
with her crew, to port Clyde, where she is

few,
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A LAUNDRY SOAP-

Containing
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of the Finest Toilet and Bath

Made by LABE BROS. & 00.
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Soaps.
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Our prices

China

Farmers,

Belfast, Me.

And in fact any

Potatoes,
Wheat Meal,

2

Ohio.

Water

But will do
There’s

There are lots of lame backs in Belfast.
It's a busy place and backs are used.
There’s urinary trouble to a large extent.
Colds affect the kidneys.
The kidneys are tlie cause,

the colds.

not

Keep them in shape ami life is life.
Doan’s Kidney Pills do perfect work,
Are for Kidneys only.
Belfast people testify to their merits.
Here’s

a case

of it;

Captain S. R. Cottrell of 5 Bell street, says: “1
kidney trouble for years, and it grew worse
all the time. I did nothing to relieve it, hoping
had

that in time it would pass off. On the contrary,
my back across the kidneys pained me so that I
often had to walk lame. At night, when my day's
work was done, I have sat down to read the paper,
but my back pained me so 1 could not sit still. 1
would walk around a little while, then go to bed
In place of obtaining it,
to find relief.
as a rule 1 woidd toss and roll until exhausted,

j

1

*

J

finally fall asleep, only to wake up in the
early morning with the same pain across my kidneys. I also had a weakness in the kidney secre1 saw Doan’s
tions which was very annoying.
Kidney Pills advertised and got a box at Kilgore
Ss Wilson’s drug store. The first box did me so
much good that 1 got a second and the two cured

And. other etesirabte serarities.
....FOR SALE in

reel

from

Have

V?-“»

cent,

per

GO.,

Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold tor fifty cents per
box by all dealers or will be mailed on receipt of
price by Foster-Mil hum Co., Buffalo, K. Y., sole

agents for the U. S.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and
substitute.
mere is a oau taste
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the sweet, line tunes
I have pi.i.
a tine piano.
the best makes, and pianos

from

every possible taste and pocke;
Come and test them.
Yon w
welcome.

It don't bother

us

least.

E. S. PITCH Eh
£75 Main Street, ltd last

j

7, 1899.

Personally appeared Ida R. Warren, abovenamed, and made oath that the stalements contained in the foregoing libel are true.
Before me,
LINCOLN N. (11LKEY.
Justice of the Peace.

i

The Cherubim’s Re\<.

In the District Court of the United States
for the District of Maine.

STATE OF MAINE.
November

+

s

M! K

feet dr> and
pair of lubber

your

buy

UAILUY’S RHUilU) HACK ReMiHkS H)i< TU-N AM)

SS.
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Sizes4
:

by

>

better satisfaction. The Rubbers are WARM IATVl^I*, ten inchand water tight clear to the top. The Leggings arc FI It!^rr i^I
\ { A
*•«*
and made to tit the rubber, and the whole outer will cost, on

Established 1-454.
4\v4»i

To the Honorable ,1 ustices of the Supreme ,1 udicial
Court, next to be held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday of
January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
Line hundred.
R. WARREN of lslesboro, in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, respectfully libels
and gives this Honorable Court i*> be informed
that she was lawfully marrie 1 to Byron L. W arren,
whose residence is now unknown to her, at Islesboro, in said County of Waldo. <>n the twentyninth day of January, A. I). 1895, by Rev. 1. X.
Allen, a Minister of the <h>spel, duly authorized
to solemnize marriages, and ever since said marriage has conducted herself toward.** said Byron
L. Warren as a faithful, chaste and alTecti -nate
wife; yet the said Byron L. Warren, wholly unmindful of his marriage vows and duty.evei since
said marriage, has cruelly and abusively treated
your libelant, and on many occasions has kicked
and struck lu
and knocked her down, and m
other ways cruelly and abusively treated her.
And your libelant further avers that on or about
the first, day of March, A. 1). 1898, said Byron L.
Warren committed the crime of adultery with a
certain woman whose name is to your libelant unknown.
Your libelant further says that the residence of
said Byron 1.. Warren is not known m her, and
cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore, libelant prays that she may be granted a divorce from the bonds of matrimony now
exisiting between her and said Byron L. Warren.
Dateil this third day of November, A. 1>. 1899.
ll)A R. WARREN.

,i

foot \V ,V 14 >1

<

1
j

Trustees’Sale at Public Auction.

In the matter ot AARON B. SNOW ..f Jackson,
Maine, an Involuntary Bankrupt in Bankruptcy.
Agreeably to an order of William 1‘. Thompson,
| Esq Referee in Bankruptcy, notice is hciohy
STATE OF MAINE.
that we shall mi tlie 21 si d.iy of Noveinlvr,
given
seal.
Si'i’lleme Judicial Corin’,) |! A. D., IMP'.*, at I < > o'clock in the l'« r* n •« n •«. at In*
In Vacation,
! ! late residence ol said Aaron R. Sim\\. m .Eo-ksoii,
A rc rs a, November 9. 1899.
} m the County of Waldo, sell at publie .metimi to
lTpon the annexed libel, it is ordered by me, the highest bidder for eash, t he t ol lowing deserih
tlie undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that
eil property belonging to the estate of
*.. A.umi
notice be given to the libelee by publishing an
B. Snow, to wit
all his right m equity in all real
attested copy of the 'same, oi an abstract Here- estate occupied by him orit his
twehe
possession,
of. togetlu with this order thereon, three weeks horses, two colts, two
hogs, one pair of •*\**n, one
successively in The Republican Journal, a news- i hull, one cow. two two horse wagons, one set
paper printed in Belfast, in tlie County <>l Waldo, double harnesses, one single harness, one grocery
the last publication to be thirty days at least bewagon, one mowing machine, two horse lakes,
fore the next term of said Court, to’ be hidden at and a large assortment •*!
farming utensils ami
Belfast, within and for said County, on the first household goods.
We also have quite a large amount of lumber,
Tuesday of January, next, that he may then and
there appear in said Court and answer thereto, if
wood, bark and hay that we shall sell at private
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
he see fit.
sale.
Dated this 8th (lav ol Nov A. D. 1 8PP
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Ju, J
A true copy of libel and order of Court thereon.
FRED W. BROWN, Ju.,
Trustees.
Attest:
TILESTON WADL1N, Clerk.
ALFRED W. RICH,
)
H. H. Lamson, Auctioneer.
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more

60 Main st.
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STATE OF MAINE
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4

(>c. Per pair..
,‘i pairs for lor.

WALDO SS.

When you know a good thing, tell
It will not lesson it’s goodness,

SL1PPFRS.

Arte-

rORTLAM).

Citizen is Pleased to do it
for the Benefit of Others.

|

»

Water Co., 5 )>er
cent., 10 year bonds.

H. M.PAYSON &

line before purchasing els,-

that works out of doors,

Bound Lambs Wool Soles

sian

l-'1

Belfast

out

flilkmen,

one
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FOR

Memphis, Tent,.,

Correspondence invited.

A

Inspect

HIGH DUCK OVER and
FIRST QUALITY LEGGING

Works Co., ■> per rent.,
20 year bonds.
Population estimated 45,000.

Oat

Sweet

low and terms easy.

That is just what you want for the winter to

$100,000

I

TO TJ I K...

Investments:

10^ Lime,

90(al 00
p bbl,
Meal,
4o5
tb,
3
Onions, t> lb,
oil, kerosene, gal, 12a 13
4w 4 1
Pollock, t* lb,
7
Pork, t> lb
1 1.,
Plaster, p.bbl,
Rye Meal. t> lb
Shorts,
ew-t, 1 00o 1 0?
5 1-2 a
Sugar, fc> tb,
yV
Salt, T. L. \y bu,

are

J.W. JONES,!”"':

CARLE & JONES’,

Akron

guaranteed

guard, as our honor, the reputation we have established in the sleiv
proudly sustain it by giving our customers value for their money in O l I I

1HIS YEAR IS AT

$300,000

all

STYLE and FTXISIl.

Lamps and

Fancy

CUTTERS,

We

FOR

Toys, Dolls,

Retail Market

Peef, corned, p lb. 8#
Putter salt, 14 lb, ls,,u20
50
Corn, p bu,
Crackt d Corn, p bu, 50
Corn Meal, p bu,
50
Cheese, p lb,
14# 15
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 30
Codtish, dry, p lb
5#8
Carnberries, p qt,
Sq8
Clover seed.
Mall
4 50;«4 75
Flour, p Old,
G. H. Seed. bu. 1 50(q2 00
Lard, p p,
8#y

14-ounce <jr
broadcloth
Xickel arw >
(lath rail.

and PORTLAND

J-JEADQUARTERS

tri

rem>

STURTEVANT-LARRABEE SLEIGHS

BUFFALO. 1, Y,

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
/■

minys

SEASON.

W ill Not Shrink Your
l laniicls and WoolenH,

Main Street,

8 00a 12 UO
50a00 Hay.
I Apples, p bu.
tun,
4. a 5 Hides,
Oad 1-2
dried, p lb.
lb,
12
1 75a 1 so Lamb, p lt>,
beans, pea,
!
25a35
medium, 1 7'\«1 SO Lamb Skins.
6
2.(0 Mutton,
lb,
i
vel’weves,
20 a 22 Oats,
Putter, p lb,
bn, 32 it), 2",a do
Oa!) Potatoes,
30to35
Peel. p lb.
5
Parley, p bu,
40.q45 Round Hog,
0 00a 7 00
12 Straw,
Cheese, p lb,
toll,
10.a 17
10 Turkev. f lt«.
Chieken, p lb,
1 1-2 a 3
Calf Skins.
50# 75 Tallow-,
6a 7
14 q 15 Veal, £> lb,
Duck* p lb,
17
2S Wool, unwashed.
Ejr^s, P doz,
3 50 a5 no
Fowl. P lb,
10# 11, Wood, hard,
3 50(a4 0y
soft,
Wood,
Geese, p lb,
13ctl5|

car mine 9

THIS

anchored.
Capt. Kennedy says that
lumber is all right and most of the
damage was done to the schooner’s bottom.
The Mary Farrow at the time of the accident was on her way from Bangor to
Price Current.

Wide neat* hi
hack side* at.
dash. iraod
leather icitaj
Body Idack.
h/ striped, </

Breirsferyr*

FOR

now

ISellast

r

DESIGNS

file

uarK

srilKI'

>1AIN

l,

lit I

I

v

j

WAN I1C1)

HARR Y

A I

If. ( I A /.* /'

SA Main Street.

Wanted

Girl

~

Ayres.

London, Nov G. Advices from Stanley, F
I, state that missing ship A G Ropes, Capt
Rivers, put back to Stanley again with rudder post twisted, repaired and sailed again
Oct 30.
Bark Doris, Klages, from Punta Gorda for
Baltimore, with phosphate rock, which arrived at Stone Key Oct 30 dismasted, sustained
damage to spars and rigging, and many
other top damages.
Bermuda, Nov. 11. Derelict schr William
E Downes, which was abandoned Nov 2, lat
37° N, Ion 70° 42' W, while on the passage
from Savannah for New Haven, was picked
up and towed here by British man-of-war
Crescent.
Boston, Nov 9. A letter received in this
city yesterday by the agent of the sch J

MWyW Expect

ing Things,

Dilwokth. In Belfast. November 10, Martin
C. Dilworth, Jr., aged 15* years and 7 months.
Emery. In Ellsworth. November 4, Mrs. Eliza
Wing Emen aged 88 years, 4 months. 12 days.
Phillips. In Bucksport, November f>. Benson
W. Phillips, age 17 years, 2 months, 27 days.
Redman
in Brooklin, Nov. 4, Mrs. Lucy Redman, aged 74 years, (5 months.
Savage, in Rockland, November 5*, Mrs.
Elmira Savage, widow of the late Capt. John
Savage, aged 80 years.
Stinson. In Deer Isle. October 30. Mrs Lizzie
M. Stinson, aged 15* years, 1 month, 12 days.
Sawyer. In
November 4. Cecil B.

Sawyer.

Boston

These vessels, exclusive of the
United States monitor, represent about 22,-

....

New York

It will not if
you use Gold Dust

Stoniugton.

Milbridge.

MARINE MISCELLANY.

spoken, ucr la, iai> zu
Fred P Litchfield, from

MARRIED.

a

Foster

visited

Should not breed
diseases like
typhoid fever or
malaria.

steam yacht at Bath,
by the Bath Iron Works; steel bark by the
same
concern; four-masted schooner at
Rockland ; a four-master and a live-master
at Camden ; four-masted schooner at Thornastou ; three masted schooner of 500 tons at
States monitor aud

York, Nov 7.

Ar. sclis Maggie Mu!*
\\ ebstet Barnard amt Cora Green,
vey,
sclis
John
1 Snow, Nortou,
Bangor; cid,
H unianacoa. P K; 8, ar, sell J Manchester
Haynes, Charleston for Weymouth; h, ar,
sclm Sadie Corey, Bangor; Austin D Knight,
French, Jacksonville; sld, sch Scotia, Brunswick, Ga; cld, hark Matanzas, Havana; 11.
ar, hark Jose| him-, McCleau, Port Span.

B

shipbuilding.

POWDER.

The Kitchen Sink

Barbour-Harvey. In Stonington,October24,
William C. Barbour and Carrie E. Harvey, both of

Boston.

PORTS.

! brig

J

New England coast was caused by repairs
which were made necessary by her rough
experiences. After leaving the Whaling
City she encountered a terrific storm, and
the Juniata was so badly strained that she
had to be abandoned, the crew Anally reaching Briar Island.

Ames. In Vinalhaven,.November 5, to Mr. and
Mrs Weston Ames, a son.
Candage. In Rluehill, October 31, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Candage, a son.
Llweil. In Spruce Head, South Thomaston,
October 14, to Capt. and Mrs. Albert F. Elwell of
Cutler, a daughter—Marguerite Arvilla.
Hutchings. In Orland, November 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Hutchings, a daughter.
Turner. In Razorville,November l,to Mr.and
Mrs. George Turner, a son.
Wescott. In Penobscot, October 12, to Mr. and
Mrs. George I Wescott, a daughter.

WASHING

POOR & SOW, Druggists.

'GRIFFIN & SKILLING'S

Fains California Raisins
....AT....

SWIFT &
Call and

see

the

former Stockton

PAUL’S.

product of
Springs

a

man.

Desirable

Inquire

office in Odd Fellows’ Block.
at

(54 MAIN STREET.
Belfast, November 13, 1899 —3w4fi

WANTED.
Cylinder Vamper and Top Stitchers
Steady work and good prices.
COMMONWEALTH S. & L. CO.,
3w45
Gardiner, Me.

I'o work in

NOTICE.

FOR RENT.

...MADE BY...

District

ok

Maim:,

Pokti.ano, October 31, IMP'.*.

Pursuant to the rules of the Circuit Court, of the
United States for the District of Maine, notice is
hereby given that FRED W. BROWN, Jr., of
Brooks, in said District, has applied for admission as an attorney and counsellor of said Circuit
Court.
3w46
A. II. DAVIS,
Clerk U. S. Circuit Court, Maine District.

WANTED,
A

a

Enquire rat

Girl to do plain rooking.
MltS. BEN HAZELTINE.
No. 5, North port Ave.

small
No.

ltelfast, Nov. I,

famil.v

47 ('oiisrrt'

>•

-44t.t

Are compounded ol Larks, i•>
and Leaves from the woods <■: >.
They cure all bilious trouble*

POOR & SON
ROe

a

pint.

